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Executive Summary 

Introduction 
Under the Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant Program, grantees must explore 

issues of sustainability through a regional lens, with particular emphasis on an inclusive planning 

process. Accordingly, HUD requires all Sustainable Communities grantees to complete a Fair 

Housing Equity Assessment (FHEA) as a tool to inform the priorities, strategies, and investments 

outlined in the regional plan. A second type of fair housing study, known as an Analysis of 

Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (AI), is required of HUD grantees receiving funds under the 

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program. In the Lehigh Valley region, these CDBG 

grantees include Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and 

Easton. The AI being the more comprehensive and detailed of the two, HUD has encouraged 

Sustainable Communities grantees to develop a Regional AI rather than a FHEA and offered that a 

“well-crafted” single Regional AI could be used to meet the FHEA requirement of the Sustainable 

Communities grant as well as the individual AI requirements of each of the region’s CDBG grantees. 

This Regional AI, then, is an endeavor to streamline the Lehigh Valley region’s approach to fair 

housing and to identify and address impediments to fair housing choice that often do not strictly 

follow jurisdictional boundaries. By conducting this regional analysis, communities across the 

Lehigh Valley will be able to promote fair housing choices for all persons, provide opportunities 

for racially and ethnically inclusive patterns of housing occupancy, identify structural and 

systemic barriers to fair housing choice, and promote housing that is physically accessible  and 

usable by persons with disabilities. To perform this Regional Analysis of Impediments, the 

Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation, on behalf of Lehigh County, Northampton 

County, the City of Allentown, City of Bethlehem and City of Easton, has contracted with WFN 

Consulting. By analyzing and taking actions to address any identified impediments, the grantees 

will satisfy HUD that they are meeting their obligations and certifications to affirmatively further 

fair housing. 

Demographic Overview 
According to the 2010 Census the Lehigh Valley Region was home to 647,232 persons (349,497 

from Lehigh County and 297,735 from Northampton County). Growing from a population of 

538,235 in 1990, the region experienced 20.3% growth over 20 years, a modest annualized growth 

rate of about one percent. The Lehigh Valley Region has been growing at an increasingly faster rate: 

from 7.6% between 1990 and 2000 to 11.8% in the period 2000-2010. Although population growth 

has been positive for all races and ethnicities, it has not been uniform across groups. Whites were 

the largest racial group by far accounting for 82.4% of the total population in 2010 but only 5.7% of 

the total growth. The trend in White population growth has been relatively flat (0.28% annualized 

growth over the twenty years) while the growth trend of minorities has increased robustly (4.6% 

annually). Over that period the White population increased by 28,722 while minorities increased 
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by 111,046. While Whites outnumbered minority groups 3.4 to 1 in 2010, if current trends persist, 

minority populations will exceed the White population before the end of the century.  

Protected Class Analysis 
An analysis of Lehigh Valley residential patterns was performed to determine where residents are 

concentrated based on factors protected from discrimination by the Fair Housing Act. Minorities in 

the Lehigh Valley region – especially Hispanics and Blacks – were overwhelmingly concentrated in 

the urbanized areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton while the geographical distribution of the 

Asian population was more focused in the suburban areas particularly in the western part of the 

region. A higher proportion of working age males were found in the region’s rural areas while  

working age females were more prevalent in the urban areas. The analysis found family households 

containing one or more children to be more concentrated in pockets throughout the region 

including the urban areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, but also in such places as Upper and 

Lower Macungie, North Whitehall, Bath, Upper Nazareth, Forks, and Pen Argyl. Perhaps more 

noteworthy are the suburbs surrounding Allentown and Bethlehem (namely Fountain Hill and 

Upper Milford Township in Lehigh County and Hanover Township and Lower Saucon Township in 

Northampton County) with relatively low concentrations of families with children. Finally, people 

with disabilities were most concentrated in Allentown and Bethlehem. Comparing concentrations 

in more outlying areas of the Region, the northern tier of townships generally had a greater 

proportion of people with disabilities than those townships south of the urban areas. 

Segregation Analysis 
The objective of the Segregation Analysis contained in the study is to determine the degree to which 

residents of the Lehigh Valley were segregated by race and ethnicity. Using indices of dissimilarity, 

exposure, isolation, and diversity, the Segregation Analysis shows that, on the whole, segregation 

between Whites and the Black, Asian and Hispanic minorities in the Lehigh Valley Region was in the 

moderate range and persistent over the 2000-2010 decade. The presence of a rapidly growing 

minority population increased the chances of their social interaction with Whites. The larger urban 

areas of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton were the least segregated because minorities lived 

proximate to each other. 

Concentrated Areas of Poverty (RCAPs & ECAPs) 
In addition to the other analyses, a further analysis was conducted of specialized datasets provided 

by HUD that indicate racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty (RCAPs and ECAPs). 

While the analysis of segregation patterns in Lehigh Valley demonstrated that Whites were quite 

segregated and isolated from other racial and ethnic groups, the RCAP/ECAP analysis suggests that 

those segregatory tendencies are further heightened when the variable of poverty is included. As 

unlikely as it is that the average White resident lives in proximity to a resident of a different race or 

ethnicity, it appears even more unlikely when that minority resident lives in a high-poverty tract.  
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Public Investment and Infrastructure 
To a large degree, investments in public infrastructure play a central role in determining where 

development is encouraged or even where it may be possible at all. In the public survey conducted 

in conjunction with this analysis, respondents generally believed that public services were 

equitably distributed. For example, though large portions of the Lehigh Valley are not served by 

public drinking water and wastewater systems, nowhere in the public engagement or other 

research conducted for this analysis did concerns surface that would indicate these circumstances 

created impediments to fair housing choice in the Lehigh Valley. In other areas, however, disparities 

in the provision of infrastructure were noted. 

The Lehigh Valley offers public transportation services for local residents through the Lehigh and 

Northampton Transportation Authority (LANta). Transit usage as a means of commuting to work is 

moderate, with 2.1% of Lehigh County commuters and 1.5% of Northampton County commuters 

using the service. Despite the varied options provided by LANta and its efforts to expand service, 

residents consulted in the course of this analysis voiced concerns that public transportation was not 

adequate to meet the needs of the area, primarily due to limited access to outlying areas or transit 

schedules not aligning well with work hours. 

As of the 2010-2011 school year, high schools in the Leigh Valley had graduation rates that ranged 

from a low of 57.7% at William Allen High School in the Allentown City School District to a high of 

96.7% at Lehigh Valley Academy Regional Charter School. This significant range in graduation rates 

means that, depending simply upon where in the Lehigh Valley a student lives, he or she may have 

access to a school with a very low or a very high graduation rate. 

 

The Lehigh Valley region contains seven census tracts that are classified by the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) as food deserts, meaning the areas lack access to affordable fruits, vegetables, 

whole grains, low-fat milk, and other foods that make up the full range of a healthy diet. The Lehigh 

Valley’s food desert-designated tracts are each located in proximity to one of the region’s three 

major urban areas. 

Access to Areas of Opportunity 
Another analysis of HUD-provided datasets, the evaluation of disparities in access to areas of 

opportunity determined that, among the general population (and to a lesser extent the pattern is 

mirrored for those living in poverty), Blacks were far more likely to live in neighborhoods with high 

poverty, low school proficiency, low labor market participation, and better transit access than 

Whites. The same can be said of the disparities between Whites and Hispanics, the only difference 

being that the disparity gap in each of these dimensions was approximately 10 points wider. For the 

job access and health hazard exposure dimensions, values were relatively consistent across all races 

and ethnicities, suggesting a largely equal distribution of these features throughout the region. In 

general, children in the Lehigh Valley lived in neighborhoods with greater poverty, less proficient 
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schools, lower labor market engagement, and reduced access to jobs compared with the general 

population. Their exposure to health hazards was no different than that of the general population 

and their access to transit was slightly greater. 

Land Use & Zoning 
In preparing this Regional AI, two different zoning code analyses were conducted, each using a 

different approach. One of the analyses sought to determine the degree to which various provisions 

of the municipal zoning codes restricted fair housing choice; the other analysis sought to determine 

whether or not zoning code provisions strictly complied with the federal Fair Housing Act and other 

related laws. While the two different approaches yielded different results, there were also some 

areas of agreement between the analyses.  

Lehigh Valley zoning codes generally handled very well the matter of establishing reasonable, 

uncomplicated processes for obtaining use permits and setting forth transparent appeal 

procedures. Restrictions on the siting of mobile, manufactured, and modular homes (potentially 

important sources of affordable housing) were similarly determined to be relatively permissive, and 

spacing and dispersion requirements for certain housing types, a common high risk zoning 

provision, was found not to be a major issue among most Lehigh Valley jurisdictions.  

On the other hand, the ordinances adopted by some Lehigh Valley municipalities were more likely 

to restrict housing choice for people with disabilities.  Some of the zoning code provisions may 

restrict the ability of people with disabilities to make reasonable modifications to their properties 

and/or may restrict where housing for people with disabilities may be located. 

Housing Profile 
When analyzing fair housing in a jurisdiction, it is crucial to assess the range of housing choices 

available to the area’s residents while determining the degree to which discrimination may limit the 

housing choices available to certain groups. For each of the five jurisdictions examined individually 

in this section, much of their housing was constructed prior to 1950. This is especially true of Easton, 

where nearly three in four housing units are over 60 years old.  

Easton and Allentown contain much higher proportions of lower-cost housing than do the others. 

Whereas 26.6% of the housing units in Easton and 22.2% of the units in Allentown are valued below 

$100,000, this segment of the market in Lehigh County, Northampton County, and Bethlehem is 

roughly only half as large, ranging between 11.9% and 9.9% of their housing units.  

The National Low Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC) estimates that the median income for a renter 

in the Lehigh Valley area is $31,535. A renter with this income would need to keep rent costs at or 

below $788 to avoid cost burden. To afford a two bedroom housing unit without spending more 

than 30% of one’s income on rent, one would need to work 101 hours per week at minimum wage 

(equivalent to 2.5 fulltime jobs) or earn an hourly wage of $18.35. Based on this analysis of the data, 
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the NLIHC estimates that 58% of renters in the Lehigh Valley are unable to afford a 2 bedroom 

housing unit in the region.  

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) Analysis 
Under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), lenders must annually report data on the type, 

purpose, and characteristics of each home mortgage that lenders originate or purchase during the 

calendar year. The analysis of recent HMDA data revealed significant differences in loan approvals 

and denials due to sex, race, and ethnicity. The loan approval rate for lower income males was 8.2% 

higher than for females. The denial rate for males was 5.7% lower than for females. Whites had the 

lowest denial rates at all income levels. Blacks were denied loans at rates which increased with 

income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. 

Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. 

As with approval rates, denial rates for Asians were lower than for other minority groups but much 

higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial rates of any group at all income levels. 

In summary, denial rates were consistent with approval rates with Whites faring much better than 

Blacks, Asians, or Hispanics, and especially American Indians and Pacific Islanders. 

Fair Housing Organizations & Activities 
In addition to HUD at the federal level and the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission at the 

state level, there are several key local organizations in the region that participate in educational and 

compliance efforts. These organizations consist of North Penn Legal Services (NPLS), the Fair 

Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (FHCSP), the Allentown Human Relations Commission, 

the Bethlehem Human Relations Commission, and the Easton Human Relations Commission.  Each 

organization has its own fair housing education goals and objectives and ideally, all of these 

organizations implement collaborative efforts to ensure that fair housing education and 

enforcement is promoted.  

Between September of 2011 and December of 2013, NPLS held or participated in 108 outreach 

events with recorded attendance of a total of 1,527 people. Hundreds of handbooks, flyers, and 

posters (in English and Spanish) were distributed during these events. Over the same time period, 

NPLS has participated in more than 30 speaking engagements with organizations throughout the 

region. 

In 2011, the FHCSP was commissioned by the City of Allentown and the Community Action 

Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) to perform fair housing testing within the city. FHCSP 

released a final report in 2012 summarizing the results of 33 tests completed between March 2011 

and December 2011. Based on 33 tests conducted, the FHCSP determined that 73% of the tests 

included differential location suggestions based on race or ethnicity; 24% of the tests were 

inconclusive, while 3% were shown to have treated clients of different races or ethnicities the same. 
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Housing Discrimination Complaints 
Among all the agencies accepting fair housing complaints for Lehigh County and Northampton 

County, the largest numbers of complaints filed were claims of discrimination based on disability 

status and race or color. Only HUD and North Penn Legal Services tracked the origin of complaints 

down to the municipal level. Their data showed, predictably, that greater numbers of complaints 

were filed in the more populous areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. Complaints originating 

in smaller municipalities (townships and boroughs) in the region were not frequent enough to 

support a conclusion as to the prevalence of discrimination from one municipality to another. 

Housing Discrimination Lawsuits 
Within the past ten years, the following four significant lawsuits and HUD charges of discrimination 

have been filed to redress housing discrimination within the Lehigh Valley municipalities:  

 Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 

 Hartman v. City of Allentown 

 Community Services, Inc. v. Wind Gap Municipal Authority 

 The Secretary, United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, on behalf of  the 

Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia v. The Blue Valley Times, Blue Valley Publishing, 

Inc., and Michael Ortoski 

 

These cases are important because of their impact on the rights and responsibilities of private 

individuals and local businesses and of local governments and governmental agencies that provide 

municipal services. These cases also have bearing on an analysis of fair housing choice because of 

the potential number of residents within a protected class that should benefit from the standards 

set by these cases.   

Hate Crime Data 
For this analysis, hate crime statistics for the most recently available five-year period (2007-2011) 

were reviewed for trends that could indicate pervasive discriminatory attitudes in particular 

jurisdictions within the Lehigh Valley. However, only one incident of a hate crime was found to have 

been reported anywhere within the region over the five-year period studied. The sole hate crime 

reported concerned a race-motivated crime in the township of Upper Saucon in 2008. While a single 

hate crime can be a serious incident, the presence of one reported crime does not support a 

conclusion that race-biased (or otherwise biased) attitudes are prevalent in Upper Saucon or 

elsewhere in Lehigh Valley. 
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Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Steering by Real Estate Agents 

Applicability: Allentown  

In 2011, the Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (FHCSP) was commissioned by the City 

of Allentown and the Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) to perform fair 

housing testing within the city. FHCSP released a final report in 2012 summarizing the results of 33 

tests completed between March 2011 and December 2011. For the testing, the FHCSP evaluated real 

estate agents and agencies in and around Allentown to determine whether real estate agents were 

steering White homebuyers out of the city while at the same time steering minority homebuyers 

into the city. Steering refers to the practice of real estate agents limiting clients’ home searches only 

to certain areas based on the clients’ race or ethnicity and is specifically prohibited by the Fair 

Housing Act. Based on 33 tests conducted, the FHCSP determined that 73% of the tests included 

differential location suggestions based on race or ethnicity; 24% of the tests were inconclusive, 

while 3% were shown to have treated clients of different races or ethnicities the same. The scope of 

FHCSP’s testing was limited to Allentown, where the results conclusively showed that steering was 

occurring. While there is not testing data to support the applicability of this impediment to other 

areas in the Lehigh Valley, the prevalence of the practice in Allentown suggests that it is highly likely 

to occur elsewhere in the region as well.  

Recommendation: Based on the results of the testing study, Allentown’s mayor and the CACLV have 

already initiated efforts with the local real estate community to encourage greater understanding 

of fair housing issues. The Lehigh Valley Association of Realtors has created a task force to develop 

monthly fair housing topics that brokers can use at their own meetings. This task force has also 

begun exploring ways to increase minority representation on the association’s board and has 

worked with HUD to develop a publication directed at consumers to help them understand Fair 

Housing and how to report Fair Housing issues. It is recommended that intensive education and 

training efforts continue. Additionally, in 2014 a new fair housing testing study should be 

conducted, to include Allentown as well as Bethlehem and Easton, for the purpose of determining 

whether the education efforts are having their desired effect and resulting in a reduction in 

incidences of steering. 

Impediment #2: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

Applicability: Region-wide  

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 
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at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 

lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 
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should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 

Impediment #4: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 

and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 
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organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 

Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Applicability: All municipalities in Lehigh and Northampton Counties  

Zoning ordinances adopted by Lehigh Valley municipalities pose varying levels of risk related to 

limitations of housing choice and/or discrimination against people with disabilities.  Great variation 

exists among the zoning codes within the Lehigh Valley. Some of these codes make it unreasonably 

difficult for persons with disabilities to make reasonable modifications to their property, restrict 

group homes from residential districts or require special permitting from them, require public 

hearings be held before permitting new group homes, and restrict placement of group homes based 

on their requirements for onsite supportive services.  Because each municipality’s ordinance is 

unique and because the ordinances vary in the levels of compliance with fair housing law, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions for the region.  Additional analysis is necessary to determine the extent 

of possible non-compliance related to zoning provisions affecting persons with disabilities.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. Many of the 

recommended actions outlined in Impediment #3 also will help mitigate this impediment.  

Impediment #6: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

Applicability: Various municipalities in Lehigh and Northampton Counties  

The zoning analyses conducted as part of this document brought attention to a number of Lehigh 

Valley municipalities, in both Lehigh County and Northampton County, that restrict inherently 

residential land uses (such as group homes, shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) 

from some residential zones. Municipalities may have certain zoning districts of various intensities 

featuring either a significant or exclusive concentration of residential uses. Depending on the 

municipality, these districts generally take one of two forms: a single-use residential district or a 
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mixed-use district of residential uses and complimentary uses of other types. Under federal law (e.g. 

the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act), zoning provisions may not isolate 

residential uses addressing the needs of a protected class from other residential uses due to the 

characteristics of their clientele. Such uses seek to keep their clients integrated with the community, 

and municipal zoning ordinances may not nullify this intent. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #7: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 

Impediment #8: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

Applicability: Region-wide  

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 
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Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 

public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  

Conclusion 
The recommendations proposed in this document address impediments relative to steering by real 

estate agents, mortgage lending disparities, the need for greater public education regarding fair 

housing and coordination among providers of fair housing services, zoning-related issues, 

affordable housing conditions, and public transportation. Implementation of the recommendations 

can assist the Lehigh Valley in achieving the reality of being an open and inclusive community that 

truly embraces Fair Housing Choice for all its residents. 
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Introduction  

Equal access to housing choice is a cornerstone principle of America’s commitment to equality and 

opportunity for all. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, more commonly known as the Fair 

Housing Act, ensures protection of housing opportunity by prohibiting discrimination in the sale or 

rental of housing on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. The Act was amended 

in 1988 to provide stiffer penalties, establish an administrative enforcement mechanism and to 

expand its coverage to prohibit discrimination on the basis of familial status and disability. The U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and specifically HUD’s Office of Fair 

Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO), is responsible for the administration and enforcement of 

the Fair Housing Act and other civil rights laws.  

Under the Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant Program, a coordinated effort of HUD, 

the U.S. Department of Transportation, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, grantees 

must explore issues of sustainability through a regional lens, with particular emphasis on an 

inclusive planning process. Engaging traditionally marginalized populations in the regional 

planning conducted across the nation under Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grants has 

heightened awareness of disparities experienced by different groups within a region and 

underscored the importance of social equity and access to opportunity as components of any 

regional Sustainable Communities plan. Accordingly, HUD requires all Sustainable Communities 

grantees to complete a Fair Housing Equity Assessment (FHEA) as a tool to inform the priorities, 

strategies, and investments outlined in the regional plan. 

A second type of fair housing study, known as an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice 

(AI), is required of HUD grantees receiving funds under the Community Development Block Grant 

(CDBG) program. In the Lehigh Valley region, these CDBG grantees include Lehigh County, 

Northampton County, and the cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. While the FHEA and AI 

are different studies with different scopes, they are similar in many ways. The AI being the more 

comprehensive and detailed of the two, HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan, in a 2012 letter to 

Sustainable Communities grantees, encouraged the adoption of a Regional AI rather than a FHEA 

and offered that a “well-crafted” single Regional AI could be used to meet the FHEA requirement of 

the Sustainable Communities grant as well as the individual AI requirements of each of the region’s 

CDBG grantees. 

This Regional AI, then, is an endeavor to comply with Secretary Donovan’s request, but also to 

streamline the Lehigh Valley region’s approach to fair housing and to identify and address 

impediments to fair housing choice that often do not strictly follow jurisdictional boundaries. The 

regional approach to fair housing planning embodied in this AI makes smart use of limited resources 

and results in a superior analysis to inform fair housing policy for governments and organizations 

across the region. By conducting this regional analysis, communities across the Lehigh Valley 

will be able to promote fair housing choices for all persons, provide opportunities for racially 
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and ethnically inclusive patterns of housing occupancy, identify structural and systemic 

barriers to fair housing choice, and promote housing that is physically accessible and usable by 

persons with disabilities. To perform this Regional Analysis of Impediments, the Lehigh Valley 

Economic Development Corporation, on behalf of Lehigh County, Northampton County, the City 

of Allentown, City of Bethlehem and City of Easton, has contracted with WFN Consulting. By 

analyzing and taking actions to address any identified impediments, the grantees will satisfy HUD 

that they are meeting their obligations and certifications to affirmatively further fair housing. 
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Definitions & Data Sources  

Definitions  

Affirmatively Further Fair Housing - As defined in HUD’s Fair Housing Planning Guide, the 

definition of “Affirmatively Further Fair Housing” (AFFH) requires a grantee to: 1 

 Conduct an analysis to identify impediments to fair housing choice within the jurisdiction; 

 Take appropriate actions to overcome the effects of any impediments identified through the 

analysis;  

 Maintain records reflecting the analysis and actions taken in this regard. 

 

Certification - As described in the Fair Housing Planning Guide, the Comprehensive Housing 

Affordability Strategy (CHAS) statute at Section 104(21) defines the term “certification” within the 

context of the Certification to Affirmatively Further Fair Housing (AFFH) to be: 2 

 A written assertion 

 Based on supporting evidence 

 Available for inspection by the Secretary, the Inspector General and the public 

 Deemed accurate for purposes of this Act unless the Secretary determines otherwise after: 

o Inspecting the evidence 

o Providing due notice and opportunity for comment. 

 

Fair Housing Choice - In carrying out its Regional Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, 

Lehigh Valley utilized the following definition of “Fair Housing Choice”: 

 The ability of persons of similar income levels to have available to them the same housing 

choices regardless of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, familial status, or handicap. 

 

Impediments to Fair Housing Choice - As described in the Fair Housing Planning Guide, 

impediments to fair housing choice include: 3 

 Any actions, omissions, or decisions taken because of race, color, religion, sex, disability, 

familial status, or national origin which restrict housing choices or the availability of housing 

choices. 

 Any actions, omissions, or decisions which have the effect of restricting housing choices or 

the availability of housing choices on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial 

status, or national origin. 

 

                                            
1 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. Fair Housing 
Planning Guide: Volume 1 (Chapter 1: Fair Housing Planning Historical Overview, Page 1-2).  March 1996. 
2 Ibid. Page 1-4. 
3 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. Fair Housing 
Planning Guide: Volume 1 (Chapter 2: Preparing for Fair Housing Planning, Page 2-17).  March 1996. 
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Protected Classes - In carrying out its Regional Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, 

Lehigh Valley utilized the following definition of Protected Classes: 

 Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 prohibits housing discrimination based on race, color, 

national origin or ancestry, sex, or religion. The 1988 Fair Housing Amendments Act added 

familial status and mental and physical handicap as protected classes. 

 

Affordable - Though local definitions of the term may vary, the definition used throughout this 

analysis is congruent with HUD’s definition: 

 HUD defines as "affordable" housing that costs no more than 30% of a household's total 

monthly gross income. For rental housing, the 30% amount would be inclusive of any tenant-

paid utility costs.  

 For homeowners, the 30% amount would include the mortgage payment, property taxes, 

homeowners insurance, and any homeowners’ association fees.   

 Housing affordable to a low-income family of four (income up to 80% of the area median 

income) residing in Lehigh Valley would carry a total monthly cost of up to $1,466 as 

reported by the National Low Income Housing Coalition’s 2012 Out of Reach data. 

Data Sources Used in This Analysis  
Decennial Census Data – Data collected by the Decennial Census for 2010, 2000, and 1990 is used 

in this Analysis (older Census data is only used in conjunction with more recent data in order to 

illustrate trends).  The Decennial Census data is used by the U.S. Census Bureau to create several 

different datasets: 

 2010 and 2000 Census Summary File 1 (SF 1) – This dataset contains what is known as “100 

percent data”, meaning that it contains the data collected from every household that 

participated in the 2010 Census and is not based on a representative sample of the 

population.  Though this dataset is very broad in terms of coverage of the total population, it 

is limited in the depth of the information collected.  Basic characteristics such as age, sex, and 

race are collected, but not more detailed information such as disability status, occupation, 

and income. The statistics are available for a variety of geographic levels with most tables 

obtainable down to the census tract or block level. 

 

 2000 Census Summary File 3 (SF 3) – Containing sample data from approximately one in 

every six U.S. households, this dataset is compiled from respondents who received the “long 

form” Census survey.  This comprehensive and highly detailed dataset contains information 

on such topics as ancestry, level of education, occupation, commute time to work, and home 

value. The SF 3 dataset was discontinued for the 2010 Census; therefore, SF 3 data from the 

2000 Census was the only tract-level data source available for some variables. 
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 1990 Census Summary Tape File 1 (STF 1) – Comparable to the 2010 and 2000 SF 1, this 

dataset contains “100 percent data” collected from every household that participated in the 

1990 Census and is not based on a representative sample of the population.  Only basic 

characteristics such as age, sex, and race are contained in this dataset. 

 

 1990 Census Summary Tape File 3 (STF 3) – Comparable to the 2000 and 2010 SF 3, this 

dataset contains sample data from the approximately one in every six US households who 

received the “long form” Census survey.  This comprehensive and highly detailed dataset 

contains information on such topics as ancestry, level of education, occupation, commute 

time to work, and home value. 

American Community Survey (ACS) – The American Community Survey is an ongoing statistical 

survey that samples a small percentage of the U.S. population every year, thus providing 

communities with more current population and housing data throughout the 10 years between 

censuses.  This approach trades the accuracy of the Decennial Census Data for the relative 

immediacy of continuously polled data from every year. ACS data is compiled from an annual sample 

of approximately 3 million addresses rather than an actual count (like the Decennial Census’s SF 1 

data) and therefore is susceptible to sampling errors.  This data is released in two different formats: 

single-year estimates and multi-year estimates. 

 2011 ACS 1-Year Estimates – Based on data collected between January 2011 and 

December 2011, these single-year estimates represent the most current information 

available from the U.S. Census Bureau, however; these estimates are only published for 

geographic areas with populations of 65,000 or greater. 

 

 ACS Multi-Year Estimates – More current than Census 2000 data and available for more 

geographic areas than the ACS 1-Year Estimates, this dataset is one of the most frequently 

used.  Because sampling error is reduced when estimates are collected over a longer 

period of time, 5-year estimates will be more accurate (but less recent) than 3-year 

estimates. ACS datasets are published for geographic areas with populations of 20,000 or 

greater. 

Federal Financial Institutions Examining Council (FFIEC) – The FFIEC collects and publishes 

certain data used in connection with federal reporting responsibilities under the Home Mortgage 

Disclosure Act and the Community Reinvestment Act.   

 FFIEC 2011 Census Reports – All FFIEC Census Reports from 2003 forward are based 

upon Census 2000 data while the FFIEC’s Census Reports prior to 2003 are based on 

Census 1990 data.  While most data fields in the 2011 Reports contain Census 2000 

figures, some fields contain more current estimates that are arrived at through data 

processing by other federal agencies (most notably, a 2011 Estimated Median Family 
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Income both by MSA and by census tract is provided by HUD, using HUD’s own, 

independent data processes).  

 

 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) Data – Financial institutions subject to the HMDA 

(including banks, credit unions, and other mortgage lenders) must annually submit 

certain mortgage loan data to the FFIEC.  The FFIEC aggregates and publishes the data.  

The most current HMDA data used in this Analysis is based on loan records from the 2011 

calendar year. 

Previous Works of Research – This Regional AI builds upon previous works of significant local 

research conducted on the Lehigh Valley region. These include the following: 

 Back to Prosperity: A Competitive Agenda for Renewing Pennsylvania – This 2003 

project of the Brookings Institution’s Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy includes 

profiles of the state’s major metropolitan areas, including the Lehigh Valley. The Lehigh 

Valley profile describes important demographic and economic trends and their 

consequences.  

 

 Lehigh Valley Profile & Trends: 2012 Edition – Prepared by the Lehigh Valley Planning 

Commission, this report compiles statistics and graphics illustrating current and 

forecasted conditions in the Lehigh Valley region through 2030. 

 

 State of the Lehigh Valley 2012 – This annual report released by the Lehigh Valley 

Research Consortium examines regional trends in the areas of economic growth, 

inclusion and inequality, government affairs, and environmental quality. 

 

 Envision Public Outreach Analysis – In assembling the larger regional plan under the 

Sustainable Communities Planning Grant, the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consortium 

has sought public engagement and input on the plan’s core sustainability principles. This 

engagement effort involved analysis of over 1,100 public surveys received and input 

received through 47 different focus groups. This document reports the findings of these 

outreach activities. 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Survey – This survey was designed to collect input from a broad 

spectrum of the community and received responses from Lehigh Valley residents and non-

residents.  The survey consisted of 34 distinct questions, allowing a mixture of both multiple choice 

and open-ended responses.  In all, there were 416 responses to this survey, though not every 

question was answered by every respondent.  As a result, where a percentage of survey respondents 

are cited in this Analysis, it refers only to the percentage of respondents to the particular question 
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being discussed and may not be a percentage of the full 416 survey respondents.  Surveys were 

received over a 77-day period, from April 2, 2013 to June 17, 2013. Paper surveys received were 

manually entered by the Survey Administrator into SurveyMonkey for tabulation and analysis.  To 

prevent “ballot stuffing”, the SurveyMonkey software bars the submission of multiple surveys from 

a single IP address.  The link to the online survey was distributed through various email distribution 

lists. A Spanish translation of the same survey was also made available in hard copy and online.  The 

Spanish version of the survey received 29 responses, included in the total of 416 received. 

Stakeholder Interviews – Key community stakeholders were identified, contacted, and 

interviewed either individually or in small groups as part of this Analysis.  These stakeholders 

included mayors, representatives of nonprofit organizations, municipal and county staff, fair 

housing advocates, lenders, and real estate agents. Other stakeholders not belonging to any of these 

groups were occasionally interviewed as dictated by the course of research carried out for this 

Analysis. More than 25 stakeholder interviews were conducted.    

Public Meetings – Six public meetings and two public hearings were held in order to provide 

forums for Lehigh Valley residents and other interested parties to contribute to this Analysis.  

Meeting dates, times, and locations are listed below. Meetings were held both during the day and in 

the evenings in various locations across the region, providing a variety of options for residents to 

attend.  These meetings were advertised via flyers and emails distributed by the Lehigh Valley 

Economic Development Corporation using its various email distribution lists.  The format of these 

meetings ranged from small-group roundtable discussions to moderated forums.  Notes were taken 

of the public comments at all meetings. 

Key Stakeholder Meeting 

Victory Fire House 

Bethlehem, PA 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 

3:30 p.m. 

 

Bethlehem Public Meeting 

Victory Fire House 

Bethlehem, PA 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 

7:00 p.m. 

 

Easton Area Meeting 

Easton Area Community Center 

Easton, PA 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

7:00 p.m. 
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Allentown Meeting 

Sacred Heart Hospital 

Allentown, PA 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

7:00 p.m. 

 

Slate Belt Area Meeting 

Bangor Event Center 

Bangor, PA 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 

7:00 p.m. 

 

East Penn Area Meeting 

Wescosville Recreation Center 

Wescosville, PA 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 

7:00 p.m. 

 

Public Hearing #1 

Fowler Southside Family Center of 

Northampton Community College 

Bethlehem, PA 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 

6:00 p.m. 

 

Public Hearing #2 

Lehigh County Government Center 

Allentown, PA 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 

6:00 p.m. 
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Limitations of this Analysis 

This Regional Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice was prepared by WFN Consulting for 

the Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation on behalf of Lehigh County, Northampton 

County, Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. This report seeks to analyze the current fair housing 

climate in the region, identify impediments to fair housing choice, and set forth recommended 

strategies for overcoming the identified impediments.  Some of the impediments identified in this 

report will require additional research and on-going analysis by entities within the region. This 

report does not constitute a fair housing action plan or any other type of community plan, however, 

it should be a key resource to inform such plans as they are developed.  

HUD’s primary guidance for developing Analyses of Impediments is found in the Fair Housing 

Planning Guide, published in 1996. Since that time, HUD’s approach to fair housing has greatly 

evolved and guidance has largely yet to catch up. At the other end of the spectrum, HUD and its 

partners continue to regularly release new guidance for the development of Fair Housing Equity 

Assessments (FHEAs), some of it released while this report was being researched and drafted. To 

maintain project deadlines, this Regional AI uses the Fair Housing Planning Guide as an 

underpinning resource complemented by more recently released FHEA guidelines, and particular 

knowledge of HUD’s more recent expectations relative to AIs and FHEAs. Some FHEA guidance was 

unable to be incorporated when it would have required substantial rework or would have otherwise 

been impractical to do so. 

Though licensed attorneys with land use and fair housing experience have participated in the 

research contained herein, no portion of this Analysis shall constitute or be relied upon as legal 

advice or as a legal opinion. 

Throughout this analysis, the authors have made careful decisions regarding which datasets to use. 

The choice of a dataset often involves tradeoffs between criteria. For example, more recent datasets 

often have a limited number of data variables available for analysis. Additionally, there is the 

unavoidable tradeoff between geographic and socio-economic detail (less detailed data for smaller 

geographies) that sometimes restricts the availability of data. Also, the detailed definitions of data 

variables can change over time limiting their comparability.  

Finally, all source data used in the preparation of this analysis, whether from national sources (e.g. 

the U.S. Census Bureau), local sources (e.g. the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission), or from 

proprietary sources (e.g. RealtyTrac) is assumed to be accurate. 
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Historical Overview  

The region now known as Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley was first settled by the Lenni Lenape tribes, 

who hunted, fished, and quarried jasper in the area. Europeans, desiring to trade with the Native 

Americans, began exploring the area in the early 1700s and, by 1730, German settlers began to 

permanently settle there. Referred to now as the “Walking Purchase”, William Penn’s sons claimed 

most of the Lehigh Valley from the Lenni Lenape, incorporating the land into their own holdings. 

This action resulted in occasional retaliatory raids on subsequent European settlers by the Lenni 

Lenape through the 1750s and 1760s, but by the mid-1760s, the Lenni Lenape had largely moved 

from the area and Europeans began freely settling the land. 

Northampton County was formed in 1752 from parts of Bucks County. Nazareth, Bethlehem, and 

Easton were among the region’s first major settlements, with Nazareth being primarily an 

agricultural center, Bethlehem being focused on manufacturing, and Easton facilitating commerce. 

Allentown was founded in 1762 and when, in 1812, Lehigh County was formed from the western 

portion of Northampton County, Allentown became Lehigh County’s seat. Through 1830, 

agriculture was the predominant economic driver in the Lehigh Valley.  

With the construction of new transportation means in 1829, the Lehigh Valley became less isolated. 

The Lehigh Canal and new bridges crossing the Lehigh and Delaware rivers opened up coal, zinc, 

slate, and limestone resources, giving rise to major industrial growth and urbanization which would 

come to characterize the Lehigh Valley well into the Twentieth Century.  

By the 1930s, Lehigh Valley-based Bethlehem Steel had emerged as the second-largest producer of 

steel in the United States and was easily one of Lehigh Valley’s most important corporate citizens. 

Fueled in part by wartime demand for military ordnance, the 1940s saw Bethlehem Steel’s 

employment exceed 280,000 workers while the firm booked revenues of $1.3 billion. The 1960s 

and 1970s brought significant changes to the steel industry and to the industrial sector in general. 

Heightened competition from imported products and materials paired with a growing gap between 

management and labor set off a transition and gradual decline both for Bethlehem Steel and for 

other manufacturers in the region. Bethlehem Steel eventually ceased its Bethlehem steelmaking 

operations in 1995 and filed for bankruptcy in 2001. 

Through significant civic reinvestment, the Lehigh Valley has avoided the fate of many other “Rust 

Belt” communities. Today, the Bethlehem Steel site has been redeveloped and houses arts and 

cultural destinations as well as a casino, hotel, and a 1,000 acre industrial park. Allentown and 

Easton have similarly made substantial investments in revitalization and recruitment of new 

industry. Lehigh Valley’s proximity to both Philadelphia and New York City makes it attractive to 

new residents and new businesses. The region’s population is growing and is forecast to continue 

doing so: the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission projects 145,696 new residents will be added to 

the region’s population by 2030. 
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Demographic Overview  

Population Characteristics 
According to the 2010 Census Summary File 1 data file, the Lehigh Valley was home to 647,232 

persons (349,497 from Lehigh County and 297,735 from Northampton County). Growing from a 

population of 538,235 in 1990, the table on the following page (Regional Population Trends 1990-

2010) shows the region experienced 20.3% growth over 20 years, a modest annualized growth rate 

of about one percent. The Lehigh Valley region has been growing at an increasingly faster rate: from 

7.6% between 1990 and 2000 to 11.8% in the period 2000-2010. 

The graph on the next page provides an overview of regional population trends over the period 

1990 to 2010. Although population growth has been positive for all races and ethnicities it has not 

been uniform across groups. Whites were the largest racial group by far accounting for 82.4% of the 

total population in 2010 but only 5.7% of the total growth. The graph shows that the trend in White 

population growth has been relatively flat (0.28% annualized growth over the twenty years) while 

the growth trend of minorities4 has increased robustly (4.6% annually). Over that period the White 

population increased by 28,722 while minorities increased by 111,046.  

The most remarkable feature of the Regional Population Trends table is the large growth differential 

between the white population and other races, particularly minorities (248.0%) and Blacks 

(202.4%) specifically. Asians have a smaller presence than other racial groups but nearly doubled 

their numbers (173.9%) between 1990 and 2010. Other racial groups are present—American 

Indians, Pacific Islanders—but in relatively smaller numbers. The quick summary is that while 

Whites outnumbered minority groups 3.4 to 1 in 2010, if current trends persist, minority 

populations will exceed the White population before the end of the century. The growth rates of 

minorities and Hispanics (269.5%) in particular are especially strong. (Many factors including 

immigration policy and certain characteristics of the labor market could intervene to change past 

growth rates.)  

As the Geographic Information System (GIS) maps will show in succeeding sections, the 

geographical distribution of racial and ethnic groups is more important than the raw numbers alone 

suggest because they tend to be concentrated in small areas. With so much of the population growth 

occurring among Hispanics and other minorities their geographic distribution is key to 

understanding potential pressures on the existing housing stock to accommodate this growth. 

                                            
4 For this analysis minorities are defined as all persons not classified as non-Hispanic White, a common practice in the 
academic literature. A population group may be defined by race as well as ethnicity (White or Black Hispanics, for 
example). 
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The following pair of tables (Lehigh Valley Region—Population by Race 2010; Counts and Rates) 

summarize the Lehigh Valley region’s population by race for all Census-defined Places5 including 

cities, boroughs, and Census-designated Places (CDPs)6. Census Places include cities with relatively 

high concentrations of minorities and low-income persons, which are especially important to a 

Protected Class AI analysis. 

These tables rank the 56 Census-defined places in the Lehigh Valley by population with Allentown 

(118,032), Bethlehem (74,982), and Easton (26,800) accounting for 53.9% of the population living 

in Places. The map titled “Minority Population for Places Only” shows the intensive geographic 

concentration of minorities in these three cities. In the Lehigh Valley, this urbanized area was 

concentrated along a broad east-west arc that was roughly aligned with the Interstate 78 and U.S. 

Route 22 corridors to the Delaware River. This populous core contained the largest proportion of 

minorities including Hispanics and Blacks. Allentown included the highest single concentration of 

minorities (56.8% of the total population) and Hispanics (42.8%) in the region followed by 

Bethlehem (34.6% minority and 24.4% Hispanic) and Easton (41.4% minority and 19.9% Hispanic). 

Immediately outside the urbanized area formed by these three cities, other Places with high 

concentrations of minorities were Fullerton (30.5%), Breinigsville (24.6%), Freemansburg 

(40.3%), Fountain Hill (30.4%), and Wilson (22.1%). External to the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 

urban core, Hispanics were clustered in Fullerton (14.6%), Fountain Hill (22.5%), and 

Freemansburg (24.0%). Blacks were concentrated in Allentown (12.5%), Easton (16.8%), and 

Freemansburg (13.6%). To the Southwest outside the urban core, Asians were relatively 

concentrated in Breinigsville (11.1%), Wescosville (7.2%), Trexlertown (8.1%), and Ancient Oaks 

(8.1%). Away from the urban core and the immediately surrounding communities, the number and 

proportion of minorities declined steeply from an average of 25.6% for the ten largest places to 

7.5% for the ten smallest places. By many measures minorities in the Lehigh Valley—including 

Hispanics, Blacks, and Asians—were overwhelmingly concentrated in the larger urbanized areas. 

 

 

 

                                            
5 Places, for the reporting of decennial census data, include census designated places (CDPs), consolidated cities, and 

incorporated places (Census 2000 Geographic Definitions). 

6 CDP is the abbreviation for Census designated place, the statistical counterpart of incorporated places and are 
delineated to provide data for settled concentrations of population that are identifiable by name but are not legally 
incorporated under the laws of the state in which they are located. CDPs are delineated cooperatively by state and 
local officials and the Census Bureau, following Census Bureau guidelines (Census 2000 Geographic Definitions). 
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Employment & Economic Profile  
Household income, typically derived from employment, is the means by which most individuals and 

families finance consumption and make provision for the future through saving and investment. A 

household’s level of cash income can be used an as an indicator of the standard of living for most of 

the population. While the economic factors that affect a household’s housing choice do not, 

themselves, constitute fair housing issues, these factors (such as income and employment status) 

can correlate closely with protected class statuses (such as race, ethnicity, disability, and gender) 

and therefore raise fair housing concerns.   

 

As indicated in the chart below, the unemployment rate in the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) nearly doubled from 2007 to 2009 as job growth slowed and 

the economy began its downturn.  At its highest point during 2010, the region’s unemployment rate 

stood at 9.3%, which was slightly higher than the State of Pennsylvania with an unemployment rate 

of 8.7% and slightly lower than the national average of 9.6%.  

  
Lehigh Valley Unemployment Trends: 2002-2011 

Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, United States 
 

 
Lehigh Valley Profile & Trends 2012 Edition, Lehigh Valley Planning Commission April 2012 

 
The largest sector of the workforce in the Lehigh Valley is healthcare and social assistance which 

makes up 14.78% of the total workforce followed by retail trade at 10.87% and government and 

government enterprises at 10.20%. Manufacturing, another key employment sector in Lehigh 

Valley, accounts for 8.12% of the region’s workforce. A detailed account of these and other 

employment sectors is found in the following table. 
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Employment by Industry Group – 2010 

Industry 
Lehigh 

County 

Northampton 

County 
Pennsylvania USA 

Government & government 

enterprises 
8.9% 12.5% 11.6% 14.2% 

Other services, except public 

administration 
4.9% 6.0% 5.4% 5.7% 

Accommodation & food services 6.1% 6.7% 6.2% 6.9% 

Arts, entertainment, & recreation  2.3% 2.6% 2.1% 2.2% 

Health care & social assistance 17.5% 10.2% 13.9% 11.0% 

Educational services  2.3% 5.2% 3.8% 2.3% 

Administrative & waste services  7.6% 6.0% 5.0% 6.0% 

Management of companies & 

enterprises  
3.8% 1.0% 1.7% 1.2% 

Retail trade  10.7% 11.2% 10.7% 10.2% 

Transportation & warehousing  3.9% 4.4% 3.6% 3.2% 

Information  1.6% 1.4% 1.5% 1.8% 

Finance & insurance  5.2% 5.3% 5.6% 5.6% 

Real estate & rental & leasing  3.6% 3.8% 3.5% 4.3% 

Professional & technical services  5.0% 5.0% 6.4% 6.7% 

Farm employment 0.3% 0.4% 1.0% 6.7% 

Forestry, fishing, related activities, 

& other 
(D) 0.1% 0.2% 0.5% 

Mining  (D) 0.1% 0.6% 0.7% 

Utilities 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 

Construction 4.3% 5.2% 5.0% 5.1% 

Manufacturing 7.2% 9.7% 8.3% 7.0% 

Wholesale trade 4.3% 2.8% 3.4% 3.5% 

(D) = Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information. 
Source: Lehigh Valley Profile and Trends 2012 Edition, Lehigh Valley Planning Commission 
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Largest Employers in Lehigh Valley 

Company Industry Local Employment 

Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health 

Network 
Healthcare 

10,207 

St. Luke’s Hospital and Health Network Healthcare 7,319 

Air Products and Chemicals Manufacturing 3,403 

PPL Utilities 2,569 

Sodexo Service  2,251 

Giant Food Stores Retail 2,224 

B. Braun Medical 1,910 

Lehigh University Education 1,821 

Wegmans Retail  1,803 

Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem Entertainment  1,724 

Source: Lehigh Valley Profile & Trends 2012 Edition 
Lehigh Valley Planning Commission 
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The median family income for both Lehigh County and Northampton County, as determined by 

2006-2010 ACS estimates, was considerably higher than the median family incomes of their 

respective cities. The average Lehigh County family had an income of $66,004, but in Allentown, the 

average family had an income of $41,023, only 62% of the income received by their fellow Lehigh 

County residents. A similar phenomenon existed in Northampton County, where the median family 

income was $70,457, yet families in Easton had an average income of $42,653 (61% of Northampton 

County’s median) and families in Bethlehem had an average income of $53,152 (75% of the county’s 

median). 

According to the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission’s Profile & Trends 2012 Edition, (which relied 

upon 2006-2010 ACS data), 9.0% of families and 11.9% of all Lehigh County residents were living 

below the poverty line. More than a quarter (28.4%) of female householder families lived in poverty. 

These values were all slightly lower in Northampton County, where 6.3% of families and 8.8% of all 

Northampton residents live below the poverty line; 23.4% of female householder families lived 

below the poverty line.  

 

 

Median 

Household 

Income $ 

Median 

Family 

Income 

$ 

Per 

Capita 

Income $ 

Percent Below Poverty Level 

All 

Persons 

All 

Families 

Female 

Householder 

Families 

Lehigh County 53,541 66,004 27,301 11.9 9.0 28.4 

  Allentown 36,202 41,023 18,139 24.6 21.1 40.9 

     Bethlehem (part) 46,981 56,850 25,367 8.7 6.6 16.3 

Northampton 58,762 70,457 28,362 8.8 6.3 23.4 

     Easton 38,613 42,653 18,899 20.3 18.9 35.1 

     Bethlehem (part) 42,743 53,152 22,232 19.8 15.3 37.6 
Lehigh Valley Profile & Trends 2012 Edition, Lehigh Valley Planning Commission April 2012 
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Protected Class Analysis 

The Fair Housing Act and similar state or local fair housing laws list seven prohibited bases for 

housing discrimination:7 race, color, national origin, gender, familial status, disability, and religion. 

This Protected Class (PC) Analysis systematically addresses each of these areas. Three 

complementary levels of geography are used in this report: the Lehigh Valley (combined analysis 

for Lehigh and Northampton counties), places (includes cities), and small area census tracts. Each 

level of geography will be used as appropriate to perform the PC analyses. The maps of protected 

class concentrations in this section may be referred to for comparison with maps of other 

community features appearing elsewhere in this analysis. For example, maps of transit service 

areas, foreclosure rates, or HUD-assisted housing units (all appearing later in this report) can be 

compared with the maps in this section to determine the degree to which these factors impact areas 

of protected class concentrations.  

For this region-level analysis county and census tract data were summarized from Lehigh and 

Northampton Counties. The choice of a dataset often involves tradeoffs between criteria. For 

example, more recent datasets often have a limited number of data variables available for analysis. 

As always, there is the unavoidable tradeoff between geographic and socio-economic detail (less 

detailed data for smaller geographies) that sometimes restricts the availability of data. Also, the 

detailed definitions of data variables can change over time limiting their comparability. 

Race and Ethnicity 
The Demographic Overview in the previous section demonstrated that minorities were 

predominantly concentrated in and near the 3-city urbanized area formed by Allentown, 

Bethlehem, and Easton. The PC analysis in this section is generally consistent with that finding. Use 

of tract-level Census data facilitates a more detailed look at the spatial distribution of race & 

ethnicity in smaller, sub-county geographies and rural areas.  

Nationally, minorities comprised 35.8% of the general population in 2010 but only 24.1% of the 

Lehigh Valley population. The following Minority Population map shows a heavy minority presence 

in the urbanized areas of Allentown and Bethlehem, and to a lesser degree, Easton. Of the ten census 

tracts with the highest proportion of minority populations, nine were in central Allentown (only 

one tract was in Bethlehem). Census tract 9.00, in central Allentown, had the highest minority share 

with 85.3%.8  

The share of minorities by census tract was lowest along the rural northern tier of census tracts in 

the region. Situated along the rural border with Carbon County, tract 160.01 had the lowest 

proportion of minorities, 2.9%. The demand for private transportation is usually highest in rural 

                                            
7 Source: Live Free: Annual Report on Fair Housing FY 2010, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
8 The method of calculating “minority” here is all persons not classified as non-Hispanic White, which produces higher 
percentages that using racial or Hispanic or Latino classifications alone. 
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areas where the need to travel longer distances to obtain food and other personal services is the 

greatest and lowest in cities where people have greater access to public and walking modes of 

transportation. Lower income persons, many of them minorities, find it more cost-effective to live 

in urban areas leading to a low minority share in rural areas. 

The average percentage Black population of the region by census tract was 5.6%. The national 

average was 12.5%, over twice the regional average. The map titled “Black Population” illustrates 

that Blacks were most concentrated in the cities of Allentown and Easton with a smaller presence 

in Bethlehem. In fact, the top ten tracts with respect to proportion of Black population were all 

located in the central areas of Allentown and Easton. The highest percentage of Blacks, 24.5%, 

occurred in tract 146.0 in Easton. The 10 census tracts with the lowest proportion of Blacks were 

found along the more rural northern and southern borders, primarily in Lehigh County. The 

smallest share of Blacks (0.33%) occurred in tract 64.02 in southern Lehigh County.  

The average Asian share of the population of the Lehigh Valley was 2.7%, half the national average 

of 5.5%. The Asian Population map appearing in the following pages shows that the geographical 

distribution of the Asian population was distinctively different than the other minority groups. 

Following a broad east-west arc across the region immediately to the north of Allentown and 

Bethlehem, Asians were a more suburban population compared to the central city location of most 

minorities. Seven of the ten most Asian-dense census tracts were in suburban areas, and most 

notably in tracts 62.02, 62.03, and 62.04 in west Lehigh County. However, the densest (10.3%) tract 

was in central Allentown (tract 57.04) followed by tract 110 (9.5%) in south Bethlehem. As with the 

other minorities, the majority (nine of the ten) least dense census tracts for Asians were found 

outside the urban and suburban areas in the rural countryside mostly on the northern borders of 

both Lehigh County and Northampton County. One exception was tract 97 in central Allentown 

which had one of the lowest proportions of Asians. The least dense tract (152.01, 2.49%) for the 

Asian population was in northeast Northampton County.   

Hispanics comprise 16.1% of the nation’s population and 15.0% of the Lehigh Valley’s population. 

The Hispanic Population map indicates that the region’s Hispanic population was heavily 

concentrated in the cities of Allentown and Bethlehem. In fact, the ten most densely populated 

Hispanic census tracts were all located in southern parts of these cities. Tract 10.0, in south 

Allentown, was the tract most densely settled with Hispanics with Hispanics making up 66.8% of 

the tract’s total population. The ten census tracts with the least dense Hispanic populations were in 

rural north Northampton and southern Lehigh counties. The lowest Hispanic population share was 

found in tract 54.01 in northwest Lehigh County with Hispanics comprising just 1.3% of the tract’s 

total population.  

(Note regarding maps on the following pages: Each map is scaled differently to best bring out the 

concentrations of the population segment being mapped. Because of the different scaling, the maps are 
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not intended to be compared relative to one another, but should instead be considered independently 

as depictions of each population group’s concentrations throughout the region.) 
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National Origin 
The table below (Foreign Born Status 2007-2011) shows that 52,163 (8.1%) of all residents were 

not native9  to the region. Nationwide, 12.8% of the general population were foreign born. The map 

on the following page titled “Foreign Born Population” shows that the census tracts with the largest 

proportions of foreign born persons were in central Allentown with smaller populations in Easton 

and Bethlehem. The highest occurrence of foreign born persons, 42.9%, was in tract 4.00 in 

Allentown with similarly high proportions of minorities (60.0%), Hispanics (47.6%), families with 

children (54.4%), and working age males (49.0%). It is likely there is a large overlap between these 

groups although that cannot be definitely quantified with summary-level census data. The lowest 

incidence of foreign born persons was in the rural areas of the region. 

 

 

The table below (National Origin Status 2007-2011) shows that 21,328 (40.9%) of Lehigh Valley’s 

foreign born residents were native to Latin America. This is a reflection of the large number of 

Hispanics who have migrated to the region. Almost a third (30.3%) of the region’s non-U.S. natives 

                                            
9 Native born people are citizens at birth. All people with the following citizenship status are native born: (1) Born in 
the United States; (2) Born in Puerto Rico or a U.S., outlying area; or (3) Born abroad of American parents. All other 
people are foreign born.  Source: U.S. Census Current Population Survey Definitions 2010. 
http://www.census.gov/cps/about/cpsdef.html. 
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were Asian and 21.9% were from Europe. The highest proportions of foreign born residents, over 

40% in some census tracts, were found to be living in Allentown.  
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Gender 
The table below (Regional Population by Sex 2007-2011) shows that in the Lehigh Valley females 

outnumbered males by 2.6%, compared to 1.3% nationally. Males aged 16 to 64 years, considered 

here to be of working age, are 49.7% of the total U.S. population and an almost identical 49.4% of 

the regional population. In the region, the predominant share of householders, 71.4%, were male. 

The accompanying map on the following page (Male Population Ages 16-64) shows the geographic 

distribution of working age males in the Lehigh Valley. Broadly, a higher proportion of working age 

males was found in the region’s rural areas while the lowest share was in the central urban area of 

the region running along an east-to-west axis roughly parallel to the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 

urbanized area. Thus, working age females were relatively more prevalent in the urban areas.  

Both the highest and lowest proportions of working age males were in census tracts located in 

Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. The lowest proportion of working age males, 37.2%, was found 

in the western outskirts of Allentown with the highest proportion, 67.9%, located less than two 

miles away in eastern Allentown. The census tracts with the highest number of working age males 

were also some of the same tracts with the highest proportions of minorities.  
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Familial Status 
The 2010 Census found that the Lehigh Valley was home for 247,548 households (see the table 

below, “Households and Families Status 2010”). Of these, 168,379 (68.0%) were family households 

in accordance with the Census definition.10 Most of these family households, 71.4%, were male-

headed and three-fourths were married. Of the family households, 19,265 were female-headed with 

children.  

 

The above table shows that of the 168,379 family households almost half of these families, 46.8%, 

had children related to the householder, slightly above the national average of 45.5%. The following 

map titled “Family Households with at Least One Child” shows the regional geographic distribution 

of these child-bearing families. Following a similar pattern, the areas with both the smallest and 

largest proportions of families with children were proximate to each other in Allentown, Bethlehem, 

and Easton. In census tract 10.00 in central Allentown, 64.6% of households, the highest for the 

region, were home to at least one child. Families with children were less prevalent in the areas 

immediately surrounding the main urban core. Census tract 23.02 in western Allentown had 

proportionately fewer families with children than any other tract, 26.1%. In contrast to the more 

urban areas, the outlying rural areas have a greater mix of tracts with families with and without 

children.  

Household size is an important reflection of the housing choices available to both renters and 

owners. The table above breaks down regional household size showing that about a quarter were 

householders who lived alone and about a third were 2-person households. Almost 10%, 23,602, 

were households with 5 or more persons here defined as larger households. For the U.S. as a whole, 

                                            
10 A family consists of two or more people (one of whom is the householder) related by birth, marriage, or adoption 
residing in the same housing unit. A household consists of all people who occupy a housing unit regardless of 
relationship. A household may consist of a person living alone or multiple unrelated individuals or families living 
together. Source: U.S. Census Bureau Current Population Survey Definitions, 2010. 
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by this metric, there were 11.0% larger households while the Lehigh Valley region averages fewer, 

9.5%.  

An evaluation of larger households shows that the areas where larger households were most 

concentrated were in the central parts of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. Census tract 8.0 in 

central Allentown was composed 28.2% of larger households, the largest proportion in the region. 

Whether this is out of economic necessity or a personal preference to live in larger groups is unclear 

from the Census summary data. Given the large number of minority and lower income households 

in these areas it is likely the former is often the case. The central location can also minimize 

transportation costs associated with the trip to work and thus can be a factor in the decision to live 

in more crowded housing. Census tract 108.0 in western Bethlehem had the fewest number of larger 

households at 2.02%.  
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Disability 
According to the most recent American Community Survey data (2009-2011), the Lehigh Valley 

region had 80,899 disabled residents, a 12.6% disability rate for the general population (see the 

below table, “Disability Status 2009-2011”). The national rate of disability was slightly lower at 

12.0%. 

The map on the next page (Disabled Population) shows the geographic distribution of the region’s 

disabled population is relatively heaviest in Allentown and Bethlehem but with substantial disabled 

populations in the rural areas also 11 . Census tract 2.00 in central Allentown had the highest 

disability rate, 46.6%, and tract 111.00 in Lower Macungie had the lowest disability rate, 3.6%. 

Compared with the prior map of the minority population, these two maps show a broad overlap 

between tracts with high proportions of disabled persons and areas with matching high proportions 

of minorities in Allentown, Easton, and especially south Bethlehem.  

The average disability rate of 16.8% found in the Census 2000 SF3 data was significantly higher 

than the average rate found in the 2009-2011 ACS data. The difference in rates of 4.2 percentage 

points is relatively large but it is uncertain if the decline is actually due to a lower disability rate in 

the general population over the decade. The 2009-2011 ACS data was sampled from the total 

civilian non-institutionalized population12 and the 2000 SF3 data from the total general population 

which included only those five and older. This lack of comparability makes any conclusions 

regarding a decline in the proportion of disabled persons uncertain. 

 

 

                                            
11 The “Disabled Population” map is based on 2000 Census SF1 sampled data. SF1 was discontinued for the 2010 
Census so comparable 2010 tract-level data was not available for Disability Status. The 2000 Census data is used here 
as the most comparable data that can be mapped by census tract. 
12 All U.S. civilians not residing in institutional group quarters facilities such as correctional institutions, juvenile 
facilities, skilled nursing facilities, and other long-term care living arrangements. Source: Population Estimates Terms 
and Definitions, http://www.census.gov/popest/about/terms.html. 
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Religious Affiliation 
Religion is not one of the questions surveyed by the U.S. Census Bureau making dependable, 

comprehensive data on religious affiliation difficult to find. The data used in this report appear in 

the 2010 U.S. Religion Census: Religious Congregations & Membership Study, a county-by-county 

enumeration of religious bodies in the U.S.  published by the Association of Statisticians of 

American Religious Bodies (ASARB). The smallest geography data from this Study are county-level 

summarized to the regional-level and therefore cannot be mapped by census tract. 

The below table (Religious Congregations and Their Adherents 2010) shows that over the last three 

decades the number of persons with a religious affiliation 13 in the Lehigh Valley has remained 

steady at about 336,000, approximately 52% of the general population. This is slightly greater than 

the 48.8% share of the U.S. population expressing a religious affiliation in 2010. Between 2000 and 

2010 the number of congregations jumped by 21.4% even as the number of adherents dropped by 

7.4%, a possible reflection of increasing fragmentation regarding religious belief within the region’s 

population.  

 

The graph on the following page14, Religious Membership 2010, shows that, of those claiming a 

religious affiliation, Catholics are in the majority in the Lehigh Valley followed by the Mainline 

Protestants and Evangelical Protestants. The graph presents only six aggregations from over fifty 

individual groups demonstrating a high level of religious diversity. Nationally, Catholics, Mainline 

Protestants, and Evangelical Protestants were 18.9%, 7.3%, and 16.2%, respectively, of the religious 

population. Regionally, Catholics and Mainline Protestants were more prevalent, Evangelicals less 

so: 23.1%, 18.3%, and 5.9%, respectively.  

 

                                            
13 Congregational adherents include all full members, their children, and others who regularly attend services. 
14  “Unclaimed,” are not adherents of any of the 236 groups included in the Religious Congregations & Membership 
Study, 2010. 

http://www.asarb.org/
http://www.asarb.org/
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Summary of Findings  
Many useful observations can be drawn from this Protected Class Analysis but here are some 

highlights: 

 Minorities in the Lehigh Valley – especially Hispanics and Blacks – were overwhelmingly 
concentrated in the urbanized areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. 

 Nationally, minorities comprised 35.8% of the general population in 2010 but were only 
24.1% of the regional population. 

 In the region, Whites outnumbered minority groups 3.4 to 1 in 2010 but, if current trends 
persist, minority populations will surpass the White population before the end of the 
century. 

 The growth rates of minorities in general (248.0%) and Hispanics in particular (269.5%) 
were especially strong over the period 1990-2010 compared to 5.7% for the White 
population. 

 The geographical distribution of the Asian population was distinctly different than the other 
minority groups and was more focused in the suburban areas particularly in the western 
part of the region. 

 In 2010 the average percentage Black population for the region was 5.6% while the national 
average was double that, 12.5%. 

 The average percentage Asian share for the region was 2.7%, half the national average of 
5.5%. 
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 About one in twelve Lehigh Valley residents were of non-native origin. Of these, the largest 
share was from Latin America, mostly Hispanics. 

 A higher proportion of working age males were found in the region’s rural areas while  
working age females were more prevalent in the urban areas. 

 Family households containing one or more children are concentrated in pockets throughout 
the region including the urban areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, but also in such 
places as Upper and Lower Macungie, North Whitehall, Bath, Upper Nazareth, Forks, and Pen 
Argyl.  

 Perhaps more noteworthy are the suburbs surrounding Allentown and Bethlehem (namely 
Fountain Hill and Upper Milford Township in Lehigh County and Hanover Township and 
Lower Saucon Township in Northampton County) with relatively low concentrations of 
families with children. 

 People with disabilities were most concentrated in Allentown and Bethlehem.  
 Comparing concentrations in more outlying areas of the region, the northern tier of 

townships generally had a greater proportion of people with disabilities than those 
townships south of the urban areas. 

 Over the last three decades the number of persons with a religious affiliation in the region 
has remained steady at about 336,000, approximately 52% of the general population. 

 On the whole, the region is religiously diverse with over 50 different religious bodies 
represented. Compared to the nation, Catholics and Mainline Protestants were relatively 
more numerous. 
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Segregation Analysis 

The task in this Segregation Analysis is to determine the degree to which residents of the Lehigh 

Valley were segregated by race and ethnicity. As with the Protected Class analysis, the primary data 

sources are the U.S. Census 2000 and 2010 Summary Files 1 and the period of analysis generally 

from 2000 to 2010. 

Residential segregation is the degree to which two or more racial or ethnic groups live 

geographically separate from one another. Early in the field of residential segregation analysis 

Duncan and Duncan 15  (1955) defined a “dissimilarity index” which became the standard 

segregation measure for evenness of the population distribution by race. By 1988 researchers had 

begun pointing out the shortcomings of dissimilarity indices when used apart from other measures 

of potential segregation. In a seminal paper, Massey and Denton16 (1988) drew careful distinctions 

between the related spatial concepts of sub-population distribution with respect to evenness 

(minorities may be under- or over-represented in some areas) and exposure (minorities may rarely 

share areas with majorities thus limiting their social interaction). 

This report will use these methodologies set forth by Duncan and Duncan for the measurement of 

evenness of the population distribution by race (dissimilarity index) as well as measures of 

exposure of one race to another (exposure and isolation indices), influenced by the work of Massey 

and Denton. Workers in the field generally agree that these measures adequately capture the degree 

of segregation. These measures have the advantage of frequent use in segregation analyses and are 

based on commonsense notions of the geographic separation of population groups. An additional 

analysis for the Entropy Index will provide a measure of multi-group diversity not accounted for by 

the other indices which necessarily are limited to two racial or ethnic groups at the time. 

Dissimilarity Index 
The Dissimilarity Index (DI) indicates the degree to which a minority group is segregated from a 

majority group residing in the same area because the two groups are not evenly distributed 

geographically. The DI ranges from 0.0 (complete integration) to 1.00 (complete segregation). 

Overall, the DI calculations showed a slight decline in segregation between most racial and ethnic 

groups in the Lehigh Valley during the period 2000-2010 but the majority still remained in the range  

(0.30 < DI < .060) commonly described as modestly segregated. The table and graph of DI 

calculations shows that the DI between Whites and Blacks was 0.53 in 2000 declining to 0.47 in 

2010, a drop of 11.3%. This can be interpreted as meaning that in 2010 47% of Black residents 

would have had to move to White areas for a totally even racial distribution which would have 

                                            
15 Duncan, Otis D., and Beverly Duncan. 1955. “A Methodological Analysis of Segregation Indices.” American 
Sociological Review, Vol. 20. 
16 Massey, Douglas, S. and Denton, N. A., 1988. “The Dimensions of Residential Segregation.” Social Forces, Vol. 67, No. 
2, University of North Carolina Press. 
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completely eliminated Black and White segregation in the region (the same proportion at both the 

regional and tract levels). 

In 2010, the groups least evenly distributed (most segregated, least integrated) were Whites and 

Hispanics (0.58, a decrease of 6.5% from the 2000 level), Hispanics and Asians (0.57, an increase of 

7.5%), and Whites and Blacks. In 2000, for Whites and Hispanics the dissimilarity value was slightly 

above the threshold considered to be the segregated range (DI ≥ 0.60). By 2010 it had dipped to 

0.58 but was still the highest in the region. White and Asian segregation and Black and Asian 

segregation were moderate and relatively unchanged over the decade.  

According to the DI computations, segregation in the Lehigh Valley was in the moderate range over 

the 2000 and 2010 period except for Blacks and Hispanics which dropped into the relatively 

unsegregated range. These two least segregated groups (the most evenly distributed by census 

tract) had the lowest DI (0.25 in 2010) because they co-populated the central areas of Allentown, 

Bethlehem, and Easton. The Protected Class Analysis has already shown that Blacks and Hispanics 

shared many of the same population-dense census tracts in these cities, an integration probably 

influenced by factors of economics and housing choice which made urban living more prevalent for 

these minority groups. 

While a distinction can be made between voluntary integration (lifestyle choice driven by social 

factors) and involuntary integration (housing choice driven by economic or other factors), it is 

impossible with the existing datasets to make a definitive finding between the two. However, it is 

likely that Blacks and Hispanics, with lower average incomes than other groups, found themselves 

in economic situations that left them little choice but to occupy, and compete for, the lowest cost 

housing options available to them.  
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The table below presents the results of these calculations17 between non-Hispanic Whites, non-

Hispanic Blacks, non-Hispanic Asians, and Hispanics18 in the Lehigh Valley. The following graph 

presents the same data in a visual format so that trends can be more readily identified. 

 

 

                                            
17 The DI methodology requires that each group be distinct from each other. Each racial or ethnicity (Hispanic) group 
cannot overlap. Fortunately, the U.S. Census Summary File 1 data provides this data (for 2010, the DPSF11 Hispanic or 
Latino and Race data series). This study focuses primarily on four groups: Hispanics, Non-Hispanic Whites, Non-
Hispanic Blacks, and Non-Hispanic Asians (to be called “Whites,” “Blacks,” and “Asians” for simplicity). 
18 William H. Frey and Myers Dowell. 2005. “Racial Segregation in US Metropolitan Areas and Cities, 1990–2000 

Patterns, Trends, and Explanations.” Report 05-573, Population Studies Center, University of Michigan. 
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The DI methodology requires a pair-wise calculation between the racial and ethnic groups in the 

region. Evenness, and the DI, are maximized and segregation minimized when all small areas 

(census tracts in this analysis) have the same proportion of minority and majority members as the 

larger area in which they live (here, the Lehigh Valley region). Evenness is not measured in an 

absolute sense, but is scaled relative to some other group. The DI ranges from 0.0 (complete 

integration) to 1.00 (complete segregation). A commonly accepted rule of thumb is that a DI value 

between 0.30 and 0.60 is taken to indicate a moderate level of segregation and above 0.60 indicates 

a high level of segregation.  

The regional proportion of the minority population can be small and still not be segregated if evenly 

spread among tracts. Segregation is maximized when no minority and majority members occupy a 

common area. When calculated from population data broken down by race or ethnicity, the DI 

represents the proportion of minority members that would have to change their area of residence 

to achieve an even racial or ethnic distribution. 

Although the literature provides several similar equations for the calculation of the DI, the one 

below is the most commonly used. This equation differences the magnitude of the weighted 
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deviation of each census tract’s minority share with the tract’s majority share which is then summed 

over all the tracts in the region.19 

where: 

D      = Dissimilarity Index 

Mini = Minority group population of census tract i 

MinT = Minority group regional population 

Maji = Majority group population of census tract i 

MajT = Majority group regional population 

n       = Total number of census tracts in the region. 

Exposure Index 
Two basic, and related, measures of racial and ethnic interaction are exposure (this section) and 

isolation (next section). These two indices, respectively, reflect the possibility that a minority 

person shares a census tract with a majority person (Exposure Index, EI, this section) or with 

another minority person (Isolation Index, II, next section).  

The table “Exposure Index—Race” on the following page shows that in 2010 the probability of a 

typical Black person interacting with a White person was 58% while the probability of a White 

person interacting with a Black person was only 4%. This can also be interpreted to mean that 58 

of every 100 people a Black person met were White and that only 4 of every 100 people a White 

person met were Black. Similarly, on average Hispanics and Asians had substantial likelihoods of 

meeting White people  (50% and 76%, respectively) but a much smaller chance of Whites meeting 

them (10% and 3%). In 2000 only two of every hundred people a White person met were Black but 

by 2010 that rate had doubled indicating a trend toward less social isolation between Blacks and 

Whites, however, interaction between Blacks and Whites remained very limited.  

The probability of a typical Black person interacting with a Hispanic person in their tract of 

residence rose from 20% to 28% over the period 2000-2010 reflecting increased integration 

between these two groups as they occupied proximate areas in Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, 

a finding consistent with the Dissimilarity Analysis. 

                                            
19 Calculation after Desegregation Court Cases and School Demographics Data, Brown University, Providence, Rhode 

Island.  Source: http://www.s4.brown.edu/schoolsegregation/desegregationdata.htm. Accessed February 27, 2013. 
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The most distinctive feature of the following graph “Exposure Index—Race” is that it shows two 

separate groups of sloping lines: one at the top (a downwardly sloping group of three lines) and 

another at the bottom (a slightly upwardly sloping group of nine lines). The top group shows that 

Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics frequently interacted with the much larger White population (in 2010 

probabilities of exposure were 0.76, 0.58, and 0.50, respectively). However, the EIs for these groups 

in 2010 had declined almost 10% from 2000 levels reflecting a trend toward less social interaction. 

The positively sloping group of interaction trends at the bottom of the graph shows the increasing 

exposure of most minorities to each other over the decade. 

Both sets of trend lines are consistent with the influx of minorities into the Lehigh Valley in the 

1990s. The implications for the EI are that the declining top trend lines show Asians, Blacks, and 

Hispanics being exposed to Whites less, in part because Whites made up a smaller proportion of the 

region’s population. Another consequence of the increased minority population is that Minorities 

were exposed more to each other (the bottom, upward sloping trend lines.)  

The asymmetric interactions—White’s exposure to Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics—reflect fewer 

opportunities for social relationships largely because of the relatively low number of Minorities 

compared to Whites.  
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“Exposure measures the degree of potential contact between minority and majority group 

members” (Massey and Denton 1988). Exposure is a measure of the extent two groups share 

common residential areas and so it reflects the degree to which the average minority group member 

experiences segregation. The EI can be interpreted as a probability that a minority member will 

come in contact with a majority member and ranges in value from 0.0 to 1.0 where higher values 

represent lower segregation. 

As with the Dissimilarity Index, each calculation of EI involves two mutually exclusive racial or 

ethnic groups. The EI measures the exposure of minority group members to members of the 

majority group as the minority-weighted average (the first term in the equation below) of the 

majority proportion (the second term) of the population in each census tract which can be written 

as:  
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where: 

Prob = Probability that minority group members interact with majority group members 

Mini = Minority group population of census tract i  

MinT = Minority group regional population 

Maji = Majority group population of census tract I   

Toti = Total population of census tract i 

n     =  Total number of census tracts in the region. 

 The EI is not “symmetrical” so the probability of a typical Black person meeting a White person in 

a tract is not the same as the probability of a typical White person meeting a Black person in that 

tract. An illustrative example of the asymmetry property of the Exposure Index is to imagine a 

census tract with many Whites and a single Black. The Black would see all Whites and the Whites 

would see only one Black. The Whites and Black would each see a much different world with respect 

to group identification. 

The maximum value of the EI depends both on the distribution of racial and ethnic groups and on 

the proportion of minorities in the area studied. Generally, the value of this index will be highest 

when the two groups have equal numbers and are spread evenly among tracts (low segregation). If 

a minority is a small proportion of a region’s population, that group tends to experience high levels 

of exposure to the majority regardless of the level of evenness.20 

Isolation Index 
The Isolation Index (II) measures “the extent to which minority members are exposed only to one 

another” (Massey and Denton, p. 288). Not a measure of segregation in a strict sense, the II is a 

measure of the probability that a member of one group will meet or interact with a member of the 

same group. The II can be viewed more as a measure of sociological isolation.  

 The highest Isolation Index values for the Lehigh Valley (see the table and graph on the following 

pages) show Whites were significantly isolated, in effect segregated, from other racial and ethnic 

groups. In 2000, the average White resident lived in a tract that was 89.0% White. By 2010, White 

isolation from other groups had decreased to 0.82, a drop of 7.9%, but still remained high. For 

                                            
20 John Iceland, Weinberg D.H., and Steinmetz, E. 2002. “Racial and Ethnic Residential Segregation in the United States: 

1980-2000.” U.S. Census Bureau. Paper presented at the annual meetings of the Population Association of America, 

Atlanta, Georgia. 
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Blacks and Asians the isolation indices were much lower, less than 0.10. In 2010 an average Black 

resident had only a 9.0% chance of interacting with other Blacks21. 

The high values of the II for Whites and low values for Blacks and Asians were largely due to the 

high proportion of Whites in the region and the relatively small proportion of minority populations. 

In 2010, the largest share of Blacks in a single tract did not exceed 24.5% so their chances of meeting 

another Black were not as great as meeting someone of another race or ethnicity. In the tract with 

the largest Black population they accounted for only 19.7% of the total population. In contrast, 

Whites make up 86.3% of the total population of the tract with the highest number of Whites.  

The isolation trend over the 2000-2010 decade was low and steady for Blacks and Asians but for 

Hispanics the tendency was toward increasing isolation, from 0.30 to 0.37, an increase of 23.3%. 

The large influx of Hispanics into the region during this period likely resulted in settlement patterns 

that tended to create isolated enclaves even while increasing their interaction with other groups. 

 

                                            
21 The Isolation Index methodology implicitly assumes that the tract populations are evenly distributed within a 
census tract so that the frequency of social interactions is based on the relative population counts by tract for each 
race or ethnicity. Within actual neighborhoods racial and ethnic groups are not homogenous (e.g., families or small 
area enclaves) so that the chances of one group meeting another of the same group may be different than an even 
distribution might imply.  
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A simple change in notation from the Exposure Index equation yields the formula for the Isolation 

Index given below.  This measure is calculated for one racial or ethnic group at a time so unlike the 

DI or EI, it does not compare the distribution of two groups.  Instead, each calculation measures the 

isolation of a single group. 

Similar to the EI, this index describes the average neighborhood for racial and ethnic groups. It 

differs in measuring social interaction with others of the same group instead of other groups. The II 

is the minority weighted average (the first term of the equation) of each tract’s minority population 

(the second term) and can be defined as: 

 

where: 

Prob = Probability that minority group members share an area with each other 

Mini  = Minority group population of census tract i  
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MinT = Minority group regional population 

Toti  = Total population of census tract i 

n      =  Total number of census tracts in the region. 

The II is a region-level measure for each race/ethnicity summed up from tracts within the region. 

The II can be interpreted as a probability that has a lower bound of 0.0 (low segregation 

corresponding to a small dispersed group) to 1.0 (high segregation implying that group members 

are entirely isolated from other groups). 

Entropy Index 
Entropy, a mathematical concept based on the spatial evenness of the distribution of population 

groups, can be used to calculate diversity among racial and ethnic groups in a geographical area22. 

Both the Dissimilarity Index and Exposure Index can only measure the segregation of two groups 

relative to each other but the Entropy Index has the advantage of being able to measure the spatial 

distribution of multiple racial and ethnic groups simultaneously.  

The Diversity Index map on the following page shows the results of the region-wide tract-level 

calculations of the Entropy Index as a measure of diversity. Visually, it can be seen that the most 

diverse areas (the highest values of h) are in the urbanized core of Allentown, Bethlehem, and 

Easton where a relatively large number of minorities live compared with the more homogenous 

rural areas predominately populated by Whites. The high entropy, high diversity places are in 

relatively low-income neighborhoods where people either have a preference for living in proximity 

to other racial and ethnic groups, or are not discriminatory, or simply cannot afford discrimination 

by moving to the more segregated areas of the region. 

The tracts with the highest Entropy Scores were in south Bethlehem (h = 1.121 in tract 110.00) and 

in Easton (tract 145.00, h = 1.120, and tract 146.00, h = 1.097) and Allentown (tract 12.00, h = 

1.095). In fact, the ten most racially and ethnically diverse census tracts were spread evenly across 

the central areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton.  

The least diverse areas were in the periphery of the region, particularly along the northern border with 

Carbon County. Census tract 52.00 in northern Lehigh County had the lowest Entropy Score of 0.135 

with adjacent tracts 160.01 and 160.02 having scores of 0.136 and 0.147, respectively. Simply put, the 

rural areas were the least diverse, and consequently the most segregated.  

 

                                            
22 Iceland, John. 2004. “The Multigroup Entropy Index (Also Known as Theil’s H or the Information Theory Index).” 
University of Maryland.  
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The below Entropy Index table gives the result of an entropy calculation for Lehigh Valley as a 

whole. Over the 2000-2010 decade the EI declined from 0.223 to 0.209, a dip of 6.3%. This method 

of entropy analysis gives a concise summary statement that across the major racial groups (Whites, 

Blacks, and Asians) and Hispanics, regional diversity increased slightly which is an indication of a 

modest trend toward less segregation.   

 

 

The Entropy Score (h) for a census tract is given by: 

 

where: 

k = Number of groups 

pij = Proportion of population of jth group in census tract i (= nij/ni) 

nij = Number of population of jth group in tract i 

ni = Total population in tract i. 

The higher the calculated value for h, the more racially and/or ethnically diverse the tract. The 

maximum possible level of entropy is given by the natural logarithm (ln) of the number of groups 

used in the calculations (Iceland 2004). The maximum score occurs when all groups have equal 

representation in the geographic area. In this case k = 4 (non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, 

non-Hispanic Asians, and Hispanics) so the maximum value for h is ln(4) = 1.39. A tract with h = 

1.39 would have equal proportions of all groups (high diversity) and a tract with h = 0.0 would 

contain only a single group (low diversity). 

The Entropy Score (ES) is not a true measure of segregation because it does not assess the 

distribution of racial and ethnic groups across a region. A region can be very diverse if all minority 

groups are present but also highly segregated if all groups live entirely in their own neighborhoods 
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(or census tracts). However, the ES, a measure of tract-level diversity, can be used to calculate the 

Entropy Index23 (EI) which measures the distribution of multi-group diversity across tracts and an 

entire region.  

The EI measures unevenness in the distribution of multiple racial and ethnic groups in a region by 

calculating the difference in entropy between census tracts and the larger region as a whole. The 

Entropy Index (H) for a region is the weighted average variation of each tract’s entropy score 

differenced with the region-wide entropy as a fraction of the region’s total entropy (Iceland 2004): 

where: 

 

 = Entropy for the region’s tracts as a whole 

 = Average of the individual census tracts’ values of h weighted by the population 

 = Entropy Index for the region. 

 

The EI ranges between H = 0.0 when all tracts have the same composition as the entire region 

(minimum segregation) to a maximum of H = 1.0 when all tracts contain one group only (maximum 

segregation).24 Regions with higher values of H have less uniform racial distributions and regions 

with lower values of H have more uniform racial distributions. 

Reconciliation of the Four Segregation Indices 
One important question concerning this Analysis of Impediments is whether overall racial and 

ethnic segregation in the Lehigh Valley has worsened, improved, or remained about the same 

between 2000 and 2010. The four methodologies (Dissimilarity, Exposure, Isolation, and Entropy 

indices) for analyzing segregation used in this analysis allow for a possible consensus answer. 

Separately, each analysis found that: 

 The Dissimilarity Index calculations showed a slight decline in segregation between most 
racial and ethnic groups over the period 2000-2010 but still remained in the range described 
as modestly segregated. 

                                            
23 Iceland, John. “Beyond Black and White: Metropolitan Residential Segregation in Multi-Ethnic America,” U.S. Census 

Bureau, Housing and Household Economic Statistics Division, paper presented at the American Sociological 

Association meetings, Chicago, Illinois, August 2002. 

24 White, Michael J. 1986. ”Predicted Ethnic Diversity Measures for 318 U.S. Metropolitan Areas by Census Region, 
1980.” Population Index, Vol. 52. 
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 The Exposure Index calculations showed that Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics regularly 
interacted with the much larger White population although Whites were exposed to 
Minorities much less often.  

 The likelihood of a Black person interacting with a Hispanic person rose from 20% to 28% 
over the period 2000-2010 reflecting increased integration between these two groups in 
urban areas. 

 The Isolation Index analysis showed that during the 2000s White isolation dropped by 
almost 8 percent but still remained high, in effect segregating them from minorities due to 
their relatively large numbers. 

 The Entropy Index analysis showed a decline of 6.3% over the decade reflecting a growing 
tendency for each tract to have a racial and ethnic composition approximating that of the 
region as a whole, a modest overall decrease in segregation.  

 The Entropy Index also showed that diversity, as indicated by a mixture of racial and ethnic 
groups within census tracts, was highest in the urban areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and 
Easton and lowest in rural areas where Whites were in the majority.  

 

This Segregation Analysis has shown that, on the whole, segregation between Whites and the Black, 

Asian and Hispanic minorities in the Lehigh Valley was in the moderate range and persistent over 

the 2000-2010 decade. The presence of a rapidly growing minority population increased the 

chances of their social interaction with Whites. The larger urban areas of Allentown, Bethlehem and 

Easton were the least segregated because minorities lived proximate to each other. 

Racial and ethnic segregation is a complex, multi-factorial issue that exists or is perpetuated due to 

an array of contributing variables. Residents of a certain race or ethnicity being steered by real 

estate agents to particular neighborhoods could play a role, as could the availability of affordable 

and/or subsidized housing options. If lenders refuse to make loans to minority applicants seeking 

to buy homes in non-minority neighborhoods, this could be a factor. Patterns of public investment 

can also drive segregatory settlement patterns in a region. Much of the balance of this report is 

dedicated to the analysis of these and other factors and the degree to which they may be 

contributing to the patterns of segregation that exist in the region.  
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Concentrated Areas of Poverty (RCAPs & ECAPs) 

The preceding Segregation Analysis illustrated racial and ethnic segregation through several 

different measures, however, one variable not taken into account in that analysis is poverty. HUD 

has developed a dataset specifically for Sustainable Communities grantees that identifies census 

tracts in the Lehigh Valley region containing racially concentrated areas of poverty (RCAPs) and/or 

ethnically concentrated areas of poverty (ECAPs). Technically, the definition of such an area is a 

census tract with a family poverty rate of 40% or greater (or a family poverty rate at least 3 times 

that of the tract average for the metropolitan area, whichever is greater) and a non-White 

population of 50% or more.  

The data provided by HUD shows a total of 17 tracts with such concentrated areas of poverty. These 

17 tracts are home to 56,840 Lehigh Valley residents, or 8.8% of the region’s total population. More 

than one in four non-White residents of the Lehigh Valley live in an RCAP or ECAP. More than any 

other minority group, Hispanics tend to reside in these areas; nearly 35% of the region’s Hispanic 

residents (more than one in three) reside in an area of racially or ethnically concentrated poverty. 

One in five Black residents and almost one in seven of the Native Americans in the region live in an 

RCAP/ECAP. Asians and Pacific Islanders were not nearly as likely as members of other minority 

groups to live in an RCAP/ECAP. 

 

RCAP/ECAP Summary 

 Count Share 

RCAP/ECAP Tracts 17 11.8% 

   

In RCAP/ECAP Tracts:   

Total Population: 56,840 8.8% 

Non-White : 42,901 27.5% 

Black/African-American 6,880 22.6% 

Hispanic/Latino 33,779 34.9% 

Asian 766 4.4% 

Native American 111 14.4% 

Pacific Islander 2 1.4% 
 

Because, by definition, RCAPs and ECAPs are majority minority tracts, White residents cannot be 

more impacted by living in such areas as minority populations. Even so, the representation of the 

White population in the region’s RCAPs/ECAPs is low. A total of 14,939 White persons resided in 

the 17 RCAP/ECAP tracts, representing only 2.8% of the White population. The previous analysis of 

segregation patterns in Lehigh Valley demonstrated that Whites were quite segregated and isolated 
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from other racial and ethnic groups. This RCAP/ECAP analysis suggests that those segregatory 

tendencies are further heightened when the variable of poverty is included. As unlikely as it is that 

the average White resident lives in proximity to a resident of a different race or ethnicity, it appears 

even more unlikely when that minority resident lives in a high-poverty tract.  
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Public Investment & Infrastructure 

To a large degree, investments in public infrastructure play a central role in determining where 

development is encouraged or even where it may be possible at all. Housing developers aren’t likely 

to choose sites without road access. The presence of public transportation routes, water, sewer, and 

schools may all play a role in development decisions. Therefore, the extent to which municipal 

services are delivered equitably across the region can be a factor tied strongly to fair housing choice. 

In the public survey conducted in conjunction with this analysis, respondents generally believed 

that public services were equitably distributed. Street infrastructure, public transportation, and 

code enforcement received the lowest rankings for equitable distribution; their average fell slightly 

below the “somewhat equal” standard. Fire services and trash pick-up were ranked the most equal 

with regard to distribution.  

 

 

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

a)Street infrastructure

b)Police services

c)Water and sewer infrastructure

d)Fire services

e)Schools

f)Public transportation

g)Trash pick-up

h)Code Enforcement

i)Parks and recreation

On a scale of 1 to 4 (with 1 being very unequal and 4 being very equal), rank the 
degree to which the following services are delivered equitably (equally) across 

neighborhoods in the Lehigh Valley. 
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Transportation 
Public transportation can play a significant role in increasing the housing choices available to 

groups in need and others protected under fair housing laws. The issue at hand regarding 

transportation and fair housing choice revolves around the ease with which a citizen can travel from 

home to work (or other necessary destinations) if he or she lives in a lower income area or an area 

of minority concentration. If public transportation from a lower cost neighborhood is inefficient in 

providing access to employment centers, that neighborhood becomes inaccessible to those without 

dependable means of transportation, particularly very low-income residents, the elderly, and 

persons with disabilities. 

The Lehigh Valley offers public transportation services for local residents through the Lehigh and 

Northampton Transportation Authority (LANta). Transit usage as a means of commuting to work is 

moderate, with 2.1% of Lehigh County commuters and 1.5% of Northampton County commuters 

using the service. Usage rates are greater in the more populous (and better served) urban areas: 

5.1% in Allentown, 2.4% in Bethlehem, and 4.4% in Easton.  

Public Transit Use for Workers 

Public Transit Use for Workers 16 and older 

Commuting to Work 

 
Number of 

Commuters 

% of 

Total Commuters 

Lehigh County 3,355 2.1% 

Northampton County 2,033 1.5% 

City of Allentown 2,368 5.1% 

City of Bethlehem 789 2.4% 

City of Easton 476 4.4% 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey 2007-2011 Estimates, www.census.gov 

 

 

The LANta system includes 23 fixed bus routes and 10 additional special routes. The routes are 

divided into six classifications, with the primary “trunk routes” operating seven days a week (day 

and evening hours Monday through Saturday; daytime only on Sundays). With each successive 

route classification, service availability diminishes. One route classification includes eleven routes 

operated during the school year to expand capacity specifically for students traveling to Allentown 

School District middle and high schools. LANta also designates a Flex Zone encompassing the 

boroughs of Alburtis and Macungie. Though fixed-route service within this zone is limited, LANta 

offers curb-to-curb, reservation-based service between any two points within the Flex Zone. The 

Flex Zone seems a good attempt on the part of LANta to expand access to areas where public 

transportation is needed, but where ridership may not be sufficient or consistent enough to warrant 

regular fixed routes. 
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LANta also operates LANtaVan, a door-to-door shared-ride service for passengers with specialized 

needs or for those who do not live near established LANta bus routes. With the LANtaVan service, 

people aged 65 and older have access to curb-to-curb transportation anywhere in the Lehigh Valley 

region for any reason. Also, seniors are always exempt from the fare for LANta’s fixed route services. 

 

Connections to areas outside the Lehigh Valley region are available from the transfer center at 

Easton Center Square. From this station, NJ Transit operates connecting bus service to Phillipsburg 

and Pohatcong, New Jersey. Additionally, regional express bus service to New York City, New York’s 

JFK Airport, and Newark Airport is available from both Allentown and Bethlehem with one-way 

fares ranging between $22 and $24 (fares are considerably higher for the JFK Airport destination). 

 

LANta Fares and Passes (as of October 2012) 

LANta General Fares 

Adult Rate 

Local Service $2.00 

Senior (65 and older) Free 

People with Disabilities  $1.00 

All Day Pass $4.00 

10-Ride Local $16.00 

31-Day Pass $60.00 

Annual Pass $660.00 

Youth Rate 

Youth (5 and under) 
Free with 

adult fare 

Student $1.00 

Discounted Passes for 

Seniors 65 and older and 

people with disabilities 

Rate 

All-Day Pass $1.00 
Source: “Fares LANta,” http://www.lantabus.com/fares.html 

 

 

Residents consulted in the course of this analysis voiced concerns that public transportation was 

not adequate to meet the needs of the area. These residents mentioned that they felt LANta route 

lines did not extend far enough to encompass an area that would truly benefit people and also did 

not run at times needed by residents. Stakeholders cited cases of people having trouble finding a 

place to live that was both near transportation routes and also an area that they desired to reside 

in. Lack of transit accessibility in outlying areas has the effect of restricting transit-dependent 

residents to the urban areas. Even for those who own cars, the suburbs may not be an option if their 

vehicles are not reliable. There were also cases mentioned of residents having trouble finding ways 
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to their second or third shift jobs as transportation lines did not run at these hours.  Although LANta 

offers several transportation options for seniors, some concern was voiced by members of the 

public stating that seniors have difficulty reaching destinations due to a lack of elderly 

transportation services.  

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, many Lehigh Valley residents (73.1%) 

reported having public transportation options available in their neighborhoods. Far fewer 

respondents reported that public transportation options linked people to the region’s major 

employers, and still fewer believed that the public transportation service hours coincided with work 

schedules at their places of employment.   

 

 

 

73.1%

17.1%

9.8%

Is access to Public Transportation available in your 
neighborhood?

Yes

No

45.5%

31.7%

22.8%

Is Public Transportation to major employers available in your 
area?

Yes

No
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23.1%

29.9%

47.0%

Does Public Transportation service coincide with work 
schedules at your place of employment?

Yes

No

I don't
know.
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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LANta System and Route Map 
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Although a number of possible transportation modes exist for commuters, the most common choice 

for commuting to work in the region was driving alone. At 82.5%, Northampton County has the 

highest percentage of commuters using this method to get to work. The City of Easton had the 

highest percentage of residents carpooling to work at 15%. The lowest carpooling percentage of 

8.8% is within Northampton County in general. 

Commuting Method for Workers 16 and older Commuting to Work 

 Lehigh County 
Northampton 

County 
Allentown Bethlehem Easton 

Commute 
Method 

Number % Number % Number % Number % Number % 

Car, Truck, or 
van and driving 
alone 

131,011 81.4% 114,207 82.5% 32,705 70.5% 25,478 78.2% 7,701 70.7% 

Car, Truck, or 
van and 
carpooling 

14,705 9.1% 12,134 8.8% 6,732 14.5% 3,237 9.9% 1,634 15.0% 

Public 
Transportation 
(excluding 
taxis) 

3,355 2.1% 2,033 1.5% 2,368 5.1% 789 2.4% 476 4.4% 

Walked 4,360 2.7% 3,380 2.4% 2,348 5.1% 1,687 5.2% 446 4.1% 

Other Means 1,235 0.8% 896 0.6% 505 1.1% 358 1.1% 98 0.9% 

Working from 
Home 

6,265 3.9% 5,736 4.1% 1,729 3.7% 1,022 3.1% 533 4.9% 

Total 
Commuters  

160,931  138,386  46,387  32,571  10,888  

Source: 2011 American Community Survey Estimates, www.census.gov 

 

According to the Lehigh Valley Transportation Plan, (2010-2030), there were 13,390,000 daily 

vehicle miles of travel on the regional highway network in the Lehigh Valley. Almost 75% of the lane 

miles in the Lehigh Valley are classified as local roads. While highways and expressways run 

through parts of the Lehigh Valley, these routes make up only 2.2% of the total roadway network of 

the area. The most noteworthy of the region’s highways are: 

 I-78 (East/West) 

 PA Turnpike NE Extension (North/South) 

 I-80 (East/West) 
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 U.S. Route 22 (East/West) 

 PA Route 309 (North/South) 

 PA Route 33 (North/South) 

 

Total Lane Miles by Highway Classification 

Lane Miles by Highway Classification 

Roadway Classification # of Miles 

Interstate Highways 57 

Freeway/Expressways 33 

Principal Arterials 191 

Minor Arterials 223 

Major Collectors 420 

Minor Collectors 106 

Local Roads 2,986 

Total Miles 4,018 

Source: Lehigh Valley Transportation Plan, http://www.lvpc.org 
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Water & Sewer 
Drinking water and wastewater services are provided in Lehigh Valley through a patchwork of 

public authorities and municipal departments, with private wells and on-site septic systems also 

playing large roles. The city of Allentown’s water and sewer systems are leased to the Lehigh County 

Authority, which serves Allentown’s 34,000 customers as well as customers in Salisbury, Hanover, 

and South Whitehall townships. The 1997 renovation of Allentown’s water filtration plant has 

resulted in prestigious awards for engineering excellence. An additional 20,000 residential and 

commercial customers elsewhere in Lehigh and Northampton counties are served by the Lehigh 

County Authority. Relying primarily upon deep wells to serve these additional areas, the Authority 

operates 13 water systems and reaches portions of 13 municipalities in the region. Bethlehem’s 

Department of Water and Sewer Resources serves about 34,000 customers and includes a network 

of over 500 miles of lines carrying water to the City of Bethlehem and the townships of Allen, 

Bethlehem, East Allen, Hanover, Lower Saucon, and Upper Saucon. In the Easton area, the Easton 

Suburban Water Authority provides service to 31,500 customers in the City of Easton and the 

townships of Palmer, Forks, Bethlehem, Williams, and Lower Nazareth.  

As is evident in the following two maps, the present network of public water and sewer providers 

leaves many areas of the region without public drinking water or wastewater service. In these areas, 

residents and businesses must rely upon private wells and on-site water treatment systems. While 

these options may be ample to supply the needs of single family households, it is possible they could 

preclude denser forms of residential development or intensive commercial or industrial uses.  

To the degree that a lack of public water and sewer infrastructure may limit development, and by 

extension, limit fair housing choice, water and sewer systems are a key component for study in an 

AI. Sometimes, where public water and sewer is unavailable, private wells may be prohibited due 

to environmental factors or septic systems may necessitate inordinately large (and therefore 

expensive) lot sizes. Again, factors such as these can place limitations on the locations and types of 

housing available, thereby shaping housing choice. Though large portions of the Lehigh Valley are 

not served by public drinking water and wastewater systems, nowhere in the public engagement or 

other research conducted for this analysis did concerns surface that would indicate these 

circumstances created impediments to fair housing choice in the Lehigh Valley.  
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Education 
The quality of public schools within a community can be a key indicator of community vitality and 

a primary driver of housing choice. Because families with children often choose to live in districts 

where the schools are perceived to be strongest, high-growth areas tend to have dynamic public 

school options that bridge the socioeconomic needs of all students. Conversely, poor-performing 

schools can drive away residents and lead to blight. Therefore, the link between school quality and 

housing choice must be considered. 

The Lehigh Valley contains 17 public school districts, six private schools, and three charter schools 

as well as four state-of-the-art vocational and technical schools and 11 higher education 

institutions. According to the Pennsylvania Department of Education, a total of 96,004 students 

were enrolled in the region’s public schools for the 2011-2012 school year, a drop of 1.4% from the 

2010-2011 school year enrollment. A total of 11,588 students were enrolled in private and other 

non-public schools for the 2011-2012 school year.  

Public School Student Enrollment 
Lehigh County & Northampton County 

  2010-2011 2011-2012 
Pre-K 565 300 

Kindergarten 6,455 6,503 

1st Grade - 12th Grade 90,385 89,201 

Total Enrollment 97,405 96,004 
Pennsylvania Department of Education. 2011-2012 Student Enrollment. 

http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/enrollment/7407/public_school_enrollment_reports/ 

 
The region’s public schools had a diverse composition of students in the 2011-2012 school year. As 
displayed in the following table, the largest percentage of the student population was White at 
61.41%; Hispanics made up 24.66%, followed by African Americans at 8.66%.  

 
Public School Student Enrollment by Race: 2011-2012 School Year 

Lehigh County & Northampton County 

Race Total Percent 

American Indian / Alaskan Native 129 0.13% 

Asian 3,344 3.48% 

Black or African American 8,313 8.66% 

Hispanic 23,678 24.66% 

Multi-Racial 1,547 1.61% 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 41 0.04% 

White 58,952 61.41% 

TOTALS 96,004 100.0% 
Pennsylvania Department of Education 

http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/graduates/7426 
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For the 2010-2011 school year, Lehigh Valley’s public schools had an overall graduation rate of 

78.1% which was higher than the state average of 73.9%. 

STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS 

2010-2011 School Year 

  

NUMBER OF 
PUBLIC 

GRADUATES 

COLLEGE BOUND 

Number Percent 

STATE TOTALS 130,285 96,231 73.9% 
LEHIGH 
VALLEY 

7,219 5,638 78.1% 

Pennsylvania Department of Education 
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/graduates/7426 

 
As of the 2010-2011 school year, the Lehigh Valley had several public schools that exceeded an 85% 

graduation rate as noted in the following table. In 2010-2011, Lehigh Valley graduation rates ranged 

from a low of 57.7% at William Allen High School in the Allentown City School District to a high of 

96.7% at Lehigh Valley Academy Regional Charter School. 

 

This significant range in graduation rates means that, depending simply upon where in the Lehigh 

Valley a student lives, he or she may have access to a school with a very low or a very high graduation 

rate. According to stakeholders involved in development of this analysis, one of the primary reasons 

residents leave Allentown is because of the schools. The school quality problem perpetuates itself: 

those who can afford to live near good schools do; those who cannot remain enrolled in 

underperforming schools. As property values around good schools increase, more taxes are 

generated to fund those schools; the reverse is true in communities around schools that do not 

perform as well. This link between schools and property taxes results in some noteworthy 

dynamics. For example, in some communities a bias is said to exist against families with children 

moving in because the additional school-aged children will indirectly result in higher property 

taxes. Some residents described school districts themselves as being vocally opposed to new 

housing developments in their districts because their schools are already overburdened and cannot 

handle additional students.  
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Public High School Graduates and Postsecondary Education Rates 
2010-2011 School  Year 

 

County School District/LEA School 
Total 

Graduates 

Total 
College-
Bound 

Total 
College-

Bound % 

Lehigh Catasauqua Area SD Catasauqua SHS 120 91 75.8% 

Lehigh East Penn SD Emmaus HS 667 502 75.3% 

Lehigh Allentown City SD Louis E Dieruff HS 421 284 67.5% 

Lehigh Northern Lehigh SD Northern Lehigh SHS 159 128 80.5% 

Lehigh Northwestern Lehigh SD Northwestern Lehigh HS 174 143 82.2% 

Lehigh Parkland SD Parkland SHS 777 664 85.5% 

Lehigh Roberto Clemente CS Roberto Clemente CS 29 27 93.1% 

Lehigh Salisbury Township SD Salisbury SHS 129 100 77.5% 

Lehigh Southern Lehigh SD Southern Lehigh SHS 244 211 86.5% 

Lehigh Whitehall-Coplay SD Whitehall HS 361 246 68.1% 

Lehigh Allentown City SD William Allen HS 638 368 57.7% 

Northampton Bangor Area SD Bangor Area HS 264 206 78.0% 

Northampton Easton Area SD Easton Area HS 715 570 79.7% 

Northampton Bethlehem Area SD Freedom HS 423 363 85.8% 

Northampton 
Lehigh Valley Academy 
Regional CS 

Lehigh Valley Academy Regional 
CS 

30 29 96.7% 

Northampton 
Lehigh Valley CHS for 
Performing Arts 

Lehigh Valley CHS for Performing 
Arts 

110 104 94.5% 

Northampton Bethlehem Area SD Liberty HS 605 486 80.3% 

Northampton Nazareth Area SD Nazareth Area HS 378 319 84.4% 

Northampton Northampton Area SD Northampton Area HS 472 394 83.5% 

Northampton Pen Argyl Area SD Pen Argyl Area HS 136 108 79.4% 

Northampton Saucon Valley SD Saucon Valley SHS 194 160 82.5% 

Northampton Wilson Area SD Wilson Area HS 173 135 78.0% 

  STATE TOTALS 7,219 5,638 78.1% 

Pennsylvania Department of Education 
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/graduates/7426 
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Fresh Food Access 
The Lehigh Valley region contains seven census tracts that are classified by the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) as food deserts. The USDA’s methodology and definitions25 are quite complex, 

but in general these seven tracts contain a “significant number” of people (at least 500 individuals 

and/or at least 33 percent of the census tract's population) who reside “far from a supermarket” 

(more than one mile from a supermarket in urban areas; for rural census tracts, the distance is more 

than 10 miles). Details on these census tracts are shown in the table below. 

Census 
Tract 

County 
# of 

Households 

Households 
w/o Access to 
a vehicle > ½ 

mile to a 
Supermarket 

6.00 Lehigh 2,165 7% 
96.00 Lehigh 2,655 17% 
68.00 Lehigh 1,894 9% 

113.00 Northampton 1,557 21% 
112.00 Northampton 1,930 27% 
107.00 Northampton 1,657 8% 
142.00 Northampton 2,149 14% 

Source: USDA, http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-access-research-atlas/go-to-the-atlas.aspx#.UX5kQcomWSo 

The Lehigh Valley’s food desert-designated tracts are each located in proximity to one of the region’s 

three major urban areas: Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. Four of the tracts are located in 

Northampton County and the remaining three are in Lehigh County. The tracts are depicted on the 

map below, generated by the USDA’s website. 

 

                                            
25 USDA Food Access Research Atlas, Technical Documentation. http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/food-access-

research-atlas/documentation.aspx 
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Access to Areas of Opportunity 

As with the earlier RCAP/ECAP analysis, this section analyzes datasets assembled by HUD’s Office 

of Policy Development and Research and provided to Sustainable Communities grantees. HUD’s 

data compared, by race and ethnicity, six “opportunity dimensions” for several different 

subpopulations within the Lehigh Valley region. The six opportunity dimensions are as follows: a 

poverty index, school proficiency index, labor market engagement index, job access index, transit 

access index, and a health hazards exposure index. For each racial or ethnic group reported, a value 

is assigned for these six indices. Higher index values reflect more favorable neighborhood 

characteristics. The index for each minority group is also compared with the index for Whites to 

arrive at a “disparity ratio”. Positive ratios indicate that Whites, on average, reside in more favorable 

neighborhood conditions (higher values for the opportunity dimensions) than the minority group 

being compared. Negative values indicate that the minority group tends to live in neighborhoods 

with more favorable conditions than their White counterparts. 

The first comparison is between the general population of the Lehigh Valley and that portion of the 

population in poverty. For poverty, school proficiency, labor market engagement, and health 

hazards, index values were uniformly lower for those in poverty than for the general population, 

meaning people in poverty tended to reside in communities with less opportunity, when measured 

by these dimensions. Job access index values did not substantially vary between the general 

population and the subpopulation of people in poverty. But, transit access was markedly improved 

for those in poverty, indicating that the poorer subpopulation was more likely to live in 

communities with good access to transit.  

Within this comparison, disparities between index values for Whites and each major minority group 

are also measured. For nearly all opportunity dimensions, disparities that existed within the general 

population either remained unchanged or decreased with a few noteworthy exceptions. For most 

opportunity dimensions, Asians in the general population had higher index values than Whites. But 

rather than decreasing when looking at the subpopulation of people in poverty, the disparity 

between Asians and Whites widened for the school proficiency, labor market engagement, and 

transit access dimensions. In the context of an example, this demonstrates that Asians in the general 

population resided in communities with access to more proficient schools than did their White 

counterparts. But when looking at Asians living in poverty, access to proficient schools decreased, 

but the decrease in access for Whites living in poverty was steeper.  

While the disparities between Whites and Asians demonstrate some interesting patterns, by far the 

greatest and most significant disparities are between Whites and Blacks and, to an even greater 

degree, Whites and Hispanics. Among the general population (and to a lesser extent the pattern is 

mirrored for those living in poverty) Blacks were far more likely to live in neighborhoods with high 

poverty, low school proficiency, low labor market participation, and better transit access than 

Whites. The same can be said of the disparities between Whites and Hispanics, the only difference 
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being that the disparity gap in each of these dimensions was approximately 10 points wider. For the 

job access and health hazard exposure dimensions, values were relatively consistent across all races 

and ethnicities, suggesting a largely equal distribution of these features throughout the region.  
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Disparity in Access to Neighborhood Opportunity  - All Persons 

Panel A - All Persons   Disparity Ratio 

Opportunity 
Dimension 

All 
Persons 

White 
Persons 

Black 
/African 

American 
Persons 

Hispanic 
or Latino 
Persons 

Asian 
Persons 

Native 
American 
Persons 

Pacific 
Isldr. 

Persons   
White 
-Black  

White-
Hispanic  

White- 
Asian  

White -
Native 
Amer.  

White - 
Pacific 
Isldr.   

Poverty Index 53 61 34 25 64 31 0   27 36 -3 30 0 
School Proficiency 

Index 49 55 37 30 55 34 0   17 24 -1 20 0 
Labor Market 

Engagement     Index 54 62 37 28 68 32 0   25 34 -6 30 0 

Job Access Index 51 50 48 47 58 47 0   1 3 -8 3 0 
Transit Access 

Index 29 21 44 54 18 48 0   -23 -33 2 -27 0 
Health Hazards 

Exposure Index 47 48 47 45 47 47 0   2 3 1 1 0 

Counts 647,232 392,450 28,784 76,779 14,446 1,570 173        

                            

Panel B - Persons in Poverty  Disparity Ratio 

Opportunity 
Dimensions 

All Poor 
Persons 

Poor 
White 

Persons 

Poor 
Black 

 Persons 

Poor 
Hispanic 
or Latino 
Persons 

Poor 
Asian 

Persons 

Poor 
Native 

American 
Persons 

Poor 
Pacific 
Isldr. 

Persons   

Poor 
White
-Black   

Poor 
White -

Hispanic  

Poor 
White -
Asian  

Poor 
White- 
Native 
Amer.   

Poor 
White - 
Pacific 
Isldr. 

Poverty Index 26 38 16 13 41 0 0   23 26 -3 0 0 
School Proficiency 

Index 35 44 27 24 48 0 0   17 20 -4 0 0 
Labor Market 

Engagement Index 29 41 20 15 55 0 0   21 26 -14 0 0 

Job Access Index 51 52 47 47 51 0 0   4 5 0 0 0 
Transit Access 

Index 49 38 51 64 27 0 0   -13 -26 11 0 0 
Health Hazards 

Exposure Index 39 41 37 37 40 0 0   4 4 1 0 0 

Counts 64,500 30,798 6,759 25,834 1,233 392 38        
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The data from HUD included a second comparison, this one between the general population of 

children in the region and those children living in poverty. In general, children in the Lehigh Valley 

lived in neighborhoods with greater poverty, less proficient schools, lower labor market 

engagement, and reduced access to jobs compared with the general population. Their exposure to 

health hazards was no different than that of the general population and their access to transit was 

slightly greater. White children lived in neighborhoods with the same index values as Whites as a 

whole, except that their transit access slightly decreased. Asian children tended to live in better 

neighborhoods than Asians in general except for a decrease in transit access. For Black, Hispanic, 

and Native American children, however, most of the index values dropped when compared to 

members of their race or ethnicity as a whole.  

A few factors may lead to these trends. First, families with children tend to be younger with fewer 

financial resources and less earning power compared with families without children. This may 

mean that families with children are not able to afford to live in neighborhoods with better 

conditions. Also, Whites tend to have higher average incomes than most minority groups which may 

enable Whites, more so than some other groups, to seek better neighborhoods. Because 

transportation access is correlated with poverty, the neighborhoods Whites (and Asians too) chose 

had a tendency to have less transit access.  

Disparities in index values between Whites and Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans followed a 

distinct pattern for the dimensions of poverty, school proficiency, and labor market engagement. 

For each of these dimensions, the degree of disparity was greatest between Whites and Hispanics, 

followed by Whites and Native Americans, and then Whites and Blacks. It is important to note that, 

though the White-Black disparities were not as great as those between Whites and some other 

minorities, they were still quite large.  

There were not enough Asian children in poverty in Lehigh Valley to allow meaningful analysis, so 

the evaluation of opportunity dimensions and disparities for poor children involves only Whites, 

Blacks, and Hispanics. When compared to opportunity dimensions for all children, the index values 

for poor children (with the exception of transit access) dropped. This remained true for the poverty, 

school proficiency, and labor market engagement dimensions when the comparison was made with 

race and ethnicity categories for White, Black, and Hispanic children. The job access index values 

increased for poor white children, decreased for poor black children, and was unchanged for poor 

Hispanic children. The health hazards exposure index remained unchanged for poor White and 

Black children, but decreased for poor Hispanic children. In general, disparities were greatest 

between Whites and Hispanics. 
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Disparity in Access to Neighborhood Opportunity  - All Children 

Panel A - All Children  Disparity Ratio 

Opportunity 
Dimension 

All 
Child-

ren 

White 
Child-

ren 

Black 
/African 

American 
Children 

Hispanic 
or Latino 
Children 

Asian 
Child-

ren 

Native 
American 
Children 

Pacific 
Isldr. 
Child-

ren   
White 
-Black  

White-
Hispanic  

White- 
Asian  

White -
Native 
Amer.  

White - 
Pacific 
Isldr.   

Poverty Index 51 61 32 24 66 29 0   29 37 -5 32 0 
School Proficiency 

Index 48 55 36 30 56 33 0   19 25 -1 21 0 
Labor Market 

Engagement     Index 52 62 34 26 69 29 0   28 36 -7 33 0 

Job Access Index 49 50 48 46 58 46 0   2 3 -8 4 0 
Transit Access 

Index 30 20 46 55 17 50 0   -26 -34 3 -29 0 
Health Hazards 

Exposure Index 47 48 46 46 47 47 0   2 2 1 1 0 

Counts 147,857 96,729 11,664 31,838 4,479 612 74        

                            

Panel B - Children in Poverty  Disparity Ratio 

Opportunity 
Dimensions 

All Poor 
Child-

ren 

Poor 
White 
Child-

ren 

Poor 
Black 

 Children 

Poor 
Hispanic 
or Latino 
Children 

Poor 
Asian 
Child-

ren 

Poor 
Native 

American 
Children 

Poor 
Pacific 
Isldr. 
Child-

ren   

Poor 
White
-Black   

Poor 
White -

Hispanic  

Poor 
White -
Asian  

Poor 
White- 
Native 
Amer.   

Poor 
White - 
Pacific 
Isldr. 

Poverty Index 21 38 14 12 0 0 0   24 26 0 0 0 
School Proficiency 

Index 32 46 28 24 0 0 0   17 22 0 0 0 
Labor Market 

Engagement Index 24 41 19 15 0 0 0   22 27 0 0 0 

Job Access Index 48 51 46 46 0 0 0   5 5 0 0 0 
Transit Access 

Index 52 34 52 63 0 0 0   -18 -30 0 0 0 
Health Hazards 

Exposure Index 46 48 46 44 0 0 0   2 4 0 0 0 

Counts 23,000 6,953 2,933 12,373 368 116 38        
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The Geography of Opportunity 
The analysis, both in this section and in other sections throughout this document, makes clear that 

factors giving rise to socio-economic opportunities are frequently tied to specific geographic 

locations and that those locations are not evenly distributed across the study area. This leads to 

some areas having relatively greater opportunity than others. The degree to which access to these 

areas of opportunity is connected to or correlated with a resident’s protected class status can 

constitute a barrier to equity in general or fair housing specifically.  

In the discussion of public education earlier in this document, high school graduation rates were 

found to vary from over 96% to less than 58% depending on the school attended. This wide range 

suggests that by virtue of their address alone, students living within the Lehigh Valley could have 

access to a school with a very low or a very high graduation rate. The school proficiency index data 

in the tables above is based on elementary school test scores rather than high school graduation 

rates, however, this data also suggests wide disparities in the quality of education options with a 

geographic (school district) basis. The data in the table on the preceding page is concerned with 

disparities based on race and ethnicity and not all protected classes, but does suggest that access to 

the most proficient schools is disproportionately available to White and Asian children while 

Hispanics, Native Americans, and Blacks faced significant disparities in access. 

According to stakeholders involved in development of this analysis, school quality is one of the 

primary reasons residents leave Allentown. When those families who can afford to live near good 

schools where housing costs are generally higher move into a neighborhood, those who cannot 

afford the higher housing costs remain enrolled in underperforming schools. As property values 

around good schools increase, more taxes are generated to fund those schools; the reverse is true 

in communities around schools that do not perform as well.  

Closely related to the issue of school districts and the relative education opportunities they provide 

is the issue of housing affordability. If housing in well-performing school districts were affordable, 

many of the education-related disparities could be mitigated. However, throughout this document, 

research is presented demonstrating that the affordability and quality of housing varies across the 

study area. Subsidized housing units are largely clustered in Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton with 

smaller pockets in Bath, Catasauqua, Coplay, Emmaus, Fountain Hill, Hellertown, Nazareth, 

Slatington, Whitehall, and Wilson. Areas with high rates of foreclosure (namely, Allentown, 

Slatington, and Easton) also tended to overlap with these communities that contain clusters of 

subsidized housing units.  Of these areas, all but Bath are within the public transportation service 

area.  

Comparing these communities with clusters of subsidized housing units with concentrations of 

protected classes, most of them had moderate to high concentrations of minorities (Nazareth being 

an exception); most had relatively low concentrations of foreign-born residents (Allentown and 

Whitehall are exceptions); most had moderate to high concentrations of families with children 
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(Coplay excepted); and, with the exception of parts of Whitehall, all had moderate to high 

concentrations of residents with disabilities. This comparison reveals a positive correlation 

between the geographic concentrations of some protected classes and the locations of affordable 

housing. 
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Land Use & Zoning 

Comprehensive land use planning is a critical means by which governments address the 

interconnection and complexity of their respective jurisdictions. The interconnectedness of land 

uses means that a decision as to the use of a particular piece of property has consequences not only 

for surrounding property, but for a myriad of other issues as well. For example, a decision to use a 

parcel of land for development of a shopping mall (a land use decision) will not only influence the 

value and use of surrounding property, but is necessarily a traffic and environmental decision as 

well (such an intensive commercial use will increase traffic flow and large impervious parking lots 

will increase stormwater runoff). For this reason, “[t]he land-use decisions made by a community 

shape its very character – what it’s like to walk through, what it’s like to drive through, who lives in 

it, what kinds of jobs and businesses exist in it, how well the natural environment survives, and 

whether the community is an attractive one or an ugly one.”26  By extension, decisions regarding 

land use and zoning have direct and profound impacts on affordable housing and fair housing 

choice, as will be discussed within this section.  

Much of the data and information available on planning and land use in the Lehigh Valley is derived 

from the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission. Formed jointly in 1961 by Lehigh and Northampton 

counties, the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC) implements the regional comprehensive 

plan (Comprehensive Plan: The Lehigh Valley…2030), coordinates regional and local planning 

processes for the municipalities making up the Lehigh Valley, and collects and disseminates data on 

regional trends. While the LVPC has no explicit jurisdiction over planning decisions in the region, it 

serves as a facilitator of the regional planning efforts and its professional planning staff supports 

the planning functions of the Valley’s municipalities. The following maps, sourced from the LVPC, 

illustrate current and future land use plans for the Lehigh Valley. 

 

                                            
26 John M. Levy. Contemporary Urban Planning, Eighth Edition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2009. 
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission, www.lvpc.org 
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In addition to the LVPC’s region-wide comprehensive plan, other comprehensive plans are 

developed at a local scale by the Lehigh Valley’s various municipalities. Some develop these plans 

independently while others, encouraged by relatively recent amendments to the Pennsylvania 

Municipalities Planning Code, develop what are known as “multimunicipal” comprehensive plans. 

Under such multimunicipal comprehensive plans, adjoining municipalities may plan together in 

ways that encourage preparedness for growth while maintaining the unique character of the 

participating communities, and preserving agricultural lands. Six multimunicipal comprehensive 

plans (covering a total of 31 municipalities) exist in the Lehigh Valley. As an example, the Nazareth 

Area…2030 Multimunicipal Comprehensive Plan provides for denser multifamily-style development 

in its more urbanized areas of Nazareth and Bath while surrounding municipalities of a more rural 

character need not offer high-density residential areas. Because the greater Nazareth area has 

together planned to accommodate growth primarily in its urbanized areas, outlying agricultural 

lands are preserved. 

From a regulatory standpoint in Pennsylvania, local government measures to control land use (such 

as zoning regulations) define the range and density of housing resources that can be introduced in 

a municipality. Housing standards (in areas such as maintenance, renovation or construction) are 

enforced through building codes and inspections procedures.  Municipal governments, however, 

are also governed by two significant state laws in regards to those subject areas.  The Pennsylvania 

Municipalities Planning Code (MPC) identifies the contents of municipal and county comprehensive 

plans, subdivision and land development ordinances and zoning ordinances.  The Pennsylvania 

Uniform Construction Code (UCC) regulates construction, building permits, inspections and 

certificates of occupancy on a state-wide basis. Every building, or portion thereof, that falls under 

the scope of the UCC is required to meet the same minimum code requirements, regardless of where 

in Pennsylvania it is built.  The code is comprehensive, with sections pertaining to building, 

electrical, mechanical, plumbing, disabled accessibility, and energy efficiency. 

Through its Home Rule Charter and Optional Plans laws, the State of Pennsylvania extends to 

counties and municipalities the ability to create a local charter under which they may govern 

themselves subject only to federal and state law. Importantly in the context of an analysis of zoning, 

home rule municipalities and counties are separate and distinct from one another and 

municipalities are specifically not subject to the ordinances of the counties in which they may be 

located. Counties therefore take on a primary role as providers of infrastructure, court services, and 

human services programs but are not involved in (indeed, have no control over) zoning and land 

use decisions. As such, the municipalities within Lehigh County and Northampton County control 

zoning within their respective jurisdictions, but neither of the counties has a zoning ordinance. All 

but one of the Lehigh Valley’s 62 municipalities (cities, townships, and boroughs) has adopted a 

zoning code. The borough of Chapman (population 199) has no zoning code and relies on the code 

adopted by neighboring Moore Township for any zoning matters that arise within its jurisdiction. 

The table on the following page displays the date of initial adoption and latest revision for each 

municipality’s zoning code. 
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The data in the table reveals a great degree of variation among the currency of the municipalities’ 

zoning ordinances. Some, like Coplay in 2012, have very recently updated their ordinance or, like 

Macungie and Portland, are currently in the process of it. Others, like Hanover Township in 

Northampton County, have not revised their ordinance since the 1970s. Still others, including 

Lowhill Township and Lower Mt. Bethel Township have never updated or revised their zoning 

ordinances, relying today upon the text as originally adopted more than 40 years ago. A well drafted 

ordinance may not require frequent updating, but the older an ordinance becomes, the more likely 

it is to fall out of compliance with new state or federal laws, with modern standards and 

technologies, or even new land usages that were not previously contemplated. 
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Evaluation of zoning ordinances in Pennsylvania and the Lehigh Valley is complex given the variety 

of municipalities.  The 61 zoning ordinances in the Lehigh Valley includes those for 3 cities, 26 

boroughs and 32 townships. In some communities, particularly rural townships in the Lehigh 

Valley, zoning is used as a tool to preserve rural space or farming and agriculture. These zoning 

ordinances contain large areas of high minimum lot sizes to maintain the rural landscape and active 

farming areas. The region’s boroughs, suburban townships and cities generally permit high 

densities and a wide variety of housing structure types on a variety of land types ranging from 

greenfield, infill and brownfield redevelopment. 

In preparing this Regional AI, two different zoning code analyses were conducted, each using a 

different approach. The first of the analyses sought to determine the degree to which various 

provisions of the municipal zoning codes restricted fair housing choice; the second analysis sought 

to determine whether or not zoning code provisions strictly complied with the federal Fair Housing 

Act and other related laws. The two different approaches yielded different results, and given the 

disparate opinions and interpretations, the Lehigh Valley’s entitlement jurisdictions (Lehigh and 

Northampton Counties and the cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) are not convinced that 

the zoning analyses conducted to-date represent a conclusive assessment.    

However, these entitlement jurisdictions acknowledge that both of the analyses identified some 

areas of heightened risk with regard to fair housing compliance in municipal zoning ordinances.  

The jurisdictions are committed to further evaluating municipal ordinance compliance with fair 

housing standards and working to resolve any identified issues.  It will be important to address 

these issues regionally through support and technical guidance provided by the Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission. 

Lehigh Valley zoning codes generally handled very well the matter of establishing reasonable, 

uncomplicated processes for obtaining use permits and setting forth transparent appeal 

procedures. This is important because zoning codes can sometimes unnecessarily complicate these 

processes with many layers of review and long spans of time between them, effectively discouraging 

all but the most determined permit seekers from even applying for a permit. An applicant seeking 

to develop property for a use requiring special permitting would likely select a site elsewhere rather 

than navigate these types of processes. The finding that Lehigh Valley’s zoning ordinances generally 

do not impose such burdens is a feature that advances fair housing choice. Restrictions on the siting 

of mobile, manufactured, and modular homes, potentially important sources of affordable housing, 

were also determined to be relatively permissive.  

On the other hand, the zoning ordinances adopted by Lehigh Valley municipalities were more likely 

to be unreasonably restrictive with regard to the housing needs of people with disabilities. Some of 

the zoning code provisions restrict the ability of people with disabilities to make reasonable 

modifications to their properties and/or for provisions for reasonable accommodation. In many of 

the ordinances, there was no clear process by which persons with disabilities would be able to 

request special accommodation. Instead, such requests are often treated as variance requests and 

subject to unreasonable administrative burdens.  
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Other zoning provisions affecting housing for people with disabilities could be interpreted as 

restrictive. Heightened requirements on the siting of housing for people with disabilities, whether 

by requiring a special use permit or by allowing such housing as of right in only a few different 

residential zones was a common provision. Some local zoning codes were found to be restrictive 

with regard to their requirements that public hearings be held on petitions for exceptions to zoning 

regulations for people with disabilities. Whereas simple administrative procedures may be 

adequate for the granting of exceptions, public hearings open the prospect that subjective or 

prejudiced opposition from members of the public can be cited as grounds for denial. Also common 

were provisions potentially restricting housing opportunities for people with disabilities due to 

requirements for onsite supportive services. Some of these ordinances define a special class of 

housing, not considered a group home, consisting of housing combined with supportive services, 

and then heavily restrict it where it may be located.  

Finally, some zoning codes were found to restrict certain residential uses from residential districts. 

For example, homeless shelters and group homes  are inherently residential uses, however, many 

ordinances restrict them from residential districts altogether (requiring instead that they be located 

in commercial or even industrial areas) or permit them only in urban mixed use districts but not in 

districts with a more traditional residential character. Some ordinances will permit these uses in 

residential districts but only as a special use, requiring application and review before a local zoning 

board.  

Treatment centers designed to serve the needs of persons recovering from drug or alcohol 

addictions receive varied treatment under the region’s municipal zoning codes. Many of these codes 

define treatment centers as intensive hospital-like uses with many beds and allowing stays of 30 

days or less. Facilities of this type may reasonably be restricted from residential zones. However, in 

some municipalities, treatment centers are defined as smaller-scale residential settings for 

addiction recovery permitting stays of up to a year. Where treatment centers are defined in 

residential rather than institutional terms, reasonable consideration should be given to their 

location in residential zoning districts. It is important to note that persons recovering from drug 

and/or alcohol dependence (not current users) are considered handicapped under federal law, and 

therefore are part of a protected class. Under federal law (e.g. the Fair Housing Act and the 

Americans with Disabilities Act), it is discriminatory to deny an individual or entity the right to site 

a treatment program in a residential zone because it will serve individuals with alcohol or other 

drug problems. 

Regarding zoning code issues related to accessibility and housing for people with disabilities, it is 

important to point out that other means exist for addressing the needs of this population. Many 

municipalities rely upon state construction code rather than local zoning ordinances to ensure the 

fair housing rights of people with disabilities. In fact, the Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Code 

(UCC), which was put into effect in 2004, applies statewide standards for all new construction, 

rehabilitation, and building inspections. The code primarily relies upon standards developed by the 

International Code Council (ICC) and specifically adopts the ICC’s most current accessibility 

requirements (all accessibility requirements found in the International Building Code 2012 
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including the Supplementary Accessibility Requirements found in Appendix E as well as the 

ICC/ANSI A117.1-2009 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities standard). Pennsylvania’s UCC 

also sets up an Accessibility Advisory Board, with sole jurisdiction to grant accessibility variances 

and hear appeals regarding accessibility decisions made by local officials. The UCC is a noteworthy 

law that provides an important backstop to the rights of people with disabilities.  

Group homes and other forms of supportive housing were frequently cited by stakeholders as being 

too scarce to meet the demand for them. Residents believed that more options for people with 

disabilities or those recovering from drug or alcohol addictions would ease the burden of potential 

homelessness in the area. These problems could be significantly exacerbated by zoning codes that 

unnecessarily restrict housing for these populations.  
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Housing Profile 

The housing profile presents a snapshot of current housing conditions in the Lehigh Valley, 

including such components as housing affordability, availability, age, condition, and cost. When 

analyzing fair housing in a jurisdiction, it is crucial to assess the range of housing choices available 

to the area’s residents while determining the degree to which discrimination may limit the housing 

choices available to certain groups. At the outset of this Housing Profile, it is helpful to keep in mind 

an interesting result from the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis. When asked 

how satisfied current Lehigh Valley residents were with their living situation, a remarkable majority 

of them (more than four out of five) responded that they were “very satisfied” or “somewhat 

satisfied”. Only 5.8% were “not at all satisfied” with their living situation. 

 

According to 2011 ACS estimates, the Lehigh Valley had a total of 261,833 housing units, of which 

141,942 (54.2%) were in Lehigh County and 119,851 (45.8%) were in Northampton County. 

Vacancy rates were comparable, and remarkably low, between the two counties, with Lehigh 

County having a 6.2% vacancy rate and 6.5% of Northampton County’s housing units being vacant.  

  

Source: 2011 American Community Survey Estimate, www.census.gov 
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Among the three cities in the region, Easton had the highest vacancy rate at 13.9%; the rates for 

Allentown and Bethlehem were 10.5% and 6.7%, respectively. In Allentown and Easton, the greatest 

share of housing units were single-family attached units while, in Bethlehem, detached single family 

homes were the most common housing type. Mobile homes made up a small percentage of the 

region’s housing stock and were slightly more prevalent in Northampton (2.7% of all housing units) 

than in Lehigh County (2.2%). 

 
 

Lehigh Valley Housing Unit Analysis by County 

Unit Type  Lehigh Percent Northampton  Percent 

Total housing units 141,942 100% 119,851 100% 

  1-unit, detached 69,989 49.3% 70,379 58.7% 

  1-unit, attached 34,679 24.4% 25,247 21.1% 

  2 units 5,990 4.2% 5,309 4.4% 

  3 or 4 units 8,106 5.7% 4,697 3.9% 

  5 to 9 units 5,773 4.1% 4,111 3.4% 

  10 to 19 units 7,139 5.1% 2,345 2.0% 

  20 or more units 7,076 5.0% 4,528 3.8% 

  Mobile home 3,161 2.2% 3,224 2.7% 

  Boat, RV, van, etc. 29 0.0% 11 0.0% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 American Community Survey, www.factfinder2.census.gov    

 

 

 
 

Lehigh Valley Housing Unit Analysis by City 

Unit Type  
City of 

Allentown 
Percent 

City of 
Bethlehem 

Percent 
City of 
Easton 

 
Percent 

Total housing units 47,593 100% 31,290 100% 10,918 100% 

  1-unit, detached 11,459 24.1% 11,476 36.7% 2,931 26.8% 

  1-unit, attached 17,504 36.8% 9,349 29.9% 3,840 35.2% 

  2 units 3,627 7.6% 1,854 5.9% 1,179 10.8% 

  3 or 4 units 5,148 10.8% 2,230 7.1% 1,090 10.0% 

  5 to 9 units 2,722 5.7% 2,401 7.7% 786 7.2% 

  10 to 19 units 3,346 7.0% 1,430 4.6% 542 5.0% 

  20 or more units 3,675 7.7% 2,524 8.1% 550 5.0% 

  Mobile home 90 0.2% 15 0% 0 0.0% 

  Boat, RV, van, etc. 22 0.0% 11 0% 0 0.0% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 American Community Survey, www.factfinder2.census.gov    

 
 

The considerable age of the Lehigh Valley region’s housing stock is a defining feature of the local 

housing market. For each of the five jurisdictions examined individually in this section, much of 
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their housing was constructed prior to 1950. This is especially true of Easton, where nearly three in 

four housing units are over 60 years old. In none of the five jurisdictions has 50% or more of the 

housing stock been constructed since 1970. Housing constructed since 2004 represents the smallest 

share of the housing stock for all jurisdictions except Allentown which, notably, shows a small 

increase in home construction over the prior period.  

 

Age of Housing Stock by Jurisdiction 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 American Community Survey, www.census.gov 
 

 

To show relative concentrations in older housing stock throughout the region, the two maps on the 

following page depict the distribution of those housing units built between 1940 and 1969 by postal 

code, overlaid with census tract boundaries. It is evident from these maps that Allentown and 

Bethlehem contain the largest shares of this older housing stock, with significant concentrations in 

Emmaus and in the Northampton County townships of East Allen, Hanover, and Lower Saucon. 

Comparing these maps with maps of minority concentrations that appeared earlier in this analysis, 

shows that there generally is not an overlap between these areas with large shares of 1940-1969 

housing stock and areas of high minority concentrations. One exception is the southern portion of 

Allentown in the area surrounding Queen City Airport where more than 45% of the housing stock 

was built in the 1940-1969 period and where there is a significant minority (primarily Hispanic) 

population.  

1949 and
before

1950-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2004
2005-

present

Lehigh County 31.5% 24.5% 13.6% 11.0% 9.1% 6.1% 4.2%

Northampton County 34.9% 20.3% 10.8% 11.1% 10.9% 7.6% 4.4%

Allentown 47.0% 29.1% 9.2% 7.7% 3.1% 1.4% 2.5%

Bethlehem 41.2% 28.3% 11.0% 8.1% 5.0% 3.6% 2.8%

Easton 74.5% 11.4% 4.0% 3.7% 4.4% 1.7% 0.3%
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Lehigh County & Northampton County: Housing Built 1940-1969 

 

Source: Policy Map, www.policymap.com 
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Median home values, as recorded in the 2011 ACS estimates, reflect noteworthy differences among 

the five jurisdictions. The highest median home values are found in Northampton County 

($221,800) followed by Lehigh County, Bethlehem, Allentown, and Easton ($206,100, $178,500, 

$143,800, and $141,400, respectively). Though the median home value in Easton was only 64% of 

the median for Northampton County as a whole, the region’s home values are relatively modest; in 

none of the five jurisdictions did home values of $1 million or more exceed 1% of the housing stock.  

 

Easton and Allentown contain much higher proportions of lower-cost housing than do the others. 

For example, whereas 26.6% of the housing units in Easton and 22.2% of the units in Allentown are 

valued below $100,000, this segment of the market in Lehigh County, Northampton County, and 

Bethlehem is roughly only half as large, ranging between 11.9% and 9.9% of their housing units. It 

should be noted here that relatively lower median home values in Easton and Allentown could be 

correlated to the unit types most prevalent in those communities. As has already been shown, 

attached single family homes are the most common housing types in these two communities while 

detached units, which generally tend to carry higher values, are more common in the other areas. 

 
 

 

Source: 2011 American Community Survey Estimate, www.census.gov 

Data obtained from the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission tracks home sales and median sales 

prices in the Lehigh Valley region. Comparing the most recent four years of data available (2009-

2012), it is clear that Lehigh County’s real estate market was the most active, reflecting at least a 

third more home sales than Northampton County in most years. The table below also reflects the 

slowdown in the housing market as a result of the recession. Steep declines in the sheer numbers of 
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homes sold were evident in every jurisdiction between 2009 and 2012. This decline was most 

pronounced in Easton where home sales dropped by 70%. The decline for Northampton County as 

a whole was less severe but, at over 15%, was also significant. 

Just as the number of home sales declined during the period 2009-2012, so did median sales prices 

in each of the five jurisdictions studied here. Allentown was hardest hit, with a steady drop in 

median sales prices culminating in a total decrease of 21.6% between 2008 and 2012. By 2012, 

Allentown had a median sales price below $100,000, with Easton’s median barely holding above the 

$100,000 threshold.  

NUMBER OF SALES BY YEAR IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY 2006-2011 
 

Jurisdiction 2009 2010 2011 2012 

% Change 

(2009-

2012) 

Lehigh 

County 
3,412 3,088 2,461 2,498 -26.8% 

Northampton 

County 
2,408 1,799 1,232 2,045 -15.1% 

Allentown 1,101 1,047 680 663 -40.0% 

Bethlehem 316 160 106 351 -11.1% 

Easton 255 198 52 77 -70.0% 

Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission 
 

MEDIAN SALES PRICE BY YEAR IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY 2008-2012 
 

Jurisdiction 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

% 

Change 

(2008-

2012)* 

Lehigh 

County 
-- $169,000 $165,000 $165,000 $161,250 -4.6% 

Northampton 

County 
-- $195,000 $200,000 $200,000 $187,500 -3.8% 

Allentown $125,000 $119,000 $95,000 $101,450 $98,000 -21.6% 

Bethlehem $165,000 $164,900 $164,000 $154,250 $147,950 -10.3% 

Easton $120,000 $112,000 $104,750 $111,100 $100,000 -16.7% 

*2008 data was not available for Lehigh County and Northampton County;  
the percent change calculations for these counties are 2009-2012 calculations. 

Source: Lehigh Valley Planning Commission 
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Foreclosure continues to be an important phenomenon for its substantial impact on the housing 

market. Foreclosure data from RealtyTrac, as of May 2013, shows that Allentown and Easton both 

had a higher percentage of foreclosures than their respective counties of Lehigh and Northampton; 

Bethlehem’s rate was slightly under that of Northampton County. However, Lehigh County’s 

foreclosure rate was more than double that of Northampton County and it greatly exceeded both 

the state and national averages. The foreclosure rates in Easton exceeded the Northampton County 

rate, but still fell below Lehigh County’s rate and far below Allentown’s rate. In Allentown, 

approximately one in every 370 housing units was in foreclosure.  

 
Foreclosure Trends in Allentown and Lehigh County 

 

Source: Geographical Comparisons RealtyTrac, May 2013 Real Estate Trends, www.realtytrac.com 
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Foreclosure Trends in Easton and Northampton County 

  

 Source: Geographical Comparisons RealtyTrac, May 2013 Real Estate Trends, www.realtytrac.com 

 
 
 
 

 

Foreclosure Trends in Bethlehem and Northampton County 

 

 

Source: Geographical Comparisons RealtyTrac, May 2013 Real Estate Trends, www.realtytrac.com 
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By October 2013, foreclosure patterns had shifted somewhat with Bethlehem’s foreclosure rate 

falling significantly below that of Allentown and Easton. The below maps show foreclosure rates of 

selected cities and regions within Lehigh Valley. Note that, unlike other datasets in this analysis, 

Bethlehem is included in the Lehigh County Map rather than the map for Northampton County. 

 

Lehigh County Foreclosure Actions – October 2013 

Source: PolicyMap 
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Northampton County Foreclosure Actions – October 2013 

Source: PolicyMap 
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On an annual basis, HUD calculates median family income for the nation’s metropolitan and other 

areas. The data is categorized based on its relationship to the median family income (MFI). The 

categories include: extremely low income (earning less than 30% of the MFI), very low-income 

(earning between 30% and 50% of the MFI), low-income (earning between 50% and 80% of the 

MFI). According to HUD, the 2013 Median Family Income (MFI) for households in the Lehigh Valley 

was $71,400. 

 

FY 2013 Income Limits Summary 

Lehigh and Northampton County, PA 

FY 2013 
Income 

Limit Area 

Median 
Income 

FY 2013 
Income 

Limit 
Category 

1 
Person 

2 
Person 

3 
Person 

4 
Person 

5 
Person 

6 
Person 

7 
Person 

8 
Person 

Allentown-
Bethlehem-
Easton, PA 

$71,400 

Very Low 
(50% of 
Median)  

$25,000 $28,600 $32,150 $35,700 $38,600 $41,450 $44,300 $47,150 

Extremely 
Low (30% 
of Median) 

$15,000 $17,150 $19,300 $21,400 $23,150 $24,850 $26,550 $28,250 

Low (80% 
of Median) 

$40,000 $45,700 $51,400 $57,100 $61,700 $66,250 $70,850 $75,400 

Source: Department of Housing & Urban Development, HUD User Dataset, Income Limits, www.huduser.org 

 

Affordability is an important aspect to fair housing choice and to individuals being able to obtain 

secure, safe, and decent housing. It is also a significant factor for residents attempting to select 

housing that meets their family needs. HUD considers housing affordable if it costs less than 30 

percent of a family's income.27 Households that spend over that threshold are considered by HUD 

to be “cost burdened” and may have difficulty affording the other basic household necessities such 

as food, clothing, and transportation.  

 

Yet, according to HUD, 12 million renters and homeowners in the United States spend more than 50 

percent of their income on housing. Furthermore, in no rental market in the U.S. can a family with 

one full-time worker earning the minimum wage afford the local fair-market rent for a two-

bedroom apartment without being cost burdened.28  

                                            
27 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/affordablehousing/index.cfm   
28 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/affordablehousing/   

http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc.odn?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=50
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc.odn?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=50
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc.odn?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=50
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc3080.odb?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=30
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc3080.odb?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=30
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2011/2011ILCalc3080.odb?inputname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&area_id=METRO12020M12020&type=hmfa&year=2011&yy=11&statefp=99&ACS_Survey=$ACS_Survey$&State_Count=$State_Count$&areaname=Athens-Clarke%20County,%20GA%20MSA&incpath=C:%5CHUDUser%5CwwwMain%5Cdatasets%5Cil%5Cil2011%5C&level=80
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Generally, Lehigh Valley residents expressed that housing in the area was relatively affordable, 

except for those on fixed incomes for whom even rents meeting traditional affordability criteria 

would be out of reach. Others pointed out that an ample supply of affordable housing exists in the 

urban cores of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, but in the suburbs affordable housing options 

(particularly rental options) were more limited. In the Lehigh Valley fair housing survey, 

information was collected from respondents regarding their monthly housing expenses. Though 

not as accurate as the Census and ACS data that follows on the next page, the results highlight the 

fact that many residents are able to live affordably in the Lehigh Valley. Nearly three quarters of 

respondents spent less than $1,000 per month on rent or mortgage payments (note that this figure 

excludes taxes and insurance).  

 

As discovered in meetings and interviews with stakeholders, several factors are putting pressure 

on the supply of affordable units in the Lehigh Valley. First, due to the recession, homebuyers are 

more cautious and are buying homes less expensive than they can actually afford, thus occupying 

housing that could otherwise have housed a household with a lower income. Secondly, local 

residents shared that in recent years they had noticed a rise in the number of people who live in 

the Lehigh Valley area and commute to their jobs located in New York City and New Jersey. In 

general, this commuter population earns more income than the average Lehigh Valley resident but 

is attracted to the region’s lower property taxes and relatively lower rents and housing prices, as 

compared with more expensive markets. This demand for housing leads to upward pressure on 

rents and home prices and some Lehigh Valley residents worry that this population is occupying 

affordable housing units that would otherwise be available to local workers who earn lower 

incomes.  

Additionally, some stakeholders also expressed concern that lower-income people moving to 

Lehigh Valley from New York and New Jersey due to the more affordable housing are taken 

advantage of by landlords who charge rents much lower than rents in the bigger cities, but higher 

than the local market justifies. The new residents don’t know better and pay relatively high rent, 

spurring housing costs upward for other residents of the region. Finally, other residents noted that 

47.3%

26.5%

21.1%

4.1% 1.0% 0.7%

How much do you currently pay in rent or mortgage payment per month? 
(exclude taxes and homeowners insurance costs)

under $800/month

$800 to $999/month

$1,000 to $1,500/month

$1,501 to $2,000/month

$2,001 to $3,000/month

more than $3,000/month
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the Lehigh Valley is home to many colleges and universities. As students from these institutions 

occupy nearby housing units, the supply of affordable housing available to non-student households 

is further depleted. 

Of the total number of owner-occupied housing units in the Lehigh Valley, the 2011 ACS reported 

that 29% were cost burdened. While nearly 80% of these cost burdened homeowners had 

mortgages, the remaining 20% were cost burdened despite having no mortgage payment. The 

housing costs figured into HUD’s cost burden calculations take into account rent or mortgage 

payments, insurance, and utilities but do not include the costs of home maintenance. Given the age 

of Lehigh Valley’s housing stock, the home maintenance and repair costs associated with older 

construction can add significant additional housing cost burden.  
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Affordability Snapshot 

Value 
Lehigh 
County 

Northampton 
County 

Allentown Bethlehem Easton 

Median (dollars) $206,100 $221,800 $143,800 $163,200 $141,400 
MORTGAGE STATUS      
Owner-occupied units 90,725 83,858 20,773 15,898 4,831 

Housing units with a mortgage 61,866 56,856 14,301 10,405 3,593 

Housing units without a mortgage 28,859 27,002 6,472 5,493 1,238 

SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A 
PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME  

     

Housing units with a mortgage  61,713 56,784 14,247 10,383 3,593 

  Less than 20.0 percent 20,467 17,639 3,678 3,283 988 

  20.0 to 24.9 percent 10,901 10,321 2,680 1,900 519 

  25.0 to 29.9 percent 8,482 8,410 2,015 1,610 480 

  30.0 to 34.9 percent 5,985 5,326 1,401 984 318 

  35.0 percent or more 15,878 15,088 4,473 2,606 1,288 

Housing unit without a mortgage  28,611 26,814 6,430 5,438 1,207 

  Less than 10.0 percent 8,745 7,577 1,702 1,695 247 

  10.0 to 14.9 percent 6,102 5,767 1,343 1,108 187 

  15.0 to 19.9 percent 3,979 3,952 873 739 147 

  20.0 to 24.9 percent 2,826 2,605 580 428 121 

  25.0 to 29.9 percent 1,853 1,653 557 286 121 

  30.0 to 34.9 percent 1,256 1,387 321 322 139 

  35.0 percent or more 3,850 3,873 1,054 860 245 

GROSS RENT      
  Occupied units paying rent 41,152 26,714 21,955 13,099 4,438 

  Less than $200 1,154 672 823 474 139 

  $200 to $299 1,494 1,366 866 841 268 

  $300 to $499 2,786 1,584 1,737 908 241 

  $500 to $749 8,558 6,095 4,908 2,791 968 

  $750 to $999 13,742 7,932 7,526 3,745 1,722 

  $1,000 to $1,499 11,136 7,075 5,360 3,407 949 

  $1,500 or more 2,282 1,990 735 933 151 

  Median (dollars) $859 $862 $820 $865 $841 

GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME  

     

  Occupied units paying rent  40,249 26,441 21,301 12,934 4,398 
  Less than 15.0 percent 3,572 2,884 1,479 1,188 425 

  15.0 to 19.9 percent 4,920 3,316 1,877 1,571 365 

  20.0 to 24.9 percent 5,569 3,624 2,330 1,670 606 

  25.0 to 29.9 percent 4,735 3,820 2,166 1,832 818 

  30.0 to 34.9 percent 4,001 2,295 2,373 1,261 389 

  35.0 percent or more 17,452 10,502 11076 5412 1,795 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 American Community Survey, www.census.gov  
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If homeowners struggle with a significant degree of cost burden, renters in the Lehigh Valley 

struggle worse. A full half of all renters in the region paid more than 30% of their household income 

in rent. While the table of 2011 ACS data above begins to illustrate the issue of rental affordability, 

the pair of tables below paint a far more vivid picture. The tables contain data from the National 

Low Income Housing Coalition’s (NLIHC) annual Out of Reach release,29 a report on “the wage one 

must earn in order to afford a modest rental home in communities across the country.” Data in these 

tables is presented for the two individual counties as well as for the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 

metropolitan area as a whole.  

The NLIHC estimates that the median income for a renter in the Lehigh Valley area is $31,535. A 

renter with this income would need to keep rent costs at or below $788 to avoid cost burden. Those 

earning minimum wage face the possibility of severe cost burden, as a fulltime minimum wage job 

would allow only $377 per month for rent expenses. To afford a two bedroom housing unit without 

spending more than 30% of one’s income on rent, one would need to work 101 hours per week at 

minimum wage (equivalent to 2.5 fulltime jobs) or earn an hourly wage of $18.35. Based on this 

analysis of the data, the NLIHC estimates that 58% of renters in the Lehigh Valley are unable to 

afford a 2 bedroom housing unit in the region.  

 
  

                                            
29 Out of Reach. The National Low Income Housing Coalition. http://nlihc.org/oor. 
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Lehigh Valley Renter Affordability 

Table A 

Household Characteristics Pa. Lehigh County 
Northampton 

County 

Allentown/ 

Bethlehem/ 

Easton MSA 
Number of Households 2006-2010 

Total 4,940,58

1 

132,879 111,929 270,919 

Renters 1,431,96

9 

41,448 27,488 74,107 

% Renters 29% 31% 25% 27% 

Minimum Wage, Mean Renter Wage, SSI Monthly Payment 

Minimum Wage $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 $7.25 

Estimated Mean Renter Wage $12.86 $12.92 $10.76 $11.90 

SSI Monthly Payment $698 $698 $698 $698 

2012 Fair Market Rent (FMR) 

One-Bedroom $694 $806 $806 $806 

Two-Bedroom $835 $954 $954 $954 

Three-Bedroom $1,040 $1,234 $1,234 $1,234 

Four-Bedroom $1,177 $1,306 $1,306 $1,306 

Annual Area Median Income 

Annual AMI $68,939 $73,300 $73,300 $73,300 

30% of AMI $20,682 $21,990 $21,990 $21,990 

Estimated Renter Median 

Income 

$28,424 $31,574 $32,520 $31,535 

Rent affordable at Renter 

Median Income  

$711 $789 $813 $788 

Maximum Affordable Monthly Housing Costs by % of AMI 

30% of AMI $517 $550 $550 $550 

50% of AMI $862 $916 $916 $916 

80% of AMI $1,379 $1,466 $1,466 $1,466 

Rent affordable at Median 

Income 

$1,723 $1,833 $1,833 $1,833 

Rent affordable with Full Time 

Job Paying Min Wage 
$377 $377 $377 $377 

Rent affordable with Full Time 

Job Paying Mean Renter Wage 
$669 $672 $559 $619 

Rent affordable to SSI Recipient  $209 $209 $209 $209 

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition, “Out of Reach” 2012 Annual Data, http://www.nlihc.org/  
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Lehigh Valley Renter Affordability 

Table B 

 

Household Characteristics Pa. Lehigh County 
Northampton 

County 

Allentown/ 

Bethlehem/ 

Easton MSA 
Annual Income Needed to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom $27,764 $32,240 $32,240 $32,240 

2 Bedroom $33,404 $38,160 $38,160 $38,160 

3 Bedroom $41,608 $49,360 $49,360 $49,360 

4 Bedroom $47,077 $52,240 $52,240 $52,240 

% of AMI Needed to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom 40% 44% 44% 44% 

2 Bedroom 48% 52% 52% 52% 

3 Bedroom 60% 67% 67% 67% 

4 Bedroom 68% 71% 71% 71% 

Housing Wage Needed to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom $13.35 $15.50 $15.50 $15.50 

2 Bedroom $16.06 $18.35 $18.35 $18.35 

3 Bedroom $20.00 $23.73 $23.73 $23.73 

4 Bedroom $22.63 $25.12 $25.12 $25.12 

Work Hours per Week at Minimum Wage to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom 74 86 86 86 

2 Bedroom 89 101 101 101 

3 Bedroom 110 131 131 131 

4 Bedroom 125 139 139 139 

Full Time Jobs Needed at Minimum Wage to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.1 

2 Bedroom 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.5 

3 Bedroom 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.3 

4 Bedroom 3.1 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Full Time Jobs Needed at Mean Renter Wage Needed to Afford FMR 

1 Bedroom 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 

2 Bedroom 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.5 

3 Bedroom 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.0 

4 Bedroom 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.1 

Estimated Percent of renters 

unable to afford 2 bedroom unit 

at FMR 

56% 58% 56% 58% 

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition, “Out of Reach” 2012 Annual Data, http://www.nlihc.org/  

 

Some Lehigh Valley residents who are unable to afford housing turn to public housing programs for 

assistance. A total of five public housing authorities operate in the region, each offering both 

traditional public housing units and Housing Choice Vouchers. Under both of these programs, a 

tenant’s cost burden is minimized through the application of various forms of subsidy. While such 
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programs can be very helpful to those enrolled, available housing units and vouchers are scarce and 

waiting lists are long. A total of 6,405 public housing units are located in Lehigh Valley. The tables 

below show the very high occupancy rates for these units. While some vacancies may technically 

exist (none has a 100% occupancy rate), occupancy rates near 100% are typically reflective of a few 

recently vacated units that are in the process of being prepared and inspected for new occupants. 

Because of high demand for limited units, waiting lists are quite long, however the true wait time is 

not accurately represented by the “Average Months on Wait List” figure reported by HUD. This 

figure, which ranges from nine months to two and a half years, represents the length of time the 

households currently on the waiting list have been waiting (including those who have been waiting 

many years as well as those who recently signed up and have been waiting only a month so far), not 

the average length of time it takes to obtain housing.  

 

Public Housing Inventory by County 

 Lehigh County Northampton County 

 
Public 

Housing 

Housing 
Choice  

Vouchers 

Public 
Housing 

Housing 
Choice  

Vouchers 

Total Units 1,502 3,014 1,928 1,975 
% Occupied 95% 86% 98% 85% 
% Disabled 31% 29% 27% 24% 
% Minority 60% 58% 71% 43% 

% Black 11% 16% 13% 20% 
% Hispanic 50% 44% 58% 24% 

Total Persons 
Housed 

3,082 6,119 3,748 3,699 

Avg. Months 
on Wait List 

24 27 15 26 

Source: Picture of Subsidized Households, 2012; http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/picture/yearlydata.html 

 

Public Housing Inventory by City 

 City of Allentown City of Bethlehem City of Easton 

 
Public 

Housing 

Housing 
Choice  

Vouchers 

Public 
Housing 

Housing 
Choice  

Vouchers 

Public 
Housing 

Housing 
Choice  

Vouchers 

Total Units 1,153 1,754 1,454 712 368 492 
% Occupied 93% 88% 98% 91% 99% 94% 
% Disabled 33% 27% 29% 31% 25% 17% 
% Minority 68% 77% 79% 62% 52% 59% 

% Black 13% 21% 8% 18% 33% 41% 
% Hispanic 57% 60% 71% 45% 21% 20% 

Total Persons 
Housed 

2,102 4,214 3,293 1,474 671 1,153 

Avg. Months 
on Wait List 

27 16 18 28 9 30 

Source: Picture of Subsidized Households, 2012; http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/picture/yearlydata.html 
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Every year (or, for some high performers, every other year) HUD conducts an assessment of the 

nation’s public housing authorities using the Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS). Housing 

authorities are scored on their performance in four core areas, assigned a composite score, and 

issued a designation. The most recent PHAS results for the Lehigh Valley’s public housing 

authorities are exhibited below and come from HUD’s PHAS reports dated July 2, 2012. All but the 

Allentown Housing Authority were designated High Performers. Allentown Housing Authority was 

designated a Standard Performer and compared less favorably with its peers mainly on the grounds 

of its financial standing. 

 

According to the HUD’s Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) database, the Lehigh Valley has 

several affordable housing developments funded with Low Income Housing Tax Credits 

providing a total of 2,555 affordable housing units throughout the region. An inventory of tax 

credit-funded projects is provided on the following pages.  
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Low Income Housing Tax Credit Projects 

HUD ID Number Project Name Project Address Project City 
2010 Census 

Tract 
Number 

Total 
Number of 

Units 

Total Low-
Income Units 

PAA1990177  
ALBURTIS 

APARTMENTS  
105 S MAIN ST  ALBURTIS  63.02 10 10 

PAA1991305  
ALBURTIS 

APARTMENTS  
105 S MAIN ST  ALBURTIS  63.02 10 10 

PAA1987395  S. 7TH ST. APTS.  1112 S 7TH ST  ALLENTOWN  14.01 5 5 

PAA1987435  
WHITE HALL 

APARTMENTS  
927 S 7TH ST  ALLENTOWN  14.01 2 2 

PAA1988070  137 S. 8TH ST.  137 S 8TH ST  ALLENTOWN  97 3 3 

PAA1988190  314 N. CHURCH ST.  314 N CHURCH ST  ALLENTOWN  10 8 7 

PAA1988205  327 N. LUMBER ST.  327 N LUMBER ST  ALLENTOWN  18 1 1 

PAA1988360  
715-723 E. 

HAMILTON ST.  
715 E HAMILTON ST  ALLENTOWN  96 8 8 

PAA1988400  833 PINE ST.  833 W PINE ST  ALLENTOWN  18 3 3 

PAA1988420  964 JACKSON ST.  964 JACKSON ST  ALLENTOWN  97 4 4 

PAA1988665  UNION STREET APTS.  259 E UNION ST  ALLENTOWN  96 4 4 

PAA1989205  240 E. HAMILTON ST.  240 E HAMILTON ST  ALLENTOWN  96 2 2 

PAA1989305  422 1/2 N. HALL ST.  422 1/2 N HALL ST  ALLENTOWN  16 1 1 

PAA1989460  846 WALNUT ST.  846 W WALNUT ST  ALLENTOWN  97 2 2 

PAA1989465  848 WALNUT ST.  848 W WALNUT ST  ALLENTOWN  97 2 2 

PAA1989485  
ALLENTOWN TOWNE 

HOUSE  
1827 W WALNUT ST  ALLENTOWN  21 160 159 

PAA1990360  
MARKET STREET 

APTS.  
345 MARKET ST  ALLENTOWN  14.01 7 7 

PAA1990420  TURNER ST. APTS.  146 N 7TH ST  ALLENTOWN  97 12 12 

PAA1991360  
CONSTITUTION DR. 

APTS.  
1012 CONSTITUTION 

DR  
ALLENTOWN  6 3 3 

PAA1991535  
PINE STREET 
ASSOCIATES  

930 W PINE ST  ALLENTOWN  18 1 1 

PAA1991650  WOODWARD STREET  
641 S WOODWARD 

ST  
ALLENTOWN  6 7 7 

PAA1992045  
627 HAMILTON 
APARTMENTS  

627 HAMILTON ST  ALLENTOWN  97 30 30 

PAA1992050  
627 HAMILTON 
APARTMENTS  

627 HAMILTON ST  ALLENTOWN  97 30 30 

PAA1992260  
SHERMAN STREET 

APTS.  
616 SHERMAN ST  ALLENTOWN  1.02 3 3 

PAA1993005  
10TH STREET 

PROJECT  
34 N 10TH ST  ALLENTOWN  18 23 23 

PAA1993205  N. 5TH ST. APTS.  950 N 5TH ST  ALLENTOWN  7 8 8 

PAA1993210  N. 5TH ST. APTS.  950 N 5TH ST  ALLENTOWN  7 8 8 

PAA1999155  
MOUNTAINVILLE 

MANOR  
1920 S 5TH ST  ALLENTOWN  15.01 20 20 

PAA2007075  
HART RENTAL 

PHASE II  
246 E LINDEN ST  ALLENTOWN  96 79 79 

PAA1987190  55 BROADWAY  55 BROADWAY  BANGOR  152.01 26 26 

PAA1988465  CENTURY HOUSE  8 N MAIN ST  BANGOR  152.01 34 34 

PAA1995082  
HOWARD JONES 

MANOR  
232 PLYMOUTH AVE  BATH  166 31 31 

PAA1997110  
HOWARD JONES 

MANOR II  
232 PLYMOUTH AVE  BATH  166 34 34 

PAA1987145  43-55 W. SPRUCE ST.  43 W SPRUCE ST  BETHLEHEM  107 7 7 

PAA1987255  
ATLANTIC 

APARTMENTS  
729 E 7TH ST  BETHLEHEM  112 6 6 

PAA1987275  BROAD & HIGH STS.  604 HIGH ST  BETHLEHEM  108 12 12 

PAA1987280  CHEROKEE APTS.  501 CHEROKEE ST  BETHLEHEM  109 5 5 

PAA1987415  W. UNION BLVD.  42 W UNION BLVD  BETHLEHEM  107 10 10 
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PAA1989095  
1538 E. EIGHTH ST. 

APTS.  
1538 E 8TH ST  BETHLEHEM  113 4 4 

PAA1989470  941 E. 4TH ST.  941 E 4TH ST  BETHLEHEM  112 2 2 

PAA1990140  
536-38 BROADWAY 

ST.  
536 BROADWAY  BETHLEHEM  109 6 6 

PAA1991320  
ATLANTIC STREET 

APTS.  
825 ATLANTIC ST  BETHLEHEM  112 22 22 

PAA1991385  E. FOURTH ST. APTS.  1136 E 4TH ST  BETHLEHEM  113 8 8 

PAA1993235  
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. 

APTS.  
1442 PENNSYLVANIA 

AVE  
BETHLEHEM  93 14 14 

PAA1997060  
EATON AVENUE 
APARTMENTS  

1102 EATON AVE  BETHLEHEM  91 50 50 

PAA1999153  MORAVIAN HOUSE III  133 W UNION BLVD  BETHLEHEM  108 50 50 

PAA2002065  LEXIES DREAM  
1609 

SCHOENERSVILLE RD  
BETHLEHEM  91 15 15 

PAA2002110  
PARKVIEW AT 
BETHLEHEM  

1241 CLUB AVE  BETHLEHEM  93 115 115 

PAA2002125  
SCHOENERSVILLE 

APARTMENTS  
1547 

SCHOENERSVILLE RD  
BETHLEHEM  91 40 40 

PAA2003065  FORTE APARTMENTS  1345 E 5TH ST  BETHLEHEM  113 10 10 

PAA2003070  
GOEPP STREET 
APARTMENTS  

732 E GOEPP ST  BETHLEHEM  106 54 54 

PAA2006015  
BETHLEHEM 

TOWNHOMES II  
1191 LIVINGSTON ST  BETHLEHEM  105 127 127 

PAA2007055  
FRED B ROONEY 

BUILDING  
4 E 4TH ST  BETHLEHEM  110 150 150 

PAA2008020  BETHLEHEM YMCA  430 E BROAD ST  BETHLEHEM  106 35 33 

PAA1990220  
CATASAUGUA 
APARTMENTS  

118 BRIDGE ST  CATASAUQUA  59.01 36 36 

PAA1990260  FIRE HOUSE APTS.  116 CHURCH ST  CATASAUQUA  59.01 5 5 

PAA1990265  FIRE HOUSE APTS.  118 CHURCH ST  CATASAUQUA  59.01 5 5 

PAA1995145  
NORTH 

CATASAUQUA 
STREET APTS  

1400 MAIN ST  CATASAUQUA  163 40 40 

PAA1994110  
COOPERSBURG 

SCHOOL 
APARTMENTS  

331 E STATE ST  COOPERSBURG  69.02 40 40 

PAA1994115  
COOPERSBURG 
SCHOOL APTS.  

331 E STATE ST  COOPERSBURG  69.02 40 40 

PAA2000035  
COOPERSBURG II 

APARTMENTS  
401 E STATE ST  COOPERSBURG  69.02 41 41 

PAA1993080  COMMUNITY HELP P.  1 S 2ND ST  COPLAY  58 21 21 

PAA1990255  FERRY STREET APTS.  600 FERRY ST  EASTON  143 10 10 

PAA1993060  
BISHOP 

APARTMENTS  
527 NORTHAMPTON 

ST  
EASTON  144 20 20 

PAA1993285  S. THIRD ST. APTS.  100 S 3RD ST  EASTON  144 22 22 

PAA1996035  
BUTLER STREET 

APARTMENTS  
1198 BUTLER ST  EASTON  142 9 9 

PAA1998110  
GRANDVIEW 

APARTMENTS  
100 GRANDVIEW DR  EASTON  175.02 57 57 

PAA1999095  
GRANDVIEW 

APARTMENTS  
100 GRANDVIEW DR  EASTON  175.02 57 57 

PAA1999097  GRANDVIEW II  200 GRANDVIEW DR  EASTON  175.02 60 60 

PAA2001095  
KNOX AVENUE 

SENIOR 
APARTMENTS  

1101 KNOX AVE  EASTON  171.02 48 48 

PAA2002050  
HARLAN HOUSE 

ELDERLY HOUSING  
221 S 4TH ST  EASTON  144 100 100 

PAA2004170  
WILSON MANOR 

APARTMENTS  
535 AVONA AVE  EASTON  173 60 60 

PAA1989745  RIDGE MANOR II  120 N 3RD ST  EMMAUS  65 30 30 

PAA1990200  
BROOM STREET 

APTS.  
314 BROOM ST  EMMAUS  65 6 6 

PAA1991330  BANK STREET APTS.  934 BANK ST  EMMAUS  65 1 1 

PAA1994125  EAST PENN PLACE  633 BROAD ST  EMMAUS  65 47 47 

PAA1996070  EAST PENN PLACE II  643 BROAD ST  EMMAUS  65 40 40 
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PAA1996255  
WALNUT STREET 

APARTMENTS  
624 WALNUT ST  EMMAUS  65 4 4 

PAA1990370  MILL APARTMENTS  901 CHEROKEE ST  FOUNTAIN HILL  68 45 45 

PAA1993310  
SENECA STREET 

APTS.  
943 LONG ST  FOUNTAIN HILL  68 52 52 

PAA1997100  
HELLERTOWN 

ELDERLY 
APARTMENTS  

950 FRONT ST  HELLERTOWN  179.01 47 47 

PAA2001100  
LOCUST ST 

APARTMENTS  
22 LOCUST ST  MACUNGIE  63.03 17 17 

PAA2003040  
CEDAR STREET 
APARTMENTS  

17 CEDAR ST  MACUNGIE  63.03 19 19 

PAA1989500  
BELVIDERE 
ASSOCIATES  

19 BELVIDERE ST  NAZARETH  168 20 20 

PAA2002075  
NAZARETH SENIOR 

APARTMENTS  
368 MADISON AVE  NAZARETH  168 35 35 

PAA1990350  
MAIN STREET 
APARTMENTS  

1700 MAIN ST  NORTHAMPTON  162.01 23 23 

PAA1992025  
1801 NEWPORT AVE. 

APTS.  
1801 NEWPORT AVE  NORTHAMPTON  162.01 34 34 

PAA1997245  
WASHINGTON 
APARTMENTS  

2174 WASHINGTON 
AVE  

NORTHAMPTON  162.01 14 14 

PAA1988540  LINCOLN MANOR  320 OAK ST  WALNUTPORT  161 37 37 

PAA1999232  
SIXTH STREET 
ELDERLY APTS  

1029 6TH ST  WHITEHALL  57.02 48 48 

PAA1997255  
WIND GAP ELDERLY 

APARTMENTS  
6 N BROADWAY  WIND GAP  157 20 20 

PAA1999274  WIND GAP MANOR  665 ALPHA RD  WIND GAP  157 26 26 

        Total Units 2,559 2,555 

Source: HUD Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Database, http://lihtc.huduser.org/  
 
 

The map below displays the Lehigh Valley concentration of HUD Multifamily properties, Low-

income Housing Tax Credit Properties [LIHTC] and public housing developments.   

 

Lehigh Valley Concentration of HUD Assisted Properties 

 

Source: HUD eCon Planning Suite, http://egis.hud.gov/cpdmaps 

 

 
The housing needs of seniors and people with disabilities can diverge significantly from the needs 

of other groups.  With household sizes often smaller than that of families, seniors tend to desire 

smaller homes.  As people age, their ability to maintain and care for a home and yard without 

assistance diminishes, leading many seniors to consider apartment living or assisted living 

arrangements, where some of these functions are performed by others. 
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HUD maintains an inventory that includes the names and locations of properties with HUD-assisted 

units designated for the elderly or disabled.  Of the 1,668 total units (at 17 different properties), the 

largest share (44%) and the largest developments are located in Allentown.  

Inventory of Units for the Elderly and Disabled in the Lehigh Valley 

   

Source: HUD’s MFH Inventory Survey of Units for the Elderly and Disabled.  http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/mfh/hsgrent.cfm  

 
 
 

  

Property Name Address

Occupancy 

Eligibility

Total 

Units

Total 

Assisted 

Units

Total Units 

Designated for 

Elderly

Total Units 

Designated for 

Disabled

Total Units 

with 

Accessible 

Features

Allentown, Pennsylvania Suppor So 5th Street, Allentown, PA 18103 Disabled 18 18 0 18 18

Antonian Towers 2405 Hillside Ave, Easton, PA 18042 Elderly & Disabled 50 50 47 3 3

B'Nai B'Rith House 1616 Liberty St, Allentown, PA 18102 Elderly & Disabled 270 270 264 6 6

Broadwood Manor 400 Broad St, Bethlehem, PA 16242 Elderly & Disabled 66 65 0 0 7

Easton Senior Housing 127 S 4th St, Easton, PA 18042 Elderly & Disabled 98 97 97 2 0

Episcopal House 1440 Walnut St, Allentown, PA 18102 Elderly  210 15 210 0 0

Fred B Rooney 4 E 4th Street, Bethlehem, PA 18015 Elderly & Disabled 0 13

Holy Family Apartments 334 13th Ave, Bethlehem, PA 18018 Elderly & Disabled 50 49 45 5 5

Little Lehigh Manor 824 Jackson St, Allentown, PA 18102 Elderly & Disabled 111 110 93 12 12

Livingston Manor 1054 Livingston St, Bethlehem, PA 18017 Elderly 42 42 42 0 6

Lutheran Manor 2085 Westgate Dr, Bethlehem, PA 18018 Elderly 196 195 195 0 21

Moravian House II 701 Main St, Bethlehem, PA 18018 Elderly & Disabled 10 10 106 10 10

Moravian House IV 70 W North St, Bethlehem PA 18018 Disabled 8 8 0 8 8

Phoebe Apartments 1901 S Linden St, Allentown, PA 18104 Elderly 131 26 131 0 32

Shiloh Manor 223 Brother Thomas Bright Ave, Easton, PA 18042 Elderly 58 58 58 0 5

Spitale Elderly Apts 607 Northampton St, Easton, PA 18042 Elderly & Disabled 12 12 0 0 12

Step by Step 11 West 4th Street, Bethlehem, PA 18015 Disabled 5 5 0 5 1

Total Units 1668 1349 1450 107 185

http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/mfh/hsgrent.cfm
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) Analysis 

Homeownership is vital to a community’s economic well-being. To live up to the requirements of 

fair housing law, all persons must have the ability to live where they want and can afford. 

Prospective homebuyers need access to mortgage credit and programs that offer homeownership 

should be available without discrimination. The task in this Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) 

analysis is to determine the degree to which the housing needs of residents of the Lehigh Valley 

region are being met by home loan lenders. 

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975 (HMDA) requires most mortgage lending institutions 

to disclose detailed information about their home-lending activities annually. The objectives of the 

HMDA include ensuring that borrowers and loan applicants are receiving fair treatment in the home 

loan market. 

The national 2011 HMDA data consists of information reported by 7,632 home lenders including all 

of the nation’s largest mortgage originators: 4,497 banking institutions; 2,017 credit unions; and 

1,118 mortgage companies, and 812 independent mortgage companies.30 The HMDA data includes 

the type, purpose, and characteristics of each home mortgage that lenders originate or purchase 

during the calendar year. Place-based data at the census-tract level were made available for the 

properties related to those loans including loan pricing information, demographic, and additional 

information about loan applicants including sex, race, ethnicity, income, and other information.  

The primary data source for this regional analysis was the 2011 HMDA dataset assembled from 

county-level data from Lehigh and Northampton counties. HMDA data from 2009 and 2010 were 

also used to examine trends in home loan approval and denial rates.  

Within each HMDA record some of the data variables are 100% reported: “Loan Type,” “Loan 

Amount”, “Action Taken”, for example, but other data fields are less complete. For example, for the 

2011 regional HMDA data, 10.8% of the records contained no race-related data (information not 

provided by applicant or not applicable). For “Reason for Loan Denial,” for which there is no 

requirement for reporting; 86.8% of the records did not have the relevant information. 

Missing race, ethnicity, and sex data are potentially problematic for an assessment of 

discrimination. If the missing data are non-random there may be adverse impacts on the accuracy 

of the analysis. The reasons for incomplete data are not explained in the HMDA documentation so 

it is impossible to assess the biases that could arise from analyzing the data. It is possible that the 

reasons for the omitted data were systematic and therefore may have had a significant but unknown 

effect on the analytical results, particularly for those variables with a large proportion of omitted 

data like “Reasons for Loan Denial.” Ideally, any missing data for a specific data variable would affect 

                                            
30 R. B. Avery, Bhutta N., Brevoort K.P., and Canne, G.B. 2012. “The Mortgage Market in 2011: Highlights from the Data 

Reported Under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act.” Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Federal 

Reserve Bulletin, Vol. 98, No. 6. 
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a small proportion of the total number of loan records and therefore would have only a minimal 

effect on the analytical results. 

The HMDA data does not include a borrower’s total financial qualifications such as an actual credit 

score, property type and value, loan-to-value ratio or loan product choices. Research (Avery, et. al., 

2012) has shown that differences in denial rates among racial or ethnic groups can arise from these 

credit-related factors not available in the HMDA data. Despite these limitations, the HMDA data play 

an important role in fair lending enforcement. Bank examiners frequently use the HMDA price data 

in conjunction with information from loan files to assess an institution’s compliance with the fair 

lending laws.  

Loan Approval and Denial Rates by Sex 
The 2011 HMDA data for the Lehigh Valley region tabulated sex status from 31,736 microdata 

records with 19,545 coded “Male,” 7,660 “Female,” 1,798 “No Information Provided by Applicant,” 

and 2,733 “Not Applicable.” Using the 93.8% of the records with valid sex data, the table below 

presents a snapshot of loan approval rates and denial rates calculated for low, moderate, and upper 

income applicants. 31  The loan approval rate was based on calculations from the 2011 HMDA 

program data. For 2000, HUD set the Area Median Family Income (MFI) for Lehigh and 

Northampton Counties at $51,00032 which provided the basis for calculating the low, moderate, and 

high income categories used in the table below. Note that denial rates are not simply the 

complement of approval rates because the “Loan Action” variable allows other outcomes including 

“Application Withdrawn,” “Incomplete File,” “Purchased Loan,” and “Preapproval Request.”  

 

Overall, the table above shows that approval rates were three to four times higher than denial rates. 

Approval rates for both sexes at all income levels were in the range of 61.4% to 69.6%. The 

maximum variation of approval rates was between lower income males and females; 8.2% favoring 

males. (Subsequent analysis will show that females were more likely to be denied a mortgage loan 

because of indebtedness and employment or credit history.) 

                                            
31 For the 2011 HMDA data the low-income category consists of census tracts where the median family income was 
less than 50% of the median MSA income based on the 2000 Census of Population and Housing. The upper income 
category consists of census tracts where the median family income was more than 120% of the median MSA income. 
Source: Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Disclosure statement explanation of Notes for 2011. 
http://www.ffiec.gov/hmdaadwebreport/footnote_HMDA2011.htm. 
32 Source: http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/fmr00/hud00pa.txt. Lehigh and Northampton Counties are 
part of the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA HUD Metro FMR Area.  
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Except for the lower and higher income categories, approval and denial rates for males were better 

than those for females. (For the moderate income category rates were approximately equal.) Denial 

rates varied between 16.2% (lower income males) and 22.8% (moderate income males). As with 

approval rates, denials had the largest gap at the low income level: 5.7% between low income males 

and females.  

Loan Approval Rate by Race & Ethnicity 
The below table disaggregates loan approval rates into racial and ethnic categories for different 

levels of income. Of the 2011 HMDA records, 10.8% were not coded for race and 9.9% had missing 

ethnicity data.  

Whites consistently had the highest loan approval rates at all income levels, almost 70% for both 

low and high income applicants. Among the more populous groups, Blacks and Hispanics had the 

lowest approval rates at all income levels. Large differences in approval rates were found between 

White and Black income groups: low-17.9%, moderate-11.6%, and high-17.8%. Similarly, the 

difference between White and Hispanic income groups was 17.0%, 14.1%, and 15.8%. For White 

and Asian income groups the gap was smaller but still substantial: 8.0%, 9.7%, and 13.7%. Pacific 

Islanders had the lowest approval rates: 35.3% to 47.6%. 

The analysis determined that loan approval outcomes for Whites were substantially better than 

those for all other groups. Asians, particularly those with low incomes, fared better than Blacks and 

Hispanics but still fell well below White approval levels. Overall, approval rates were determined to 

be weakly dependent on income within groups but varied strongly across race and ethnic groups. 

 

Loan Denial Rate by Race & Ethnicity 
The table on the following page divides loan denial rates into racial and ethnic categories for three 

levels of income. Mirroring the result of the approval rate analysis, Whites had the lowest denial 

rates at all income levels. Blacks were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for 

low income, 32.4% for moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income 

Hispanics were denied loans at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. As with approval 

rates, denial rates for Asians were lower than for other minority groups but much higher than 

Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial rates of any group at all income levels. In summary, 
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denial rates were consistent with approval rates with Whites faring much better than Blacks, Asians, 

or Hispanics, and especially American Indians and Pacific Islanders.  

 

 

Loan Actions by Census Tract Minority Percentage  
Census tracts often approximate neighborhoods and can provide a convenient measure of the small 

area effects of loan discrimination. The following table (HMDA Loan actions by Census Tract Minority 

Percentage) provides the counts and rates of loan actions33 for Lehigh Valley census tracts by varying 

levels of minority population.  

The categories shaded in green show loans that were approved by a HMDA-reporting loan 

institution.  Many loans were approved resulting in a mortgage (Loan Originated) but in some cases 

an application was approved but the applicant decided not to finalize the loan and so were 

categorized as “Approved But Not Accepted.”  

By far the largest minority percentage category of approved loans was for census tracts with less 

than 10% minority population. Forty-eight of the 144 Lehigh Valley census tracts had a minority 

percentage less than 10%. Over half (51.2%) of all successful loan applications were approved in 

these tracts. For the 90 census tracts with a minority percentage between 10% and 20%, the 

approval rate was almost as high, 49.1%. Loan approvals in tracts composed of more than 20% 

minorities were at least 10% lower. For tracts with greater than 70% minority population (11 

tracts, most in Allentown), the successful loan origination rate dropped to 28.7%. For the dozen 

tracts with a minority percentage between 50% and 70%, the rate was 38.4%. Tracts with minority 

populations of between 20% and 70% showed relatively little variation in loan originations 

averaging about 38 percent demonstrating it was the extremes of minority concentration that 

showed the most variation. Tracts with greater than 70% minority also had the highest percentage 

of loan “Approved but Not Accepted” (5.7%) and “Closed Incomplete” (4.6%) suggesting that those 

applicants may have had reasons to reconsider a mortgage. 

                                            
33 Loan approvals include “Loan Originated” and “Approved but Not Accepted.” “Application Denials by the Financial 
Institution” was the single category used to calculate Denial Rates. Other loan action categories included “Application 
Withdrawn by Client” and “File Closed for Incompleteness.”  
Source: http://www.ffiec.gov/hmdaadwebreport/footnote_HMDA2011.htm. 
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Overall, the rate of loan denials (shaded in red in the table) was about a third that of approvals. 

Tracts with less than 10% minorities had the lowest loan application denial rate, 14.8%, while tracts 

with above 70% minorities had the highest denial rate, 31.0%. The following map (HMDA Loan 

Denial Rate) shows the geographic distribution of loan denials which corresponds to the urban 

areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton where large numbers of minorities live. Additionally, 

broad areas of rural Northampton County, especially in the northeast, had substantially higher loan 

denial rates than Lehigh County. Census tracts 154.00 and 151.00 had denial rates of 31.7% and 

23.6%, comparable to the most adversely affected urban areas.  
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Loan Approval Rate, Minority Rate, and Household Income by Census Tract  
The table on the next page (Loan Approval Rate by Census Tract) is useful for examining small area 

factors that potentially relate to housing discrimination. The table is a tract-by-tract reconciliation 

of “Percent Minority,” “Median Household Income,” and “Loan Approval Rate” for the Lehigh Valley 

region. The minority population and median income data used in the following table is from the 

2011 HMDA dataset which drew from Census 200034 data. As before, the loan approval rate data is 

from calculations which were based on the HMDA program data from 2011.35 

The statistical correlation coefficient36 between the loan approval rate and the median household 

income was determined to be 0.64 (statistically significant at the 0.01 level), a value suggesting a 

definite positive relationship between these two variables. Similarly, the correlation between 

approval rate and minority percentage is -0.66 (inversely related at 0.01 significance) and income 

and minority percentage is -0.67 (inverse at 0.01 significance). The conclusion from the correlation 

analysis was that the approval rate clearly varied positively with household income and inversely 

with tract minority percentage. Applicants with lower incomes had a greater difficulty obtaining a 

loan and were more likely to reside in census tracts with higher levels of minorities.  

Two examples will illustrate the positive relationship between income, minority share, and 

approval rate:  1) census tract 11.00 in central Allentown had the lowest median household income 

in the region, $15,550, the lowest rate of loan approval, 25.0%, and a very high minority share, 

58.3%; and, 2) tract 63.04 in the western Lehigh County suburbs of Allentown had the highest 

household income of any tract, $80,490, a 72.0% approval rate, and a very low minority population 

share of 9.3%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
34 The Census Tracts used in the table are based on demographic information from the 2000 Census of Population and 

Housing. Source: Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Statement Explanation of Notes for 2011, 

http://www.ffiec.gov/hmdaadwebreport/footnote_HMDA2011.htm 
35 The change from using data from the 2000 Decennial Census to using data from the 2010 Census and the 2006–
2010 American Community Survey (ACS) as the basis for deriving median family income affects how banking 
institutions fared in Community Reinvestment Act performance evaluations. If the new census-tract income 
classifications had been used in 2011, there would have been a national net increase in mortgage lending to low- and 
moderate-income neighborhoods of about 150,000 loans, about 22 percent higher than the number of this type of 
loan in 2011 under current census-tract income classifications (Avery, et. al., 2012). 
36 Pearson's correlation coefficient is a measure of the extent to which two measurement variables “vary together.” 
Note that just because two variables are correlated does not necessarily mean that one causes the other. 
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Loan Application, Approval, and Denial Trends 2009-2011 
Nationally, the number of loan applications is down substantially from the levels at the height of the 

housing boom. HMDA data show the same trend was evident in the Lehigh Valley region for several 

years after the housing crash. The pair of graphs below (loan counts and loan rates) are based on 

HMDA data from 2009, 2010, and 2011.  

The most striking aspect of the first graph is the consistent decline of loan applications and 

approvals over the period of the data. Applications fell from 43,711 in 2009, to 37,317 in 2010, and 

finally to 31,379 in 2011; an average annual decline of 6,166 applications (green line). From a high 

of 23,099 loans approved in 2009, by 2011 the number had declined to 16,979, a net decline of 

26.5% with a nearly constant downward slope of 3,060 loans per year (blue line) and no bottoming 

out of the trend. 

The first of the following graphs shows that loan denials decreased by 1,419 (2009-2010) to 623 

(2010-2011), a decline of 43.9% reflected by the shallower slope of the red line during the latter 

period. This decline in the volume of denials could be attributed to reluctance of some home buyers 

with marginal credit to become involved in the fragile housing market.  

The second graph shows loan approval and denial rates for the region. While the number of loan 

approvals dropped sharply during the period, loan approval rates remained nearly constant, an 

indication that the quality of applications remained steady (assuming that the loan evaluation 

criteria did not change). The rate at which loan applications were denied was relatively constant 

also, further suggesting that the quality of applications did not decline. 

In summary, the HMDA analysis for the period 2009-2011 showed a consistent downward trend in 

the volume of both applications and approvals. Approval and denial rates held steady during the 

period. More recently, the national housing market has demonstrated a modest rebound but HMDA 

data for years subsequent to 2011 are not yet available. 
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Reasons for Loan Denial by Sex  
Under the provisions of the HMDA, reporting institutions may choose to report the reasons they 

deny loans to consumers. As noted earlier in this section there is no requirement for reporting 

“Reason for Loan Denial” and the majority (86.9%) of the data records do not have this information. 

The below table breaks down the reasons for denial by sex. Three tiers of information are available: 

counts of each reason for loan denial, rates calculated from the counts, and the ratio of female to 

male rates.  

Across most of the major reasons for mortgage loan denial, females fared worse than males. For 

“Debt-to-Income Ratio,” females were 1.25 times more likely to be denied loans than males, 

reflecting lower incomes than males or, less likely, higher debt loads. Similarly, females were more 

likely to be denied a loan because of credit history (1.30X), employment history (1.24 times more 

likely than males but a relatively minor factor for both), and mortgage insurance denied (1.64X, but 

a minor factor). Historically, males have had the advantage with respect to employment and credit 

history.  

Females did better when it came to collateral (0.78 times as likely as a male to be denied a loan on 

the basis of inadequate collateral) or insufficient cash (0.93 times as likely). Females also were 

denied mortgages less often for unverifiable information (0.64X), or an incomplete credit 

application (0.84X).  

In summary, the reasons for denial mostly relate to the applicant’s (and co-applicant, if any) long-

term ability to repay the loan such as debt-to-income ratio, employment and credit history or their 

ability to pay the short-terms costs of originating a mortgage (down payment and closing). Females 

were denied mortgage loans more frequently than males due to income, employment, or credit 

reasons and were less likely to be denied for collateral and credit application issues.  
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Reasons for Loan Denial by Race and Ethnicity  
This section of the HMDA Analysis disaggregates the “Reasons for Denial” variable described in the 

previous section by race (Whites, Blacks, Asians, American Indians, and Pacific Islanders) and 

ethnicity (Hispanic or non-Hispanic). The format of the previous table is repeated in this section 

providing counts, rates, and the ratio of loan denials to Whites (as a reference group for comparison) 

to other races and the Hispanic ethnicity. The findings by reason for loan denial were: 

 Debt-To-Income Ratio – Denials on the basis of too high a debt-to-income ratio averaged 
20%-22% for all races except for Asians (24.5%) and American Indians (15.8%). However, 
the number of American Indians that applied for loans was so low that chance cannot be 
ruled out as a factor causing the low value. 

 Employment History – This factor was more significant for Blacks than any other group 
accounting for 4.0% of all reasons for denial, double the rate of any other group. Compared 
to Whites, Blacks were 2.95 times as likely to be denied a loan on the basis of employment 
history. The Asian loan denial rate was 1.38 times that of Whites. 

 Credit History – Credit history was a major reason for denial for all groups but especially for 
Hispanics (30.3%), Blacks (27.7%), American Indians (36.8%), and Pacific Islanders 
(34.5%). For Whites and Asians credit history was a much less frequent reason, 19.1% and 
13.8%, respectively. Blacks, American Indians, Pacific Islanders, and Hispanics were 
significantly more likely than Whites—1.45 times, 1.93 times, 1.80 times, and 1.59 times 
respectively—to be denied for credit history. 

 Collateral – Overall, insufficient collateral was the single largest reason for denial of a 
mortgage loan. Hispanics, Pacific Islanders, Blacks and American Indians were found to be 
less likely to be denied a mortgage loan because of a lack of collateral than Whites and 
Asians—0.68 times, 0.67 times, 0.81 times, and 0.82 times respectively.  

 Insufficient Cash – Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics were less likely than Whites to be denied a 
loan for insufficient cash but overall this was not a major factor in the loan decision 
outcomes.  

 Unverifiable Information – Hispanics, Blacks, and to a lesser degree, Asians were less likely 
than Whites to be able to provide sufficient verifiable information given as part of the 
mortgage loan application. 

 Credit Application Incomplete – Whites were the largest group to be denied a mortgage loan 
on the basis of an incomplete loan application accounting for 462 of 507 rejections for this 
factor. 

 Mortgage Insurance Denied – There were very few cases of a loan being rejected for denial 
of mortgage insurance. 
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Summary of HMDA Analysis Findings 
Many useful observations can be drawn from this HMDA Analysis, among them the following: 

 The number of home mortgage loan applications in the region fell from 43,711 in 2009 to 
31,379 in 2011. From 23,099 loans approved in 2009, the number had declined to 16,979 by 
2011, a net decline of 26.5%. 

 The loan approval rate for lower income males was 8.2% higher than for females. The denial 
rate for males was 5.7% lower than for females. 

 Loan approval rates were determined to be weakly dependent on income but varied 
substantially by sex and across racial and ethnic groups.  

 Loan approval outcomes for Whites averaged 12% more than other groups for middle 
income applicants and 17% more than other incomes ranges. Asians fared better than Blacks 
and Hispanics but still fell well below White approval levels.  

 White loan denial rates were the lowest among all groups ranging from a difference of 4.0% 
compared to lower income Asians to 17.6% for higher income Blacks.         

 Tracts with below 10% minorities had the highest approval and lowest denial rates. 
 Tracts with above 70% minorities had the lowest approval and highest denial rates. 
 The geographic distribution of loan denials showed the highest concentration in Allentown, 

Bethlehem, and Easton, where large numbers of minorities live. Broad areas of rural 
Northampton County, especially in the northeast, had substantially higher loan denial rates 
than Lehigh County. 
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 The major reasons for denial of a mortgage loan application were debt-to-income ratio, 
credit history, and collateral.  

 Applicants with lower incomes had greater difficulty obtaining a loan and were more likely 
to reside in census tracts with higher levels of minorities. 

 Females were denied mortgage loans more frequently than males due to employment and 
income reasons and were less likely to be denied for collateral and credit application issues. 

 Compared to Whites, Blacks were 2.95 and Asians 1.38 times as likely to be denied a loan on 
the basis of employment history. Blacks and Hispanics were 1.45 and 1.59 times as likely as 
Whites to be rejected for a loan due to issues with their credit history. 

 

This analysis found there were significant differences in loan approvals and denials due to sex, race, 

and ethnicity. However, based on the data alone however it is not possible to determine if the lender 

motivation for this disparate treatment was due to economic reasons or social discrimination or 

both.  
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Fair Housing Organizations & Activities  

Public awareness of fair housing issues and laws is critical to reducing fair housing violations and is 

a means to ending housing discrimination.  As citizens become more aware of their fair housing 

rights, a logical assumption can be made that more housing complaints will be filed.  The baseline 

measurement regarding public awareness of fair housing issues comes from a national survey 

conducted in 2000 by HUD. The survey revealed that “majorities of the adult public were 

knowledgeable about and approved of most aspects of the law, although the size of the majorities 

varies across these aspects”37 However, only a small percentage of the survey respondents who 

believed they had been victims of discrimination reported taking any action. In 2005, a follow up 

survey was conducted by HUD to measure the national increase in public awareness of fair housing 

rights and the survey revealed very little change in public awareness overall, however public 

support for fair housing had dramatically increased.  

In the Lehigh Valley, federal, state, and local laws work in concert to promote fair housing and 

prohibit housing discrimination.  The federal Fair Housing Act prohibits housing discrimination on 

the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, familial status, and disability. The state of 

Pennsylvania has its own anti-discrimination legislation known as the Pennsylvania Human 

Relations Act. This state law prohibits discrimination against the same groups as the federal Fair 

Housing Act, as well as discrimination on the basis of age, for people aged 40 and older. Additionally, 

local ordinances exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton making it illegal to discriminate because 

of the person’s sexual orientation and gender identity.  

In addition to HUD at the federal level and the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission at the 

state level, there are several key local organizations in the region that participate in educational and 

compliance efforts. These organizations consist of North Penn Legal Services, the Fair Housing 

Council of Suburban Philadelphia, the Allentown Human Relations Commission, the Bethlehem 

Human Relations Commission, and the Easton Human Relations Commission.  Each organization 

has its own fair housing education goals and objectives and ideally, all of these organizations 

implement collaborative efforts to ensure that fair housing education and enforcement is promoted.  

For 40 years, North Penn Legal Services (NPLS) has provided no-cost legal advice and 

representation to low-income residents of Northeastern Pennsylvania. In addition to its standard 

service offerings, NPLS receives funding from each of the five CDBG entitlement communities38 in 

Lehigh Valley for the operation of a comprehensive, region-wide fair housing education, referral, 

and legal representation program called the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project. The project is 

significant for its support from all five major jurisdictions, its consolidation of services that were 

                                            
37 Martin D. Abravanel and Mary K. Cunningham, Do We Know More Now? Trends in Public Knowledge, Support and Use 
of Fair Housing Law, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, February 2006. Source: 
http://www.fhco.org/pdfs/DoWeKnowMoreNowSurvey2006.pdf 
38 Lehigh County, Northampton County, Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton all receive direct federal funding from HUD 
under the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program. Such direct recipients of CDBG funds are known as 
“entitlement communities” because federal funding formulas entitle them to the annual funding. 
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previously fragmented among these jurisdictions, and for the success of its efforts. The following 

activities have been undertaken by NPLS for the benefit of the region: 

 Developed a landlord and tenant rights handbook that provides information about renting 

an apartment, fair housing laws, and basic landlord-tenant laws; 

 Created a telephone hotline for fair housing-related concerns and possible complaints; 

 Hosts a dedicated page on its website for the education of the community on fair housing 

issues (the page also has links to forms so that persons needing assistance with housing can 

complete a form to request assistance); 

 Conducted a bus advertisement campaign to promote fair housing education; 

 Coordinated three Fair Housing Workshops (2010, 2011, and 2012); 

 Publishes a quarterly Fair Housing Newsletter 

Between September of 2011 and December of 2013, NPLS held or participated in 108 outreach 

events with recorded attendance of a total of 1,527 people. Hundreds of handbooks, flyers, and 

posters (in English and Spanish) were distributed during these events. Over the same time period, 

NPLS has participated in more than 30 speaking engagements with organizations throughout the 

region. Details on these activities may be found in the Appendix. Finally, because NPLS is a legal aid 

organization, it can provide free legal advice and representation for eligible clients experiencing 

housing discrimination. 

The Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (FHCSP) was established in 1956 as a private, 

non-profit fair housing advocacy and enforcement organization. FHCSP provides fair housing 

education and outreach services and also accepts and investigates fair housing discrimination 

complaints in Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Lehigh, Montgomery, Northampton and Philadelphia 

counties. Because the need for fair housing education resources in the Lehigh Valley is served by 

North Penn Legal Services, the FHCSP’s role in the region is primarily one of enforcement. The 

Council does not receive direct funding from the entitlement communities in the region, but does 

perform fair housing testing and has brought lawsuits against parties in Lehigh Valley regarding 

Fair Housing Act violations. These lawsuits are described in detail in a later section of this analysis. 

In 2011, the FHCSP was commissioned by the City of Allentown and the Community Action 

Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) to perform fair housing testing within the city. FHCSP 

released a final report in 2012 summarizing the results of 33 tests completed between March 2011 

and December 2011. For the testing, the FHCSP evaluated real estate agents and agencies in and 

around Allentown for their compliance with the Fair Housing Act. The main purpose of these 

surveys was to see if real estate agents were steering White homebuyers out of the city while at the 

same time steering minority homebuyers into the city. The testers consisted of trained Hispanic, 

African American and White testers who assumed the profiles of homebuyers interested in 

purchasing homes in Allentown. The tests themselves consisted of phone calls with real estate 

agents and site visits where the testers went and looked at available properties for sale with local 

Allentown real estate agents. The map on the following page illustrates the results of one such test 

as an example. Based on 33 tests conducted, the FHCSP determined that 73% of the tests included 
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differential location suggestions based on race or ethnicity; 24% of the tests were inconclusive, 

while 3% were shown to have treated clients of different races or ethnicities the same. 

Residents engaged in development of this analysis agreed that, although this testing study 

highlighted a key component of discrimination, more residents were unfairly treated based on 

familial status rather than race. Proving discrimination based on familial status is harder to quantify 

and this is why residents believed that it is more widespread. Many residents related first-hand 

accounts of familial status discrimination but could not recall incidences of blatant discrimination 

based on race. Other residents confirmed that race-based discrimination is not as prevalent as 

discrimination against people with disabilities and immigrants. 

 

Source: Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley 

 

In addition to the organizations already described, the Lehigh Valley Association of Realtors, while 

not specifically a fair housing organization, is an important provider of education related to fair 

housing law. The association holds an educational forum at each of their monthly staff meetings to 
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ensure that fair housing education is an ongoing process. A task force has been created to develop 

monthly fair housing topics that brokers can use at their own meetings. This task force has also 

begun exploring ways to increase minority representation on the association’s board and has 

worked with HUD to develop a publication directed at consumers to help them understand Fair 

Housing and how to report Fair Housing issues. These programs have been in place over the past 

year and stem primarily from the results of fair housing testing commissioned by the City of 

Allentown and the CACLV, and subsequent involvement by Allentown’s mayor and CACLV in a 

resolution with the Lehigh Valley Association of Realtors.  

In conjunction with this analysis, a public survey was conducted among Lehigh Valley residents to 

receive opinions and input on fair housing choice. Based on survey responses, there is strong need 

for improvement on fair housing educational efforts directed towards the housing industry and to 

the general public.  

When asked if any of the survey respondents had ever experienced housing discrimination, 344 out 

of 393 (87.5%) of survey respondents stated they had never experienced housing discrimination, 

while 49 (12.5%) respondents reported that they had. 

 

The respondents that had experienced discrimination were asked a follow‐up question to ascertain 

the source of discrimination.  

Only 3 of the 49 (6.0%) survey respondents who reported that they had been discriminated against 

actually filed a complaint. When asked the reason respondents did not file, 33.3% responded that 

they did not know what good it would do while 32.4% responded that they did not know where to 

file; 17.6% feared retaliation and 14.7% reported that they did not realize it was a violation of the 

law.   

12.5%

87.5%

Since living in the Lehigh Valley, have you ever experienced 
housing discrimination?

Yes

No
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When asked if survey respondents were knowledgeable about their fair housing rights, only 210 

out of the 391 survey respondents (53.7%) stated they were either familiar or somewhat familiar 

with fair housing rights; the other 181 respondents (46.3%) stated they did not know their fair 

housing rights. 
 

 

33.3%

32.4%

14.7%

17.6%

0.0% 0.0%

If you answered NO, why didn't you file? (SELECT ONLY ONE)

I did not know what good it
would do.

I did not know where to file.

I did not realize it was a
violation of the law.

I was afraid of retaliation.

The process was not in my
native language.

The process was not
accessible to me because of
a disability.

21.2%

32.5%

46.3%

Do you know your Fair Housing Rights?  (PLEASE SELECT ONE 
RESPONSE)

Yes

Somewhat

No
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While HUD has not determined a national standard for the adequate level of public awareness of 

fair housing laws, HUD encourages jurisdictions to make a continual effort to increase education 

and awareness. HUD’s FHEO encourages jurisdictions to implement education and outreach 

activities in an effort to reduce potential violations of fair housing laws. Knowing about the laws and 

their penalties can serve as a deterrent and help protect against discrimination complaint charges 

being filed in the Lehigh Valley.  

In addition to specific fair housing education needs, as demonstrated by the above survey results, 

other types of education and facilitation of community understanding were raised by stakeholders 

participating in interviews and meetings associated with this analysis. One common thread related 

to education was the belief that housing discrimination is often not intentional. Rather, real estate 

agents or landlords may work in a way that is discriminatory, but they do not know that their actions 

are illegal. In such cases, a need for education related to fair housing law is revealed. Similarly, faith-

based housing providers were thought by some to be in need of further education on LGBT anti-

discrimination measures.  

Another area of educational concern was knowledge of the rights of renters and homebuyers. The 

presence of a sizeable Hispanic population in the region means there are many residents who do 

not speak fluent English, resulting in a language barrier to awareness of community resources. 

Residents felt that many homebuyers did not fully understand what rights they were entitled to and 

how to use this information to ensure they are treated fairly when entering into purchase and sale 

agreements, sometimes due to language or cultural differences. Similarly, a need for more education 

provided to tenants was voiced. Tenants, particularly those who are immigrants or are new to the 

area are reportedly taken advantage of by unscrupulous landlords.  

Some residents believed that there has been a misconception that occupants of subsidized 

affordable housing receive welfare or public benefits and are a blight to the community. One 

resident shared that people in the Lower Saucon area at one point wanted to change their zip code 

so it would not be shared with South Bethlehem. Another resident stated that the community did 

not feel bound together, but rather like a collection of disconnected people simply living near one 

another. Numerous people expressed the need for greater cultural awareness and sensitivity. From 

these stakeholders’ points of view, many are under the misconception that immigrant families are 

the source of large families, crime and noise. 

Finally, many residents felt there was a disconnect between the people seeking help with their 

housing dilemmas and knowledge of where to get this help. Information is available to help 

residents in need but many of these residents are not sure where or who to turn to in order to 

improve their situation.  

A subset of survey respondents describing themselves as organization or agency representatives 

was asked to evaluate a series of potential barriers to fair housing choice. A total of 29 professionals, 

knowledgeable of fair housing, provided the following responses. The most serious barrier in their 

opinion was a lack of knowledge among residents regarding fair housing. Also in the top five were 
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two other choices having to do with a lack of knowledge about fair housing: one having to do with 

landlords and property managers, and one concerning real estate agents.  

 

 

  

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

a.Income levels of minority and female-headed
households

b.Concentration of low-income housing in certain areas

c.Concentrations of group homes in certain neighborhoods

d.Limitations on density of housing

e.Lack of adequate zoning for manufactured housing

f.Restrictive covenants by homeowner associations or
neighborhood organizations

g.Limited capacity of a local organization devoted to fair
housing investigation/testing

h.Lack of knowledge among residents regarding fair
housing

i.Lack of knowledge among large landlords/property
managers regarding fair housing

j.Lack of knowledge among real estate agents regarding
fair housing

k.Lack of knowledge among bankers/lenders regarding fair
housing

l.Lack of knowledge among insurance industry
representatives regarding fair housing

m.Lack of knowledge among appraisers regarding fair
housing

Please evaluate the following possible barriers to fair housing on a scale of 1 to 
4, (1=not a barrier, 2=a minor barrier, 3=a modest barrier, 4=a serious barrier).  

Not A Barrier Minor Barrier Modest Barrier Serious Barrier
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Housing Discrimination Complaints 

HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) administers federal laws and 

establishes national policies that make sure all Americans have equal access to the housing of their 

choice. Individuals who believe they are victims of housing discrimination can choose to file a fair 

housing complaint through their respective Regional Office of FHEO. Typically, when a complaint is 

filed with the agency, a case is opened and an investigation of the allegations of housing 

discrimination is initiated. If the complaint cannot be successfully mediated, the FHEO determines 

whether reasonable cause exists to believe that a discriminatory housing practice has occurred. 

Where reasonable cause is found, the parties to the complaint are notified by HUD's issuance of a 

“Determination”, as well as a “Charge of Discrimination”, and a hearing is scheduled before a HUD 

administrative law judge. Either party (complainant or respondent) may cause the HUD-scheduled 

administrative proceeding to be terminated by electing instead to have the matter litigated in 

Federal court.  

The study “How Much Do We Know” published by HUD in 2002, reports that only half of the public 

could correctly identify as “unlawful” six out of eight scenarios describing illegal fair housing 

conduct. Nearly one quarter of the public knew the law in two or fewer of the eight cases. In addition, 

14% of the adult population claims to have experienced some form of housing discrimination at one 

point or another in their lives. Of those who thought they had been discriminated against, 83% 

indicated they had done nothing about it, while 17% say they did pursue a complaint. In HUD’s 

follow-up study Do We Know More Now? Trends in Public Knowledge, Support and Use of Fair Housing 

Law (published in 2006) “41% of the former survey respondents said it was “very likely” they would 

do something about future discrimination compared to only 20% in the 2005 survey of which 

African Americans are even somewhat more prone to say they would be likely to respond.”39 The 

survey revealed that 46% of those who reported having experienced discrimination in the past and 

done nothing about it said they would very likely do something about future discrimination.  

Individuals with more knowledge of their fair housing protections are more likely to pursue a 

complaint than those with less knowledge of fair housing laws. Therefore, there is an association 

between knowledge of the law, the discernment of discrimination, and attempts to pursue it. 

Locally, it is critical that there are efforts in place to educate, to provide information, and to provide 

referral assistance regarding fair housing issues in order to better equip persons with the ability to 

assist in reducing impediments.  

According to the National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA), in its 2012 Fair Housing Trends Report, 

more disability complaints have been filed than any other type of fair housing complaints. NFHA 

suggest that this may be primarily attributed to apartment owners’ direct refusal to make 

                                            
39 The Urban Institute (2006). Do we know more now? Trends in Public Knowledge, Support, and Use of Fair Housing 

Law. http://www.huduser.org/Publications/pdf/FairHousingSurveyReport.pdf 
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reasonable accommodations or modifications for people with disabilities. As a result, HUD has 

implemented the Fair Housing Accessibility FIRST program to assist in educating architects and 

builders regarding design and construction of accessible housing units.  

In conducting the following fair housing complaint analysis, several data limitations should be 

noted: 

 Because each organization’s complaint process relies on self-reporting by the complainant, 

the data represents only complaints that actually are filed and is not inclusive of the total 

number of inquiries received by an organization and does not represent all acts of housing 

discrimination, as all incidents are not reported;  

 Larger, denser areas are likelier to have a higher number of complaints due to larger 

populations; 

 The fair housing complaints are recorded here by the location where the alleged instances 

of discrimination occurred and may include complaints filed by residents of surrounding 

jurisdictions; 

 The numbers of types of complaints filed with each organization may exceed the total 

number of filings due to multiple discrimination allegations within a single complaint. 

Complaints Filed with HUD 
Region III of the FHEO receives complaints by households regarding alleged violations of the Fair 

Housing Act for cities and counties throughout Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maryland, 

Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia. The mission of the FHEO is to protect individuals from 

employment, housing and public accommodation discrimination, and hate violence. To achieve this 

mission, the FHEO maintains databases of and investigates complaints of housing discrimination, as 

well as complaints in the areas of employment, housing, public accommodations and hate violence. 

The following table identifies the number of complaints filed by the location in which the complaint 

occurred, the status of the complaint, and the bases for the complaint.  

 

From January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2012 there were 73 housing discrimination complaints filed 

in Lehigh County and Northampton County. Of these complaints, 26 were determined to have cause 

and 19 of the complaints were settled through conciliation. A total of 8 of the “with cause” 

complaints were withdrawn after resolution. As of December 31, 2012, 72 of the 73 FHEO 

complaints had been closed. The complaints as presented from the FHEO are found in full in the 

Appendix. 
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HUD Complaints of Housing Discrimination Received in Lehigh County and Northhampton County Jurisdiction 

January 1, 2003 - December 31, 2012  
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Lehigh County 2 2 0   2 1   1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Allentown            31 31 0   11 5   11 11 4 0 7 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Bangor               1 1 0   1 1   0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bath                 1 1 0   0 1   1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bethlehem            12 12 0   6 6   9 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Catasauqua           3 2 1   0 0   2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

East Bangor          1 1 0   1 1   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Easton               5 5 0   1 1   3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Emmaus               2 2 0   0 0   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fountain Hill        1 1 0   1 1   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lower 

Macungie       1 1 0   1 0   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Macungie             3 3 0   1 1   2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

North 

Catasauqua     1 1 0   0 0   0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Saint 

Clairsville    1 1 0   0 0   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Selingsgrove         1 1 0   0 0   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Slatington           2 2 0   0 0   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Walnutport           1 1 0   1 1   1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Whitehall            3 3 0   0 0   0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Zionville            1 1 0   0 0   0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTALS 73 72 1   26 19   36 19 7 0 11 12 0 0 3 2 0 0 
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This review of complaints shows that the overwhelming majority of complaints investigated by the 

Region III FHEO in Philadelphia for Lehigh County and Northampton County were based on 

disability status and color or race, at 40% and 21%, respectively, of the total types of complaint 

filings with national origin and sex as the next most common complaint bases at 13% and 12%.40 A 

lack of filed complaints does not indicate that a problem does not exist. It should be noted that these 

complaint numbers may exceed the total number of filings, due to multiple discrimination 

allegations within a single complaint. 

 

Complaints Filed with North Penn Legal Services 
In addition to its fair housing education programs described in the previous section, North Penn 

Legal Services, also accepts and investigates fair housing discrimination complaints from the 

Northeastern Pennsylvania area. Between January 1, 2012 and December 31, 2012, a total of 55 

complaints were filed with NPLS. 

 
NPLS Complaints of Housing Discrimination Received in Lehigh County and North Hampton 

County Jurisdiction 

January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012  

Complaint Origination Lehigh Northampton Out of State Grand Total 

Allentown City 22 0 0 22 

Bethlehem City 3 12 1 16 

Catasauqua Borough 1 0 0 1 

Easton City 0 6 0 6 

Emmaus Borough 2 0 0 2 

Forks Township 0 1 0 1 

Hellertown Borough 0 2 0 2 

Macungie Borough 1 0 0 1 

Nazareth Borough 0 1 0 1 

Slatington Borough 1 0 0 1 

South Whitehall Township 1 0 0 1 

Wind Gap Borough 0 1 0 1 

Grand Total 31 23 1 55 

 
 
 
Among the complaints received by NPLS, allegations of discrimination based on disability status 

were most common (38 complaints). Discrimination with regard to gender and familial status 

followed (6 and 5 complaints, respectively). Of the 55 primary complaints, 15 secondary 

                                            
40 Note that a single filed complaint may allege discrimination on multiple bases. The percentages cited here represent 
the relative frequency of one basis of complaint compared to all other bases of discrimination reported. In the case of 
these FHEO complaints, that total is 90 (the sum of all bases of complaint, from the bottom row of the table). 
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complaints were filed with NPLS. The most common basis for these secondary complaints was also 

disability status at 5 (33%) of the 15 secondary complaints. 

 
 
 
 

NPLS Type of Complaints Received (Primary & Secondary) 

January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012  

PRIMARY COMPLAINT   SECONDARY COMPLAINT 

Type of 

Complaint 
Number of 

Complaints 
  Type of 

Complaint 
Number of 

Complaints 
Disability 38   Disability 5 

Familial Status 5   Familial Status 3 

Gender 6   Gender 2 

National Origin 3   National Origin 4 

Race/Color 3   Race/Color 1 

Grand Total 55   Grand Total 15 

 

As of January 28, 2013, 39 of the 55 NPLS complaints had been closed with 19 (48.7%) of the 

complaints closed as a result of counsel and advice from NPLS. 

 

NPLS Type of Closure for Complaints Received  

January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012  

Type of Closure 
Number of 

Complaint 

Closures 

Administrative Agency Decision                     3 

Contested Court Decision 1 

Counsel and Advice                                 19 

Extensive Service 1 

Limited Action 6 

Negotiated Settlement (with Litigation)            2 

Negotiated Settlement (without Litigation)         7 

Grand Total 39 
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Complaints Filed with the Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia  
Between January 1, 2003 and December 31, 2012, a total of 25 complaints were filed with the 

FHCSP regarding housing in the Lehigh Valley. The most common type of complaint received by 

FHCSP involved allegations of discrimination based on familial status (11 complaints), reflecting 

44% of the total complaints received.  

FHCSP Type of Complaints Received  

January 1, 2003-December 31, 2012 

Complaint 

Origination 
Disability 

Color/ 

Race 
Familial 

Status 
National Origin Grand Total 

Lehigh Valley  8 1 11 5 25 

 

Complaints Filed with the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission  

The Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission (PHRC) is an independent state agency that has 

been charged with enforcing the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act, which prohibits discrimination 

in housing, employment and other public accommodations based on the Fair Housing Rights Act 

protected class status. The Commission consists of administrative, legal and investigative staff, 

overseen by an executive director in Harrisburg and regional directors in Harrisburg, Philadelphia 

and Pittsburgh. 

There are a total of 11 commissioners who are appointed by the Governor and act as public liaisons 

to set policies for implementation by staff and resolve some cases that are not settled voluntarily. 

The commission is independent and nonpartisan, with no more than six commissioners from one 

political party. The commission chairperson is appointed by the governor, and a vice-chairperson, 

secretary and assistant secretary are elected by commissioners each year. 

Between fiscal years 2003 and 2012, there were a total of 88 accepted complaints made to the PHRC 

originating in Lehigh and Northampton Counties. Among the complaints received by PHRC during 

this ten-year time period, the number of allegations of discrimination based on race and color (41 

complaints; 36% of the total) was nearly equaled by complaints of discrimination with regard to 

disability (38 complaints; 33.7% of the total). Of the 88 complaints filed with PHRC, 37 were 

determined to have cause and resulted in settlements totaling $81,741.88. As of December 31, 2012, 

all 88 complaints had been closed by the PHRC. Again, it should be noted that these complaint 

numbers may exceed the total number of filings, due to multiple discrimination allegations within 

a single complaint. 

 

 



 

 

PHRC Complaints of Housing Discrimination Received in Lehigh County and North Hampton County Jurisdiction 

January 1, 2003 - December 31, 2012 
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Lehigh County 58 58 0   19 $10,956.50   20 31 4 0 5 3 1 0 3 3 0 0 

Northampton 

County 30 30 0   18 $70,785.38   18 10 3 0 6 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 

TOTAL 88 88 0  37 $81,741.88  38 41 8 0 11 6 1 0 3 6 0 0 

 



An examination of the fair housing complaints filed within a region can be used to indicate specific 

areas where complaints are more prevalent and the characteristics of households experiencing 

housing discrimination. However, it is important to note that reviewing the number of fair housing 

complaints filed within a given community cannot by itself be used as a direct indicator of fair 

housing problems in that community. Such an examination, paired with other types of data and 

indicators (as is done in this Analysis of Impediments) is more conclusive. A lack of complaints filed 

is not necessarily indicative of an absence of housing discrimination in a community. Many 

households do not file complaints because they are not educated about the process for doing so. 

Other households may be aware that they are experiencing housing discrimination, but they are 

simply not aware that this discrimination is against the law. Finally, many households are more 

concerned with their primary goal of finding decent affordable housing and choose not to take the 

time to file a complaint and wait for a resolution.  

Among the agencies accepting fair housing complaints for Lehigh County and Northampton County, 

the largest numbers of complaints filed were claims of discrimination based on disability status and 

race or color. Only HUD and NPLS tracked the origin of complaints down to the municipal level. 

Their data showed, predictably, that greater numbers of complaints were filed in the more populous 

areas of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton. Complaints originating in smaller municipalities 

(townships and boroughs) in the region were not frequent enough to support a conclusion as to the 

prevalence of discrimination from one municipality to another. 
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Housing Discrimination Lawsuits 
 

Within the past ten years, four significant lawsuits and HUD charges of discrimination have been 

filed to redress housing discrimination within the Lehigh Valley municipalities. These cases, 

discussed below, are important because of their impact on the rights and responsibilities of private 

individuals and local businesses and of local governments and governmental agencies that provide 

municipal services. These cases also have bearing on an analysis of fair housing choice because of 

the potential number of residents within a protected class that should benefit from the standards 

set by these cases.  (In addition, individual private litigants have filed dozens of other fair housing 

lawsuits in the past ten years, but because those cases only affect individual households and do not 

appear to have a substantial impact on fair housing issues for Lehigh Valley’s population at large or 

governmental organizations, they are not included in this discussion or analysis.) 

 
 
Newell v. Traditions of Hanover, Civ. Action File No. 5:12-cv-06094-LS (ED Pa. Nov. 19, 2012).  

Plaintiff S. Newell filed a lawsuit alleging violations of the Federal Fair Housing Act (FHA) against 

Defendants Westrum Hanover, LP t/a Traditions of Hanover (TOH), an independent living 

community for seniors in Northampton County’s Hanover Township, and Heritage Senior Living, 

LLC (Heritage), the operator of TOH and other senior living facilities throughout Pennsylvania and 

New Jersey. Plaintiff, a former employee of TOH, asserts that Defendants illegally attempted to 

coerce her to violate provisions of the FHA, and then harassed and retaliated against her for 

opposing Defendants’ discriminatory policies to screen out prospective tenants with disabilities and 

for aiding and encouraging prospective tenants of TOH to exercise certain rights protected by the 

FHA. 

Plaintiff was employed as the marketing manager for TOH from October 2010 until her firing in May 

2012. By early 2012, TOH’s 114 units were fully occupied and there was a substantial waiting list 

for prospective tenants. The amended complaint alleges that TOH made a policy decision to screen 

out prospective tenants perceived to have a disability by imposing “independent living” criteria, 

expressly disqualifying individuals with cognitive disabilities or mobility impairments and those 

requiring assistance with daily living activities. Defendants also allegedly expressly inquired into 

prospective tenants’ physical and mental impairments, made statements expressing a preference, 

limitation, or discrimination based on applicants’ disabilities, and discouraged prospective tenants 

with disabilities from applying for TOH housing. Plaintiff states that after refusing to go along with 

these practices and attempting to counsel TOH management to seek fair housing education, 

Defendants’ agents harassed her, targeted her for adverse treatment, attempted to coerce her to 

take actions in violation of the FHA, and finally retaliated against her by terminating her 

employment. 
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Defendants filed their Answer to the Amended Complaint on December 18, 2012, denying the 

majority of the factual and legal allegations. According to the Court’s scheduling order, discovery in 

the case ends June 18, 2013, and the first settlement conference is scheduled for June 19, 2013.  

However this case ultimately plays out for Plaintiff, this lawsuit has implications beyond just as an 

employment case. The allegations against Traditions of Hanover and Heritage Senior Living could 

set the stage for further litigation by potentially dozens of prospective tenants who were denied fair 

housing because of their disabilities or perceived disabilities. 

Hartman v. City of Allentown, 880 A2d 737 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2005). 

In Hartman, four citizens sued Allentown seeking to invalidate an amendment to the city’s Human 

Relations Ordinance, codified at Article 181. Article 181, originally adopted in 1966, made it 

unlawful to discriminate in employment, housing, and public accommodation based on categories 

that tracked those listed in the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act (PHRA), and authorized the city’s 

Human Relations Commission to initiate, receive, and investigate complaints of discrimination. The 

amended anti-discrimination Ordinance, adopted in March 2002, added “sexual orientation” and 

“gender identity” as prohibited bases of discrimination. The Plaintiffs/Appellees, who were owners 

of rental property, taxpayers, and a business operator, filed suit challenging the amended Ordinance 

on two grounds: (1) that the PHRA preempted the Ordinance; and, (2) that the Ordinance was ultra 

vires (beyond the City’s authority), because it violated Allentown’s authority under the state’s Home 

Rule Charter and Optional Plans Law (Home Rule Law).  

The Court of Common Pleas of Lehigh County ruled on June 14, 2004, that the Ordinance was not 

preempted by the PHRA, but, nevertheless was invalid and unenforceable under Section 2962(f) of 

the Home Rule Law. This appeal followed in which the Commonwealth Court had to determine how 

broadly the limitation in Section 2962(f), which limits the “regulation of business,” should be 

interpreted and whether it prevents Allentown from enacting the anti-discrimination Ordinance at 

issue. 

The Court first outlined the broad, general grant of legislative power given to local municipalities in 

the Home Rule Law, which the Court noted provides for liberal construction of its powers in favor 

of the municipality. The broad grant of power is limited by Section 2962(f), the basis of 

Plaintiffs/Appellees’ challenge, which states that a home rule municipality, such as Allentown, “shall 

not determine duties, responsibilities or requirements placed upon businesses, occupations and 

employers . . . except as expressly provided. . . .” 53 Pa. C.S. § 2962(f). The trial court found that the 

Ordinance places duties and responsibilities on businesses, occupations and employers and that 

there is no statute, including the PHRA, which expressly authorizes municipal legislation dealing 

with discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. Therefore, the trial court 

held that, to the extent that the Ordinance does so, it is ultra vires. However, the Commonwealth 

Court disagreed.  
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Following the state Supreme Court’s decision in Devlin v. City of Philadelphia, 580 Pa. 564, 862 A.2d 

1234 (2004), wherein the Supreme Court indicated that a municipality's authority to enact anti-

discrimination laws is derived from its police powers, the Court found that Allentown's police 

powers provide authority for it to enact local anti-discrimination ordinances that prohibit 

discrimination for reasons in addition to those specifically listed in the Pennsylvania Human 

Relations Act (PHRA). The Court also concluded that the Ordinance was not designed or intended 

to impose affirmative duties on businesses; rather, the Ordinance was intended to protect 

Allentown's citizens from discrimination. Reversing the trial court, the Commonwealth Court held 

that Allentown’s Ordinance is not ultra vires. 

As to the issue of preemption, the Court agreed with the trial court’s analysis that the PHRA 

explicitly disclaims any intention of preempting municipal ordinances relating to discrimination. 

On the contrary, it provides that “nothing contained in this act shall be deemed to repeal or 

supersede any of the provisions of any existing or hereafter adopted municipal ordinance . . . relating 

to discrimination. . . ." 43 P.S. § 962(b). The Court found that the PHRA does not address a 

municipality’s police powers and cannot preempt such action. In further support against 

Plaintiffs/Appellees’ argument, the Court found that enforcement of the PHRA is in no way impeded 

by Allentown's Ordinance, which prohibits additional categories of discrimination. Finally, the 

Court noted that the PHRA was not intended to be exclusive in the field of anti-discrimination. In 

fact, the legislative history of the act reveals that the General Assembly wanted to preserve local 

power to enact greater protections against discrimination. 

Based on these findings, the order of the Court of Common Pleas of Lehigh County was affirmed to 

the extent that it held that the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act does not preempt Allentown’s 

Ordinance and reversed to the extent that it held that the Ordinance violated the Home Rule Charter 

and Optional Plans Law.  

Following the court’s decision, Allentown’s anti-discrimination ordinance has remained intact with 

the additional protected classes based on “sexual orientation” and “gender identity.” Having 

survived a constitutional challenge and court scrutiny, Allentown’s Ordinance may be used as a 

model for other municipalities which wish to expand on the categories of protected classes and 

strengthen their anti-discrimination and fair housing ordinances. 

Community Services, Inc. v. Wind Gap Municipal Authority, 421 F.3d 170 (3d Cir. 2005); 2006 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 23385 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 25, 2006); 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 54948 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 7, 

2006). 

Plaintiff, a for-profit corporation that provides caretaker services for persons with disabilities, 

brought this action against the Wind Gap Municipal Authority (“Authority”), the agency that 

administers sewer services in Wind Gap Borough. Plaintiff’s complaint alleged that the Defendant 

discriminated against it based upon the handicapped status of residents of a house it leased by 

requiring additional fees and administrative processes, changing the classification or status of the 
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subject property from residential to commercial, and failing to provide a reasonable 

accommodation in violation of the Fair Housing Act and Fair Housing Amendments Act, 42 U.S.C. § 

3601 et seq. Plaintiff operates in several counties in Pennsylvania, including Northampton County. 

In 2000, the Wind Gap Zoning Hearing Board granted Plaintiff a variance, as a reasonable 

accommodation under the FHAA, for it to operate a “Community Living Arrangement” at the subject 

house. Three women with mental retardation who required onsite supportive care services resided 

at the home located in a residential community. In January 2001, the Authority changed the house’s 

sewer service status from “residential” to “commercial” based on the Authority’s classification of 

the property as a “personal care home” (which the Borough’s regulations did not separately define), 

and increased the home’s sewer charges. The applicable regulations classified a personal care home 

as a commercial, rather than residential, use, and thus charged personal care homes an increased 

rate for sewer services. Prior to litigation, counsel for Plaintiff requested that the house be classified 

as a single-family residence and that the Authority grant a reasonable accommodation, but the 

request went unanswered.  

The District Court granted summary judgment to Plaintiff, in large part because it concluded that 

the Authority’s classification of the house as a “personal care home” was a proxy for handicapped 

status and, therefore, the regulation discriminated on its face based on disability. On appeal, the 

Third Circuit disagreed with the District Court’s conclusion that the regulatory classification and 

treatment of the house as “commercial” constituted disparate treatment “because of” the handicap 

status of the residents, and reversed and remanded the case. The Court of Appeals found a plausible 

non-discriminatory rationale that the classification was based on the commercial nature of Plaintiff 

CSG as the lessee of the property. Rather than based on the disability of residents, the classification 

of the many facilities (including hotels, nursing homes, and boarding houses in addition to personal 

care homes) subject to increased fees and administrative burdens associated with sewer service - 

the alleged discrimination - was broad-based, with different sewer charges assessed against 

numerous different types of facilities based on whether they were deemed “residential” or 

“commercial,” and did not “single out for regulation group homes for the handicapped.” 

The Court acknowledged that the term “personal care home” conceivably could be a proxy for 

discrimination against persons with disabilities in certain circumstances (as very similar terms 

have been found to be in previous fair housing cases); however, in this case the Court found that a 

plain reading of the relevant regulation did not support the District Court’s conclusion that 

classifying the subject property as a “personal care home” was facially discriminatory as singling 

out Plaintiff for disparate treatment because of the residents’ disabilities. The Third Circuit reversed 

and remanded the case for further disposition on the questions of whether the Authority’s 

regulation discriminated as-applied and whether the Authority discriminated by failing to grant a 

reasonable accommodation. 
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On remand and before trial, the Defendant granted Plaintiff a reasonable accommodation and 

adopted a variance changing the subject property’s classification back to residential, refunded the 

payments that Plaintiff had been paying in excess of residential fees, and moved to dismiss the case 

for mootness. After hearing arguments, the District Court concluded that the Defendant Authority’s 

voluntary granting of the Plaintiff’s request for a reasonable accommodation in late 2005, which 

included various caveats, did not render the case moot. The Authority failed to meet the “stringent” 

test for whether, upon voluntary cessation of the alleged wrongful conduct, a case has become moot: 

“if subsequent events made it absolutely clear that the allegedly wrongful behavior could not 

reasonably be expected to recur.” The order issued by the Defendant stated that “any change in the 

community living arrangement (CLA) at the property shall require review and approval by the Wind 

Gap Zoning Hearing Board and all other necessary approvals by the Borough or other agencies as 

required.” The District Court ruled, in 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 23385 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 25, 2006), that the 

fact that the granting of the reasonable accommodation could be revoked upon the Defendant's 

determination that a “change” in the living arrangement had taken place gave rise to the potential 

for recurrence of the Defendant’s alleged wrongful conduct. Accordingly, the court denied the 

Authority’s Motion to Dismiss. 

Thereafter, the Defendant amended the regulation under which it had classified the property as 

commercial to provide that “home facilities” such as the property at issue that have residents who 

qualify under the FHAA would be charged residential sewer fees. The Defendant then moved again 

to dismiss on mootness grounds. This time the District Court concluded that the granting of the 

reasonable accommodation in combination with the amendment was sufficient to ensure that 

Plaintiff’s relief would not be taken away arbitrarily. The court rendered the case moot because the 

Defendant’s behavior was not reasonably likely to recur and there remained “no actual case or 

controversy.” On August 7, 2006, six years after Plaintiff’s complaint, the case against the Wind Gap 

Authority was dismissed.  

The Community Services case, with its protracted procedural history, teaches that the FHAA’s 

protections reach beyond just the sale or rental of housing. Its protections apply as well to the 

provision of municipal services to a dwelling. However, facial discrimination claims, involving a 

regulation or policy that on its face seemingly treats certain classes of persons differently on the 

basis of a trait protected under the FHAA (like disability), will be closely scrutinized by the courts. 

The FHAA does not require preferential treatment or outright exemption from zoning and other 

regulatory laws, and that a protected class is subject to additional administrative or regulatory 

hurdles by local ordinances is not per se discrimination. Rather, the regulation must be looked at in 

the context of how it applies to all groups and whether the specific treatment is truly “because of” 

or on the basis of a protected trait.  
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The Secretary, United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, on behalf of  the 

Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia v. The Blue Valley Times, Blue Valley Publishing, 

Inc., and Michael Ortoski, HUD ALJ 11-F-081-FH-40; FHEO No. 03-11-0288-8 (Consent Order 

Dec. 15, 2011). 

In May 2011, the Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (“FHCSP” or “Complainant”), a non-

profit housing organization, filed a familial status discrimination complaint with the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) alleging that discriminatory advertising 

for housing indicating a preference against families with children was published in the Blue Valley 

Times. Blue Valley Times is a newspaper that publishes classified advertisements for the sale and 

rental of houses, mobile homes and apartments and is distributed most heavily throughout the 

northeastern portion of Northampton County with a weekly readership of over 20,000. 

Following an investigation into the allegations of the complaint, HUD, through the Office of Regional 

Counsel for the Philadelphia Regional Office, issued a Charge of Discrimination against The Blue 

Valley Times, Blue Valley Publishing, Inc., and Michael Ortoski. At the time, Blue Valley Times was 

owned by Blue Valley Times, LLC (“The Blue Valley Times”) and Ortoski. Blue Valley Publishing, Inc. 

was subsequently dismissed from the Charge as it no longer had any ownership interest in Blue 

Valley Times. HUD found reasonable cause to believe that the remaining Respondents had violated 

the Fair Housing Act, specifically 42 U.S.C. § 3604(c), which prohibits publishing any notice, 

statement or advertisement with respect to the rental of a dwelling unit that states any preference, 

limitation or discrimination based upon race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability or 

familial status. (“Familial status” means one or more individuals under the age of eighteen being 

domiciled with a parent or legal guardian. 42 U.S.C. § 3602(k)). 

Evidence showed that from August 2010 through April 2011, Respondents published 

advertisements in the classifieds section of Blue Valley Times for rental housing containing phrases 

such as “No children or pets,” “Mature individual or couple,” and “2 occupants only.” 

None of the parties involved in this matter elected to have their claims decided in a civil action in 

federal district court. Rather, in December 2011, HUD, Complainant, and Respondents agreed to 

resolve the case through a consent agreement and accordingly entered into an “Initial Decision and 

Consent Order” setting out the remedies and responsibilities of the parties. 

The specific relief granted requires the following: 

1. All members of the staff of Blue Valley Times were to complete online fair housing 

training conducted by FHCSP at no cost to Respondents within sixty (60) days of the 

approval of the agreement by the Office of Administrative Law Judges. FHCSP must 

provide a certificate of completion to HUD evidencing that all members of the staff of 

Blue Valley Times successfully completed the online fair housing training provided by 

FHCSP, within thirty (30) days of completion of such course; 
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2. Within three months of the effective date of the agreement, Respondents must publish 

the following equal housing opportunity statement in the classified advertising section 

of each issue of Blue Valley Times, for as long as the paper is published, that states: 

IT IS ILLEGAL TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ANY PERSON BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, 

RELIGION, SEX, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS (HAVING ONE OR MORE CHILDREN 

UNDER 18), OR NATIONAL ORIGIN IN THE SALE, RENTAL, FINANCING, APPRAISAL OF 

HOUSING OR IN THE PROVISION OF REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES. IF YOU 

BELIEVE YOU HAVE BEEN DISCRIMINATED AGAINST OR WOULD LIKE FURTHER 

INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE FAIR HOUSING 

ACT, CONTACT THE FAIR HOUSING COUNCIL OF SUBURBAN PHILADELPHIA AT 267-

419-8918. 

3. Respondents must publish a fair housing advertisement (4 inches by 5 inches) 

provided by FHCSP in each issue of Blue Valley Times for the next twenty-three (23) 

years; 

4. Respondents must provide a letter to FHCSP that identifies an estimated dollar figure 

for any space provided to FHCSP in Blue Valley Times within ten (10) days; 

5. Respondents must publish one article annually on fair housing submitted by FHCSP 

for a period of twenty-three (23) years; and 

6. Respondents must not accept for publication in Blue Valley Times any advertising for 

real estate that violates the Fair Housing Act. 

The obligations contained in the Consent Order are binding on any subsequent owners, managers, 

or successors of Blue Valley Times. HUD retains authority to review and monitor compliance with 

the Consent Order. Respondents’ failure to satisfy the terms of the Consent Order is a breach of the 

Consent Order, which may be enforced in the United States Court of Appeals. 
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Hate Crime Data 
 

Any traditional crime, such as murder, arson, or vandalism can be classified as a hate crime if it is 

motivated by a bias against a race, religion, disability, ethnic origin or sexual orientation. Because 

these protected classes significantly overlap those classes protected under the Fair Housing Act, an 

examination of data on hate crimes is conducted as part of this Analysis of Impediments. The Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) maintains a Uniform Crime Reporting Program, under which more 

than 18,000 federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies voluntarily report incidences of 

crime in their jurisdictions for nationwide statistical assessment and monitoring purposes. Hate 

crime statistics have been monitored and published annually under the FBI’s Uniform Crime 

Reporting Program since 1992.41  

For this analysis, hate crime statistics for the most recently available five-year period (2007-2011) 

were reviewed for trends that could indicate pervasive discriminatory attitudes in particular 

jurisdictions within the Lehigh Valley. However, only one incident of a hate crime was found to have 

been reported anywhere within the region over the five-year period studied. The sole hate crime 

reported concerned a race-motivated crime in the township of Upper Saucon in 2008. While a single 

hate crime can be a serious incident, the presence of one reported crime does not support a 

conclusion that race-biased (or otherwise biased) attitudes are prevalent in Upper Saucon or 

elsewhere in Lehigh Valley. 

 

 
 

  

                                            
41 FBI.gov. http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/hate-crime/2011/resources/about-hate-crime-statistics 
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Impediments and Recommendations 
In the Fair Housing Planning Guide, HUD defines an impediment to fair housing choice as an action, 

omission or decision based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, or national origin 

that restricts or has the effect of restricting housing choices or the availability of housing choices.42 

Throughout this analysis various community issues have surfaced, both positive and negative. Some 

of these issues represent general community needs (e.g. the quality of jobs available in the region) 

and, while valid, do not restrict or have the effect of restricting housing choice and thus do not 

constitute impediments. Even some affordable housing-related issues (e.g. low credit scores leading 

to denial of apartment rental applications) fall short of classification as impediments to fair housing 

choice.  

For this analysis, qualitative data received in the form of input from interviews and community 

meetings was combined with quantitative data from the fair housing survey and from the many 

other sources consulted, including the U.S. Census, the American Community Survey, and Home 

Mortgage Disclosure Act data. In some cases, the quantitative data collected from a single source 

was clear and compelling enough on its own to indicate the existence of an impediment. In other 

cases, and particularly with the use of qualitative data, the cumulative effect of a comment or 

criticism repeated many times over in many different settings was sufficient to indicate an 

impediment. Sometimes a weak or inconclusive correlation of quantitative data from one source 

could be supported by public comments and input or data from another source to constitute an 

impediment.  

In this section, the eight impediments identified are summarized with supporting examples noted. 

The named impediments do not all affect the Lehigh Valley and its municipalities equally and, where 

the applicability of an impediment is limited to specific geographies within the region, this is noted. 

Each impediment listed is followed by recommendations, the implementation of which will correct, 

or begin the process of correcting, the related impediment. It should be noted that these 

impediments are largely systemic and will require effort from both private sector and public sector 

actors to correct.  

Impediment #1: Steering by Real Estate Agents 

Applicability: Allentown  

In 2011, the Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (FHCSP) was commissioned by the City 

of Allentown and the Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) to perform fair 

housing testing within the city. FHCSP released a final report in 2012 summarizing the results of 33 

tests completed between March 2011 and December 2011. For the testing, the FHCSP evaluated real 

estate agents and agencies in and around Allentown to determine whether real estate agents were 

                                            
42 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. Fair Housing 
Planning Guide: Volume 1 (Chapter 2: Preparing for Fair Housing Planning, Page 2-17).  March 1996. 
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steering White homebuyers out of the city while at the same time steering minority homebuyers 

into the city. Steering refers to the practice of real estate agents limiting clients’ home searches only 

to certain areas based on the clients’ race or ethnicity and is specifically prohibited by the Fair 

Housing Act. Based on 33 tests conducted, the FHCSP determined that 73% of the tests included 

differential location suggestions based on race or ethnicity; 24% of the tests were inconclusive, 

while 3% were shown to have treated clients of different races or ethnicities the same. The scope of 

FHCSP’s testing was limited to Allentown, where the results conclusively showed that steering was 

occurring. While there is not testing data to support the applicability of this impediment to other 

areas in the Lehigh Valley, the prevalence of the practice in Allentown suggests that it is highly likely 

to occur elsewhere in the region as well.  

Recommendation: Based on the results of the testing study, Allentown’s mayor and the CACLV have 

already initiated efforts with the local real estate community to encourage greater understanding 

of fair housing issues. The Lehigh Valley Association of Realtors has created a task force to develop 

monthly fair housing topics that brokers can use at their own meetings. This task force has also 

begun exploring ways to increase minority representation on the association’s board and has 

worked with HUD to develop a publication directed at consumers to help them understand Fair 

Housing and how to report Fair Housing issues. It is recommended that intensive education and 

training efforts continue. Additionally, in 2014 a new fair housing testing study should be 

conducted, to include Allentown as well as Bethlehem and Easton, for the purpose of determining 

whether the education efforts are having their desired effect and resulting in a reduction in 

incidences of steering. 

 

Impediment #2: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

Applicability: Region-wide  

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 
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in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 

lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  
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The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #4: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 

and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 
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Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Applicability: All municipalities in Lehigh and Northampton Counties  

Zoning ordinances adopted by Lehigh Valley municipalities pose varying levels of risk related to 

limitations of housing choice and/or discrimination against people with disabilities.  Great variation 

exists among the zoning codes within the Lehigh Valley. Some of these codes make it unreasonably 

difficult for persons with disabilities to make reasonable modifications to their property, restrict 

group homes from residential districts or require special permitting from them, require public 

hearings be held before permitting new group homes, and restrict placement of group homes based 

on their requirements for onsite supportive services.  Because each municipality’s ordinance is 

unique and because the ordinances vary in the levels of compliance with fair housing law, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions for the region.  Additional analysis is necessary to determine the extent 

of possible non-compliance related to zoning provisions affecting persons with disabilities.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. Many of the 

recommended actions outlined in Impediment #3 also will help mitigate this impediment.  
 

Impediment #6: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

Applicability: Various municipalities in Lehigh and Northampton Counties  

The zoning analyses conducted as part of this document brought attention to a number of Lehigh 

Valley municipalities, in both Lehigh County and Northampton County, that restrict inherently 

residential land uses (such as group homes, shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) 

from some residential zones. Municipalities may have certain zoning districts of various intensities 

featuring either a significant or exclusive concentration of residential uses. Depending on the 

municipality, these districts generally take one of two forms: a single-use residential district or a 

mixed-use district of residential uses and complimentary uses of other types. Under federal law (e.g. 

the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act), zoning provisions may not isolate 

residential uses addressing the needs of a protected class from other residential uses due to the 
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characteristics of their clientele. Such uses seek to keep their clients integrated with the community, 

and municipal zoning ordinances may not nullify this intent. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #7: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

Applicability: Region-wide  

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 

Impediment #8: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

Applicability: Region-wide  

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 
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public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  
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Conclusion 

Through this Regional Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, several barriers have been 

identified which restrict the housing choice available to residents of the Lehigh Valley; these 

barriers may prevent residents from realizing their right to fair and equitable treatment under the 

law. It is imperative that residents know their rights and that those providing housing or related 

services know their responsibilities. Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the cities of 

Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, will work diligently toward achieving Fair Housing Choice for 

their residents using the recommendations provided here to address the identified impediments. 

However, it should be noted that these impediments are largely systemic and will require effort 

from both private sector and public sector actors to correct. The entitlement communities have an 

important role to play but cannot on their own bring about the change necessary to remove these 

impediments to fair housing choice. 

The recommendations proposed in this document address impediments relative to steering by real 

estate agents, mortgage lending disparities, the need for greater public education regarding fair 

housing and coordination among providers of fair housing services, zoning-related issues, 

affordable housing conditions, and public transportation. Implementation of the recommendations 

can assist the Lehigh Valley in achieving the reality of being an open and inclusive community that 

truly embraces Fair Housing Choice for all its residents. 
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Allentown Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Steering by Real Estate Agents 

In 2011, the Fair Housing Council of Suburban Philadelphia (FHCSP) was commissioned by the City 

of Allentown and the Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) to perform fair 

housing testing within the city. FHCSP released a final report in 2012 summarizing the results of 33 

tests completed between March 2011 and December 2011. For the testing, the FHCSP evaluated real 

estate agents and agencies in and around Allentown to determine whether real estate agents were 

steering White homebuyers out of the city while at the same time steering minority homebuyers 

into the city. Steering refers to the practice of real estate agents limiting clients’ home searches only 

to certain areas based on the clients’ race or ethnicity and is specifically prohibited by the Fair 

Housing Act. Based on 33 tests conducted, the FHCSP determined that 73% of the tests included 

differential location suggestions based on race or ethnicity; 24% of the tests were inconclusive, 

while 3% were shown to have treated clients of different races or ethnicities the same. The scope of 

FHCSP’s testing was limited to Allentown, where the results conclusively showed that steering was 

occurring. While there is not testing data to support the applicability of this impediment to other 

areas in the Lehigh Valley, the prevalence of the practice in Allentown suggests that it is highly likely 

to occur elsewhere in the region as well.  

Recommendation: Based on the results of the testing study, Allentown’s mayor and the CACLV have 

already initiated efforts with the local real estate community to encourage greater understanding 

of fair housing issues. The Lehigh Valley Association of Realtors has created a task force to develop 

monthly fair housing topics that brokers can use at their own meetings. This task force has also 

begun exploring ways to increase minority representation on the association’s board and has 

worked with HUD to develop a publication directed at consumers to help them understand Fair 

Housing and how to report Fair Housing issues. It is recommended that intensive education and 

training efforts continue. Additionally, in 2014 a new fair housing testing study should be 

conducted, to include Allentown as well as Bethlehem and Easton, for the purpose of determining 

whether the education efforts are having their desired effect and resulting in a reduction in 

incidences of steering. 

 

Impediment #2: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 
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rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 

lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 
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information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #4: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 

and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 
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Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Allentown’s zoning ordinance imposes 1,000 foot spacing requirements on group homes, 

drug/alcohol treatment centers, veterans’ treatment centers, and temporary shelters. Existing 

Pennsylvania case law suggests such a provision may not be valid. Allentown’s Zoning Hearing 

Board, however, is empowered to modify the City’s zoning ordinance as necessary to make 

reasonable accommodations for people with disabilities.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. 

Impediment #6: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 
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Impediment #7: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 

public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  
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Bethlehem Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

 

Impediment #2: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 
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lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 
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and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 

Impediment #4: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Bethlehem’s zoning ordinance imposes spacing requirements on treatment centers and temporary 

shelters, which shall not be located within 800 feet of another such facility. To the extent treatment 

centers and temporary shelters may be considered residential rather than institutional uses, 

existing Pennsylvania case law suggests such a spacing provision may not be valid. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. 
 

Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

Treatment centers and temporary shelters are not allowed in Bethlehem’s residential districts. 

Shelters are a special exception use in the CL, CG, CS, and CB districts, and permitted by right in the 

I district. Treatment centers are a special exception use in the CG, CS, LI, and IN districts. These 

nonresidential districts have higher minimum lot size requirements and other dimensional 

requirements that would impact the affordability of developing residential uses. Persons recovering 

from drug and/or alcohol dependence (not current users) are considered handicapped under 

federal law, and therefore are part of a protected class. Under federal law (e.g. the Fair Housing Act 

and the Americans with Disabilities Act), it is discriminatory to deny an individual or entity the right 
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to site a treatment program in a residential zone because it will serve individuals with alcohol or 

other drug problems. While it is possible that the City’s “group home” definition could be 

interpreted to apply to people recovering from drug or alcohol abuse, the City’s more restrictive 

“treatment center” definition could be applied to this population as well.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #6: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 

Impediment #7: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 

public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 
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service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  
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Easton Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

Impediment #2: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 
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lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 
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and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 

Impediment #4: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

In Easton, group homes (even those limited to three or fewer persons therefore meeting the 

ordinance’s definition of “family”) are not permitted as of right in any zoning district, and are only 

permitted by special exception permit as authorized by the Zoning Hearing Board in the 

Institutional 1 (INS-1) district. Additionally, the zoning ordinance imposes 1,000 foot spacing 

requirements on group homes. Existing Pennsylvania case law suggests such a provision may not 

be valid. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. 
 

Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

Residential treatment facilities and rehabilitation facilities are only permitted in institutional 

zoning districts (INS-1 and INS-2). Shelters for the homeless, operated under the supervision of an 

established religious group, are only permitted in the INS-1, INS-2, and Adaptive Reuse (AR) zones. 

The city’s institutional and adaptive reuse districts are residential in that they permit a mix of uses 

including residential. However, there are other more purely residential districts (such as College 

Hill, South Side, and West Ward) from which these residential uses are restricted. Persons 
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recovering from drug and/or alcohol dependence (not current users) are considered handicapped 

under federal law, and therefore are part of a protected class. Under federal law (e.g. the Fair 

Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act), it is discriminatory to deny an individual or 

entity the right to site a treatment program in a residential zone because it will serve individuals 

with alcohol or other drug problems. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #6: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 

Impediment #7: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 
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public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  
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Lehigh County Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

Impediment #2: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 
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lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 
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and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 

 

Impediment #4: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Zoning ordinances adopted by Lehigh Valley municipalities pose varying levels of risk related to 

limitations of housing choice and/or discrimination against people with disabilities.  Great variation 

exists among the zoning codes within the Lehigh Valley. Some of these codes make it unreasonably 

difficult for persons with disabilities to make reasonable modifications to their property, restrict 

group homes from residential districts or require special permitting from them, require public 

hearings be held before permitting new group homes, and restrict placement of group homes based 

on their requirements for onsite supportive services.  Because each municipality’s ordinance is 

unique and because the ordinances vary in the levels of compliance with fair housing law, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions for the region.  Additional analysis is necessary to determine the extent 

of possible non-compliance related to zoning provisions affecting persons with disabilities.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. 
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Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

The zoning analyses conducted as part of this document brought attention to a number of Lehigh 

Valley municipalities, in both Lehigh County and Northampton County, that restrict inherently 

residential land uses (such as group homes, shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) 

from some residential zones. Municipalities may have certain zoning districts of various intensities 

featuring either a significant or exclusive concentration of residential uses. Depending on the 

municipality, these districts generally take one of two forms: a single-use residential district or a 

mixed-use district of residential uses and complimentary uses of other types. Under federal law (e.g. 

the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act), zoning provisions may not isolate 

residential uses addressing the needs of a protected class from other residential uses due to the 

characteristics of their clientele. Such uses seek to keep their clients integrated with the community, 

and municipal zoning ordinances may not nullify this intent. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #6: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 
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Impediment #7: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 

public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  
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Northampton County Impediments and Recommendations 

Impediment #1: Disparities in Mortgage Lending 

According to 2011 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, and after controlling for income 

level, Whites had the lowest mortgage denial rates in every income tier. In fact, low income Whites 

had a lower rate of mortgage denial than minorities of moderate and even high income levels. Blacks 

were denied loans at rates which increased with income: 28.1% for low income, 32.4% for 

moderate, and 34.5% at the higher income bracket. Moderate income Hispanics were denied loans 

at higher rates than those with low or high incomes. Denial rates for Asians were lower than for 

other minority groups but still much higher than Whites. Pacific Islanders had the highest denial 

rates of any group at all income levels. The presence of disparities alone is not evidence enough to 

prove outright discrimination (there may be legitimate factors such as credit score, job history, and 

collateral that result in these loan denial patterns) but they do have the effect of limiting the housing 

choice of would-be borrowers.  

Recommendation: The strong patterns of disparity in the HMDA data, though possibly attributable 

to legitimate factors, should be studied further to determine whether discrimination is taking place 

in the lending sector. Under the HMDA, lenders are not required to report the reasons mortgage 

applications are denied. In the data used for this analysis, a reason for denial was listed for only 

13.1% of the records. Specifically, fair housing testing of the mortgage market is recommended. As 

with the testing that revealed steering among real estate agents (and subsequent collaborative 

education efforts between the City of Allentown, CACLV, and real estate agents), similar studies can 

be designed to evaluate mortgage lending. Combined with testing, a plan for collaborative education 

of mortgage lenders should be developed and implemented to ensure lenders are knowledgeable of 

their responsibilities under the Fair Housing Act. 

Impediment #2: Need for Increased Fair Housing Education 

The Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project, undertaken by North Penn Legal Services, is roundly praised 

for its success at organizing events and sustaining education campaigns, including bus advertising. 

The project receives funding from each of the five local CDBG entitlement communities and is 

therefore a testament to the cooperative posture of these jurisdictions when it comes to fair housing 

education. As helpful as these efforts are, numerous indicators point to the need to do even more. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, 46.3% of respondents claimed they did 

not know their fair housing rights; another 32.5% knew them “somewhat”, leaving barely one in 

five residents aware of the protections afforded them by fair housing law. More than two-thirds of 

survey respondents stated they did not know where to file a fair housing complaint. Increased 

education is also needed for landlords and property owners. Of those respondents to the survey 

believing they had been discriminated against, 71.4% said the discrimination had been perpetrated 

by a landlord or property owner. Also underscoring this need is the Newell v. Traditions of Hanover 
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lawsuit where a property manager (responsible for multiple senior living facilities throughout 

Pennsylvania) is alleged to have discriminated against prospective tenants with disabilities.  

Recommendation: To address the need for increased public education relative to fair housing, it is 

recommended that the Lehigh Valley Fair Housing Project between North Penn Legal Services and 

the five CDBG entitlement communities be sustained and either expanded or complemented so that 

it reaches even more people. Advertising campaigns should make clear how to recognize 

discrimination and where one should begin if he or she has experienced discrimination. The Project 

should develop a specific strategy describing how Lehigh Valley landlords and property managers 

will be reached and the model should include proactive measures that take the necessary 

information to the subjects. A similar emphasis should be placed on educating racial and ethnic 

minorities and people with disabilities, as these were the most common bases for housing 

discrimination complaints in the region. A public survey similar to the one conducted as part of this 

analysis should be conducted in 2015 to determine the effect of these increased education efforts.  

The jurisdictions will continue to coordinate the regional working group about fair housing and 

work with local contractor North Penn Legal Services to continue to provide outreach to residents 

about fair housing rights and pursue other vendors as needed. This work will include: 

 Providing assistance to at least 60 residents annually to resolve potential fair housing 

violations. 

 Educate 500 representatives of area non-profit and advocacy organizations annually on 

fair housing rights and recourses. 

 Disseminate 800 copies of, “The Right Stuff About Renting,” to provide tenants information 

about their rights, including those under fair housing laws. 

 In conjunction with LVAR, provide six training sessions annually to Realtors. 

 Offer outreach sessions and other educational opportunities to promote Fair Housing 

Awareness Month.  Activities will use local media to increase awareness about fair housing 

issues throughout the Lehigh Valley. 
 

Impediment #3: Need for Increased Coordination among Fair Housing Providers 

The five entitlement communities participate in a fair housing partnership with North Penn Legal 

Services, which representatives roundly praise and see as having been successful. This partnership 

consolidates the fair housing work that otherwise would have been carried out by city and county 

staff in the five different jurisdictions. However, some other fair housing providers with a presence 

in the Lehigh Valley, particularly the various local human relations commissions, are not well 

integrated into this partnership. Local human relations commissions exist in Allentown, Bethlehem, 
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and Easton, but their role is unclear and their effectiveness is varied, some depending completely 

on volunteer staffing. The efforts of these organizations are generally not concerted.  

Recommendation: Through the North Penn Legal Services project, education regarding fair housing 

has been enhanced, but investment in local fair housing enforcement and compliance capacity is 

needed as well. Lehigh Valley’s entitlement communities should take the lead in working toward 

increased coordination among the region’s fair housing organizations by convening representatives 

of the organizations for the purpose of coordinating the roles and responsibilities of each 

organization in fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Representatives of these 

organizations should meet periodically to update one another on their activities and to review and 

reevaluate the coordination strategy as needed. 

Impediment #4: Zoning Provisions Impacting People with Disabilities 

Zoning ordinances adopted by Lehigh Valley municipalities pose varying levels of risk related to 

limitations of housing choice and/or discrimination against people with disabilities.  Great variation 

exists among the zoning codes within the Lehigh Valley. Some of these codes make it unreasonably 

difficult for persons with disabilities to make reasonable modifications to their property, restrict 

group homes from residential districts or require special permitting from them, require public 

hearings be held before permitting new group homes, and restrict placement of group homes based 

on their requirements for onsite supportive services.  Because each municipality’s ordinance is 

unique and because the ordinances vary in the levels of compliance with fair housing law, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions for the region.  Additional analysis is necessary to determine the extent 

of possible non-compliance related to zoning provisions affecting persons with disabilities.  

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Furthermore, the counties will provide technical 

assistance to 75% of municipalities to update zoning ordinances in accordance with the model 

fair housing ordinance. 

Furthermore the entitlement communities will work with the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living to ensure that housing needs are met for residents with disabilities through 

support of its PLACE program and landlord education program. 

In conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlements will target to educate a total of 40 local municipal 

officers, zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning. 
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Impediment #5: Zoning Provisions Restricting Residential Uses From Residential Districts 

The zoning analyses conducted as part of this document brought attention to a number of Lehigh 

Valley municipalities, in both Lehigh County and Northampton County, that restrict inherently 

residential land uses (such as group homes, shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) 

from some residential zones. Municipalities may have certain zoning districts of various intensities 

featuring either a significant or exclusive concentration of residential uses. Depending on the 

municipality, these districts generally take one of two forms: a single-use residential district or a 

mixed-use district of residential uses and complimentary uses of other types. Under federal law (e.g. 

the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act), zoning provisions may not isolate 

residential uses addressing the needs of a protected class from other residential uses due to the 

characteristics of their clientele. Such uses seek to keep their clients integrated with the community, 

and municipal zoning ordinances may not nullify this intent. 

Recommendation: Appropriate officials in the Lehigh Valley’s five CDBG entitlement communities 

(Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton) will 

work with the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission to develop and promote a model ordinance for 

inclusionary zoning by December 2015. Further, the counties will provide technical assistance to 

municipalities as needed to ensure that the inherently residential land uses (such as group homes, 

shelters, or treatment facilities of a residential nature) are included in residential zones. In 

conjunction with the LVPC, the entitlement communities will work with local municipal officers, 

zoning officials and housing developers annually on inclusionary zoning.  

Impediment #6: Condition of Affordable Housing Stock 

The Lehigh Valley is fortunate to have an ample supply of affordable housing. Especially when 

compared with the large surrounding cities like Philadelphia and New York, the relatively low cost 

of housing in the Lehigh Valley stands out. Though the region’s housing stock tends to be relatively 

affordable, it also tends to be old (over 50% was built prior to 1970), inaccessible to people with 

disabilities, expensive to maintain, and prone to falling into substandard condition. Over 5% of 

Lehigh Valley homeowners without a mortgage spend more than 30% of their income on housing 

expenses, reflecting high utility and maintenance costs, likely tied to the age of the housing stock. 

Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this analysis often referred to substandard conditions in 

the most affordable housing; several described problems with slumlords in their communities. 

Recommendation: The five entitlement communities should continue to concentrate affordable 

housing funds, to the degree practicable, on rehabilitation that increases the quality of existing 

housing units. Stakeholders have described several recent rehabilitation and de-conversion 

projects as evidence that substandard properties can be rehabilitated and successfully returned to 

the rental market as affordable housing. Homeowner rehabilitation programs should be a funding 

priority to assist homeowners with the costs of renovating and modernizing their homes as a 

strategy for lowering owner costs over time. Finally, programs that fund accessibility features and 

retrofits for people with disabilities should be considered for funding. 
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Impediment #7: Public Perceptions Regarding Transportation Connectivity 

LANta, the Lehigh Valley’s public transportation system, does an admirable job of networking the 

community given the region’s three urban hubs and large rural areas. Concepts such as the 

Alburtis/Macungie Flex Zone are expanding LANta’s services in a careful, cost-controlled manner. 

In the fair housing survey conducted as part of this analysis, a remarkable 73.1% of respondents 

said that public transportation was available in their neighborhood. However, only 45.5% said that 

public transportation provided access to major employers, and only 23.1% believed that LANta 

service schedules coincided with their work schedules. It is worth noting that 22.8% of respondents 

did not know whether public transportation was available to major employers and 47% did not 

know whether transit scheduled coincided with their work schedules. If the public is not aware of 

the transit options available to make connections between their homes, workplaces, and other 

destinations, they will be limited in the neighborhoods they consider living in, and the places they 

may consider working. Enhanced knowledge of transit availability and connectivity can potentially 

open new areas of opportunity (and additional housing choices) to protected classes.  

Recommendation: Actual transit connections and options in Lehigh Valley appear to be stronger 

than residents realize, indicating that LANta may need to do more to advertise its routes and 

schedules. The public perception regarding transit connectivity should be incorporated into LANta’s 

ongoing planning processes. Existing LANta marketing plans should continue to be supported by 

the region’s municipalities and implemented by LANta staff. The Lehigh Valley Economic 

Development Corporation should continue its efforts to involve the region’s employers in 

discussions with LANta regarding routes and schedules advantageous to their respective 

employees. The five entitlement communities should continually review LANta and Lehigh Valley 

Planning Commission studies and planning documents (such as the Comprehensive Plan and the 

Moving LANta Forward Study) for opportunities to advocate transportation infrastructure 

improvements that align with the goal of expanding housing choice.  

 


